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ESPRESSO Science Verification

The VLT-FLAMES Tarantula Survey
NGTS – Uncovering New Worlds with Ultra-Precise PhotometryMagellanic Clouds – Historical Perspectives & A View from VMC, Gaia and Beyond                                                                                                              The Messenger                                                                                 No. 181 – Quarter 3 | 2020ESO, the European Southern Observa-                  Contentstory, is the foremost intergovernmentalastronomy organisation in Europe. It is              Instrumentationsupported by 16 Member States: Austria,              Leibundgut B. et al. – ESPRESSO Science Verification	                            3Belgium, the Czech Republic, Denmark,               Lundgren A. et al. – An Era Comes to an End: The Legacy of LABOCA at APEX	       7 France, Finland, Germany, Ireland, Italy,           Petry D. et al. – ALMA Data Quality Assurance and the Products it Delivers —	 the Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Spain,           	 The Contribution of the European ARC				                                      16 Sweden, Switzerland and the United Kingdom, along with the host country of             Astronomical Science Chile and with Australia as a Strategic             Evans C. et al. – The VLT-FLAMES Tarantula Survey	                              22 Partner. ESO’s programme is focused                 Bayliss D. et al. – NGTS — Uncovering New Worlds with on the design, construction and opera-              	 Ultra-Precise Photometry	                                                     28 tion of powerful ground-based observing facilities. ESO operates three observato-          Astronomical News  ries in Chile: at La Silla, at P                                  aranal, site of   Beccari G., Boffin H. M. J. – The ESO Cosmic Duologues	                         34  the Very Large Telescope, and at Llano             Dennefeld M. – A History of the Magellanic Clouds and the European  de Chajnantor. ESO is the European                 	 Exploration of the Southern Hemisphere				                                    37  partner in the Atacama Large Millimeter/          Cioni M.-R. L. et al. – Report on the ESO Workshop “A Synoptic View   submillimeter Array (ALMA). Currently             	 of the Magellanic Clouds: VMC, Gaia, and Beyond”			                           43   ESO is engaged in the construction of the         Gendron-Marsolais M.-L., Jones M. – Fellows at ESO	                             49   Extremely Large Telescope.                       Personnel Movements	                                                            51
The Messenger is published, in hardcopy
and electronic form, four times a year.ESO produces and distributes a widevariety of media connected to its activi-ties. For further information, includingpostal subscription to The Messenger,contact the ESO Department of Commu-nication at:ESO HeadquartersKarl-Schwarzschild-Straße 285748 Garching bei München, GermanyPhone +498932006-0information@eso.org
The MessengerEditor: Gaitee A. J. HussainLayout, Typesetting, Graphics:Lorenzo BenassiDesign, P roduction: Jutta BoxheimerProofreading: Peter Grimleyw ww.eso.org/messenger/
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Lindberghstraße 17, 80939 Munich,Germany
Unless otherwise indicated, all images in
The Messenger are courtesy of ESO,except authored contributions which are                                                     Front cover: This image of the Large Magellanic Cloud, obtainedcourtesy of the respective authors.                  by the VISTA telescope as part of the ESO Public Survey called the                                                     VISTA Magellanic Clouds Survey (VMC), reveals the contents of© ESO 2020                                           one of our nearest galactic neighbours in unprecedented detail.ISSN 0722-6691                                       The VMC allows astronomers to trace stellar evolution, galactic                                                     dynamics and stellar variability in different environments.
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ESPRESSO Science Verification
Bruno Leibundgut 1                           25 hours of execution time, which                                          expected owing to the faintness of theRichard Anderson 1                           resulted in an oversubscription of the                                     science targets. Owing to a technicalTrystyn Berg 1                               available time by about 25%. Proposers                                     problem, one UT could not be used, andStefano Cristiani 2                          were informed of the outcome of the                                        so the observations continued with threePedro Figueira 1                             selection on 22 July 2019 in time to meet                                  telescopes, the exposure times being ad-Gaspare Lo Curto 1                           the Phase 2 deadline on 31 July.                                           justed accordingly for some programmes.Andrea Mehner 1                                                                                                         Despite these problems four programmesElyar Sedaghati 1                            The proposed science cases covered a                                       could be completed. Owing to the signifi-John Pritchard 1                             wide range of topics, including the obser-                                 cant loss of observing time the observa-Markus Wittkowski 1                          vation of the most massive star in a dis-                                  tory granted another 7 hours of observing                                             tant dwarf galaxy, the detection of water                                  time in early September. Data for three                                             in an outgassing comet from the main                                       additional programmes could be acquired1    ESO                                     asteroid belt, the characterisation of an                                  under excellent conditions over the follow-2     INAF Trieste, Italy                    exoplanet atmosphere during a transit,                                     ing nights so that 7 out of 10 scheduled                                             measuring the chemical composition                                         programmes could be completed. The                                             of a turnoff star in a globular cluster, an                                ESPRESSO science verification page pro-ESPRESSO Science Verification took           attempt to measure the fine-structure                                      vides information on the completed pro-place at the end of August and the           constant at high redshift, observations                                    grammes and links to the archived data.beginning of September 2019. It was          of potential stimulated (laser) emissionspread over two visitor-mode nights,         in a distant galaxy, the first measurementrequiring seven hours of observations        of the 12C:13C ratio in a low-metallicity                                  Archive and data processingtaken in service mode. The weather           damped Lyman-α system, and the detec-conditions (strong winds and poor see-       tion of 6Li in a star in the SMC.                                          All raw data are publicly available throughing conditions) and some telescope                                                                                      the ESO science archive. The ESPRESSOproblems (failure of guide cameras)                                                                                     science verification webpage has beenhampered the first two nights and addi-      Observations                                                               updated with direct links to the raw datational time was granted to finish the                                                                                   in the archive. Pipeline-reduced data (ver-top-ranked programmes. In response         The ESPRESSO science verification                                          sion 1.4.2) were also provided, and areto the call for ESPRESSO science verifi-     nights were scheduled on 26 and 27                                         linked from the ESPRESSO science verifi-cation, 16 proposals were submitted,         August 2019. The first night was severely                                  cation webpage. The current ESPRESSO10 of which were scheduled for a total       affected by inclement weather (high                                        pipeline release is version 2.2.14. Some ofof 25 hours of observations. A slight        winds), which resulted initially in pointing                               the data presented below were reducedoversubscription of the available time       restrictions and subsequently closure of                                   with the ESO Data Reduction Softwarewas planned to allow for the prevailing      the domes. The second night started                                        (DRS) (Sosnowska et al., 2015) and ana-atmospheric conditions. The seven            with pointing restrictions and a seeing of                                 lysed with the Data Analysis Softwaretop-ranked programmes were fully             1.5 to 2 arcseconds. The acquisitions                                      (DAS) specifically developed forcompleted.                                   proved to be more time consuming than                                      ESPRESSO (Cupani et al., 2019).

Proposal solicitation and submission

ESPRESSO is offered with one VLT Unit                           1
Telescope (1-UT mode) or with all 4 UnitTelescopes (4-UT mode) combined.ESPRESSO has already been offered in1-UT mode since Period 102 (October                                             Normalised flux
2018) and a call for ESPRESSO science
verification proposals with the 4 UTscombined was issued on 14 June 20191, 2                        0.5offering 2 observing nights. Alongside thecall, the ESPRESSO science verificationwebpage3 was launched and 16 propos-                                                                                                                          Figure 1. Details of the                                                                                                                                                              ESPRESSO spectrumals were received by the deadline on                                                                       536.2861 Fe II                                                                                        536.5399 Fe I
                                                                                                                             536.9961 Fe I                                                                                        536.4871 Fe I
                                                                                                        536.7466 Fe I
                                                                                                                                             537.1600 Fe I                                                                                                                                             537.1489 Fe I
                                                                                                                                                              of a blue straggler in5 July 2019, requesting a total of 32.3                                                                                                                       the globular clusterhours.                                                                                                                                                        Pal12 compared to the                                                                                                                                                              MyGIsFoS (Sbordone                                                                0                                                                                                                                                              et al., 2014) analysis.The science verification team ranked the                                                                                                                      The best fitting syntheticproposals according to scientific merit.                         536                    536.5                                537                              spectrum is shownTen projects were selected for a total of                                                 Wavelength (nm)                                                     in red.
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                  +1σ                                                                                                                                           generator that shows the partial circle
                  –1σ    198     199    200            201                                     202 203204                                                                                                                                                                “observed” by the ESPRESSO sky fibre,                                                                                                           205                  206                               el dgbdas                                dq ag cc                                            am fl                                              av                                                          du dv                                                           ea                                                                   bq ey                                                                    cr dx                                                                                           dh bufo bi aa ayeh az                                                                                           bm bc egcq cv ev bv                                                                                                               cf ds                                                                                                             b gce                                                                                                                                 ae                                                                                                                                 by      au                                                                                                                                                 cu ff                                                                                                                                               eb ci db                                                                                                                                                                so the user can check that no objects                    1                                                                                                                                           overlap with it.Normalised flux
                                                                                                                                                                The signal-to-noise ratio per integrated
                    0                           Fell 1608.45             <> 1.00044      f = 0.0529                   x2abs= 441.2500 x2red = 1.7236                                 pixel in the fully reduced data is ~ 23 in                                                                   q = –1165                     npix = 575     ndf = 256 1 - J2123ss_norm.fits                                                                                                                                                                the Li 6708-Å region, which is adequate                  +1σ                                                                                                                                           to derive abundances for several ele-                  –1σ     250                                                                     251                                    252                    ments (see Figure 1). Unfortunately, the                            el dg as        am            du       bq    ey                  bufo bi aa ay  cf ds                ae             cu                    1         dq ag cc        av           ea       cr                     bm bc eg cq cv  bg ce                 by      au          ci         upper limit on the Li abundance is not                                                                                                                                                                low enough to decide on the blue strag-                                                                                                                                                                gler mechanism formation, but other ele-                    0                                                                                                                                           ment abundances and their comparison                                                                                              x2 abs= 502.5300 x red = 1.6476                                                                                                                2                                                                  f = 0.2936                           Fell 2382.76             <> 1.00154    q = 1505                   npix = 576        ndf = 305 2 - J2123ss_norm.fits                  with the abundances obtained in giants                                                                                                                                                                of the same cluster will nevertheless pro-                        – 200        –150      –100      – 50        0        50     100                                          150          200                                                                                                                                                                vide interesting results.                                              Velocity relative to zabs = 2.058706 (km s –1)
                                                                                                                                                                Disappearance of a luminous blue
 Figure 2. Details of the ESPRESSO spectrum of a                         This programme aimed to obtain abun-                                                   variable sub-damped Lyman-α system. Many suitable transi-                                                                         dances for a star of V ≈ 19.1 to demon- tions are detected in an absorption complex span- ning about 400 km s –1. The Fe II transitions falling                   strate the potential of the 4-UT mode for                                              Massive stars in low-metallicity environ- within the spectral range covered by the 4-UT                           faint star spectroscopy. Sky subtraction                                               ments are very interesting and may be ESPRESSO data include lines at 1608, 2344, 2374,                        is essential to derive precise abundances                                              linked to different types of supernovae. 2383 and 2600 Å. The figure shows two of these,                                                                         at these magnitudes. However, the sky                                                  The metal-poor dwarf galaxy PHL 293B 1608 Å and 2383 Å. Illustrated along with the 1608-Å profiles are the interesting broad CIV 1550-Å fea-                      spectra collected on fibre B were found                                                hosted a luminous blue variable star, for tures modelled by Hamann et al. (2011) as outflows                      to be contaminated by another source.                                                  which ESPRESSO was supposed to pro- from the quasar. Since wavelength calibration makes                     This is a problem in crowded fields: dur-                                              vide a detailed spectral analysis. The pro- use of the laser frequency comb, one of the major                                                                         ing one exposure, the field rotates and                                                posers hoped to determine luminosity, sources of systematic errors in this sort of study is eliminated. Preliminary results, solving for α, indicate                the sky fibres draw an arc in the sky so                                               effective temperature, surface abun- an overall error budget at around the 10 –6 level,                      they may get contaminated by nearby                                                    dances and wind parameters for this making this one of the most precise measurements                        sources. The geometry of each telescope                                                object in a low-metallicity environment. of α to date.                                                                         is different, so it may happen that only                                               As it turned out the signature of the lumi-                                                                         one telescope contributes to the contam-                                               nous blue variable — broad hydrogen Science results                                                         ination. Thanks to this observation, a tool                                            lines from the wind — had disappeared                                                                         has been now added in the finding charts                                               at the time of the observations in August Chemical composition of an extragalactic turnoff star                                                                                                              13                                                                                                                   C 12C                                                                         Normalised flux
 A blue straggler in the globular cluster                                                  1.0

 Pal 12 was observed. This solar-mass                                                      0.5
 star is close to the main-sequence turnoff                                                0.0                                                                                                                           Ci ii λ1334                                   O i λ1302                         Al ii λ1670 of this globular cluster in the Sagittarius dwarf galaxy. It represents the best chance to observe a bona fide extraga- lactic low-mass star with known age and                                                                         Normalised flux                                                                                           1.0 metallicity. A debate is ongoing as to                                                                                           0.5 whether blue stragglers are formed by                                                                                                                           Si ii λ1304                                   Si ii λ1526                      Fe ii λ1608 collision or by fusion of two stars and it                                                0.0

 should be possible to distinguish between
 these possibilities by measuring the Li                                                                                                             –20         0        +20          –20         0        +20 abundance, which is expected to be                                                                                                                  Relative velocity (km s –1)       Relative velocity (km s –1)                                                                         Normalised flux                                                                                           1.0 around A(Li) = 1.0 for collisions and fully depleted in the case of a merger.                                                         0.5                                                                                                                           Fe ii λ2344                                                                                           0.0 Figure 3. Line fits to various absorption lines in the DLA (z = 2.34) towards J0035‑0918. The rest-frame wavelengths are indicated by red tick marks. From                                                    –20         0        +20 Welsh et al. (2020).                                                                                 Relative velocity (km s –1)
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                    ESPRESSO                                                                                                                  Sunburst Arc                                                                    R = 70 000 (September 2019: 4-UT mode)                                                                                                                                                  z = 2.37                2                                                                                       (Lyα)                                                                              CIII] 1909                                       SiIII](1892)
                                                                                           UV34(1914)Relative flux
                1                                                                                                                                 Tr

                    1880       1890                       1900           1910                             1920
                                                      Rest-frame wavelength (Å)                                        Transient Figure 4. The left panel shows the one-                      separated absorption components. The              tight enough to distinguish between the dimensional spectrum obtained with ESPRESSO                                                               individual components appear strong yet           possible enrichment models. Interest- (green, R = 70 000) and the smoothed version (red, R = 7000). Three lines are indicated, SiIII]1892,             unsaturated and are ideal for a measure-          ingly, the star formation can be deter- CIII]1909 and the faint fluorescent iron line at 1914 Å       ment of Δα/α promising to provide a               mined to have started only about 1 Gyr as part of a group of lines known as UV34. The                strong new constraint on any change.              after reionisation of the Universe and star 1914-Å line is generated by Lyman-α pumping radia-                                                               Figure 2 shows part of the high-signal-to-        formation was quenched by heating of tion. The right panel displays the HST ACS/F814W image of the lensed arc, with the inset zooming               noise spectrum around two Fe absorp-              the interstellar medium. The data were of in on the region of the transient Tr observed with            tion lines.                                       sufficiently high signal-to-noise to provide ESPRESSO (the green circle corresponds to                                                                       an upper limit on the variation of the 1 arcsecond in diameter), while the boxes are                                                                                                                 fine-structure constant, one of the main 9 arcseconds across. From Vanzella et al. (2020b).            12                                                                    C/13C molecular ratio at high redshift       scientific goals of ESPRESSO.
 2019 (Allan et al., 2020). A quick double-                   The formation of elements proceeds via check with X-shooter was requested and                        stellar enrichments. Depending on the             Space foam confirmed the disappearance of the lumi-                      enrichment source, different values of the nous blue variable features. This led to                      ratio of the two carbon isotopes 12C and          Space is generally assumed to be a con-                                                               13 the conclusion that the star was in a lumi-                      C are expected. For example, superno-          tinuum, but some models of quantum nous blue variable outburst in the first                      vae from massive stars of the first gener-        gravity predict that it may have a “frothy” decade of this century but that the out-                      ation of stars (Population III) will mostly       structure. Such models involve a change burst must have ended after 2011, as                          produce 12C, while evolved stars on the           in the characteristics of an emitted pho- deduced from archival data. This was the                      asymptotic giant branch (a later Popula-          ton — for example, its energy — as it first time such an event had been found                       tion II) will have a higher fraction of 13C.      travels through space. A monochromatic in a low-metallicity galaxy. Possible inter-                  The isotopic wavelength shift for two car-        light source would gradually disperse as pretations include that, after the eruption,                  bon transitions at 1334 Å is only 0.013 Å,        a result of space-time fluctuations. Since the star shifted to a higher temperature,                     corresponding to a relative velocity shift        these effects are predicted to be tiny, long that it suffers dust obscuration or that the                  of 2.99 km s – 1. To measure such a tiny          distances must be probed. ESPRESSO star collapsed directly to a black hole                       wavelength offset, very high spectral res-        observations were used to investigate without a supernova display. High-                           olution and a high signal-to-noise ratio are      the narrow Fe II 1608-Å line in a DLA at resolution imaging to determine the cur-                      required — an ideal case for ESPRESSO             z = 2.34, corresponding to a comoving rent brightness of the star should provide                    combining the light of all four UTs. Fig-         distance of 5.8 Gpc (Cooke et al., 2020). information that will make it possible to                     ure 3 (from Welsh et al., 2020) shows             The critical measurement is the broaden- decide between these possibilities.                           absorption lines from a damped-Lyman-α            ing of the line caused by space foam                                                               system at a redshift z = 2.34. This system        effects. For the line broadening, the ther-                                                               was chosen because it appears to be               mal energy dominates and hence a line Fundamental constants                                         one of the most pristine gas clouds               from an element with a high atomic num-                                                               known at high redshift. The individual            ber is favoured. At the same time, the One of ESPRESSO’s key scientific goals                        lines are well fitted by models of a single       effect depends on the ratio between dis- is to measure the variation of fundamen-                      line. The ratio 12C/13C is best fitted            tance and wavelength, and the shortest tal constants, and if they change in time                     with log(12C/13C) = 1.15 ± 0.65 and a 2σ          available wavelength of a heavy element or spatially. A sub-damped-Lyman-α                            upper limit for this ratio was found to be        is best suited to this measurement — (DLA) system at z = 2.059 shows well-                        log(12C/13C) > 0.37. This ratio is not quite      hence the choice of the Fe II ultraviolet
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                        Instrumentation                                   Leibundgut B. et al., ESPRESSO Science Verification                        line. The limits derived from the high            ure 4). The exact nature of the transient                in this article: Luca Pasquini and Piercarlo Bonifacio,                                                                                                                                   José Groh, Ryan Cooke and Louise Welsh, Eros                        signal-to-noise ESPRESSO spectrum are           is still under investigation to determine                                                                                                                                   Vanzella, and John Webb, Dinko Milakovic and                        promising but not yet competitive with            where it may fit among the possible cate-                Vincent Dumond.                        imaging point sources at the highest              gories of supernovae (Vanzella et al.,                        observed energies.                                2020b). Fluorescence emission from iron                                                                                                                                   References                                                                          is detected as the result of possible inter-                                                                          action among the circumstellar material                  Allan, A. et al. 2020, accepted by MNRAS,                        Lensed transient at z = 2.37                      and the explosion event.                                 	 496, 1902                                                                                                                                   Cooke, R. et al. 2020, MNRAS, 494, 4884                                                                                                                                   Cupani, G. et al. 2019, Astronomical Data Analysis                        ESPRESSO was used to observe a                                                                                                                                   	 Software and Systems, XXVI, 362                        strongly lensed peculiar stellar transient        Summary                                                  Hamann, F. et al. 2011, MNRAS, 410, 1957                        at cosmological distance z = 2.37 hosted                                                                   Rivera-Thorsen, T. E. et al. 2019, Science, 366, 738                        in the highly magnified Sunburst arc              The capabilities of the ESPRESSO 4-UT                    Sbordone, L. et al. 2014, A&A, 564, 109                                                                                                                                   Sosnowska, D. et al. 2015, Astronomical Data                        (Vanzella et al., 2020a; Rivera-Thorsen           mode have been amply demonstrated                                                                                                                                   	 Analysis Software and Systems, XXIV, 285                        et al., 2019).                                    by the presented projects. Four refereed                 Vanzella, E. et al. 2020a, MNRAS, 491, 1093                                                                          papers have already been published                       Vanzella, E. et al. 2020b, arXiv:2004.08400                        The target, indicated by the letters “Tr”         showcasing new results, and they                         Welsh, L. et al. 2020, MNRAS, 494, 1411                        in Figure 4, is very faint (around 21 mag-        demonstrate the scientific interest                        nitudes) for a high-resolution spectro-           this new VLT facility fosters.                           Links                        graph and was observed at an airmass                        of 1.7. The wavelength-calibrated, sky-          Acknowledgements                                                                                                                                   1                                                                                                                                     Science announcement of the ESPRESSO Science                                                                                                                                     Verification: http://www.eso.org/sci/publications/                        subtracted, optimally extracted spectra                                                                                                                                     announcements/sciann17215.html                        of the orders produced by the DRS were            We received excellent support at the telescope from      2                                                                                                                                      A nnouncement of the ESPRESSO Science                        combined by the DAS into a spectrum of            the Telescope and Instrument Operators. They               Verification in the Science Newsletter: https://www.                                                                          accommodated additional science verification                        remarkable quality, in which the contin-          observations flexibly to conclude as many pro-                                                                                                                                     eso.org/sci/publications/newsletter/jun2019.html                                                                                                                                   3                                                                                                                                       ESPRESSO Science Verification website: http://                        uum is detected at a signal-to-noise              grammes as possible after the first night was lost to      www.eso.org/sci/activities/vltsv/espressosv.html                        around 3 (per resolution element)                 inclement weather. We would like to thank the fol-       4                                                                                                                                        L atest ESPRESSO pipeline release:                        together with several emission lines              lowing Principal Investigators who kindly provided         http://www.eso.org/sci/software/pipelines/                                                                          the preliminary science verification results presented                        at signal-to-noise around 3–10 (see Fig-                                                                     espresso/espresso-pipe-recipes.htmlY. Beletsky (LCO)/ESO

                                                                                                                                                                A panorama of the VLT
                                                                                                                                                                platform with distinctive                                                                                                                                                                red airglow visible over-                                                                                                                                                                head.
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An Era Comes to an End: The Legacy of LABOCA at APEX
Andreas Lundgren 1                            the Solar System and star-forming             and the Hubble Deep Field (Smail et al.,Carlos De Breuck 1                            regions throughout the Galactic plane,        1997; Hughes et al., 1998). Its main limi-Giorgio Siringo 1                             to the most distant galaxies. As the          tation was the small field of view andAxel Weiß 2                                   operation of LABOCA is soon coming to         further progress was only possible byClaudio Agurto 1                              an end to make space for a new array of       increasing the bolometer array sizes byFrancisco Azagra 1                            continuum detectors, we present an            an order of magnitude. This motivatedArnaud Belloche 2                             overview of the challenges, lessons           the bolometer development group led byMichael Dumke 1                               learned and science impact that it has        Ernst Kreysa at the Max Planck InstituteCarlos Durán 1                                generated. To date, LABOCA has pro-           for Radio Astronomy in Bonn (MPIfR),Andreas Eckart 2                              duced the most papers of any APEX             who had already provided the communityEdouard González 1                            instrument and compares favourably            with MAMBO, SIMBA and its line of pre-Rolf Güsten 2                                 with many VLT instruments.                    decessors, to build LABOCA (Siringo etAlvaro Hacar 3                                                                              al., 2009) for the new Atacama PathfinderAttila Kovács 4                                                                             Experiment (APEX) 12-m submillime-Ernst Kreysa 2                                Introduction                                  tre telescope as one of its main facilityFelipe Mac-Auliffe 1                                                                        instruments (Güsten et al., 2006). With asMauricio Martínez 1                           Continuum imaging at (sub)millimetre          many as 295 bolometers covering a cir-Karl M. Menten 2                              wavelengths provides unique information       cular field of 11.4 arcminutes, LABOCAFrancisco Montenegro 1                        on the thermal dust emission from cir-        would remain the largest submillimetreLars-Åke Nyman 1                              cumstellar discs (for example, Beckwith       array till the SCUBA-2 instrument becameRodrigo Parra 1                               et al., 1990) and star-forming regions (for   available on the JCMT in 2012 (HollandJuan Pablo Pérez-Beaupuits 1                  example, Motte, Andre & Neri, 1998).          et al., 2013). Being installed on APEX,Vincent Reveret 5, 6                          As these wavelengths probe the steep          LABOCA could also make optimal useChristophe Risacher 7                         Rayleigh-Jeans slope of cold (< 100 K)       of the excellent weather conditions onFrédéric Schuller 8                           dust emission, the observed flux density      Chajnantor, where the 870-µm atmos-Thomas Stanke 1                               remains roughly similar from z = 1 to         pheric window is observable for almostKarl Torstensson 1                            z = 10, which makes this wavelength           two-thirds of the available weather condi-Paulina Venegas 1                             regime ideal to select targets over half      tions (Otarola et al., 2019). In addition,Helmut Wiesemeyer 2                           the age of the Universe. As the sensitivity   seeing the same sky as ALMA optimisedFriedrich Wyrowski 2                          depends on the bandwidth covered,             LABOCA’s synergy as the ideal source                                              bolometers have a major advantage over        finder for ALMA.                                              heterodyne instruments. After initial1   ESO                                        efforts using single bolometers (for exam-2                                                                                           Figure 1. The LABOCA bolometer array consists of  Max-Planck-Institut für                    ple, Kreysa, 1985), several small arrays of   295 semiconducting composite bolometers arranged   Radioastronomie, Bonn, Germany             bolometers came online in the 1990s:          in a hexagonal grid. The array is manufactured on a3   Leiden Observatory, Leiden,               Submillimetre Common-User Bolometer           10-cm single-crystal silicon wafer coated on both    The Netherlands                           Array (SCUBA) on the James Clerk              sides with a silicon-nitride film by thermal chemical4                                                                                           vapour deposition. The wiring is created by microli-    Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory,   Maxwell Telescope (JCMT) in Hawai‘i           thography of niobium and gold thin layers (left); one     Cambridge, United States                 (Holland et al., 1999), Max Planck            broken membrane is visible on the top left corner.5     IRFU, CEA, Université Paris-Saclay,     Millimeter BOlometer (MAMBO) on the           On the opposite side of the wafer, 295 square cavi-      Gif-Sur-Yvette, France                  IRAM 30-m telescope of Pico Veleta and        ties are etched into the silicon wafer by wet etching6                                                                                           with potassium hydroxide, producing freestanding,      AIM, CEA, CNRS, Université de Paris,   SEST IMager Bolometer Array (SIMBA)           unstructured silicon-nitride membranes of 400-nm       Gif-Sur-Yvette, France                 on the SEST at La Silla in Chile (both        thickness (middle). A very thin titanium layer is then7       IRAM, Saint Martin d’Hères, France    Kreysa et al., 1999).                         sputtered onto the cavity side of the wafer to act as8                                                                                           absorber for the submillimetre radiation. In a last        AIP, Potsdam, Germany                                                                                            step the thermistors are soldered to free-standing                                              In the 1990s, SCUBA had just opened up        membranes with an indium alloy. The thermistors are                                              the field of observational submillimetre      brick shaped (right) but appear as small cubes onIt was 13 years ago, in May 2007, when        cosmology by mapping massive clusters         the membranes because of the viewing angle.the Large APEX Bolometer Camera(LABOCA) was commissioned as afacility instrument on the APEX tele-scope at the 5100-m-high Llano deChajnantor. This 870-µm bolometercamera, in combination with the highefficiency of APEX and the excellentatmospheric transmission at the site,has offered an unprecedented capabil-ity in mapping the submillimetre contin-uum emission in objects ranging from
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                                                                                                 Figure 2. The image on the left shows APEX staff
                                                                                                 astronomer, Andreas Lundgren, in the process of                                                                                                 refilling LABOCA. The transfer tube that is wrapped                                                                                                 behind his back goes from a liquid helium dewar in                                                                                                 the foreground to the helium tank in LABOCA, shown                                                                                                 in the inset image in the upper left corner. The cry-                                                                                                 ostat is shown from above in this inset. The image                                                                                                 on the right shows Ernst Kreysa, the leader of the                                                                                                 MPIfR bolometer group, together with the LABOCA                                                                                                 cryostat in the Cassegrain cabin of the APEX tele-                                                                                                 scope. At the time the picture was taken, the instru-                                                                                                 ment PolKa was being installed.
                                                                                                 polar coordinates it was possible to move
                                                                                                 the telescope along spiral patterns opti-                                                                                                 mised to obtain maps with full spatial                                                                                                 sampling and excellent coverage. For                                                                                                 coverage of square degrees or more, rec-                                                                                                 tangular on-the-fly maps turned out to be                                                                                                 more efficient.
                                                                                                 The lack of a readily available software
                                                                                                 package to reduce the data has been                                                                                                 recognised as a major drawback of                                                                                                 the fast scanning technique applied to                                                                                                 MAMBO and SIMBA. For this reason, in                                                                                                 parallel with the hardware developmentBeing faster than the sky                          (as an ALMA prototype) without using the      of LABOCA, a new data reduction soft-                                                   chopping secondary. The design there-         ware package was developed, called theObservations of astronomical objects               fore required fast sampling of the bolome-    Bolometer data Analysis package (BoA;from ground-based telescopes at                    ters’ signals. Following the success of the   Schuller, 2012), which is able to reduce(sub)millimetre wavelengths require tech-          MAMBO analogue-to-digital converter           data acquired with LABOCA in any of theniques to minimise disturbance from the            (ADC)-based backend, a new ABBA back-         possible observing modes; the packageEarth’s atmosphere, which is seen by a             end for LABOCA has been built, upgrad-        is mostly based on Python, and is openbolometer as a fluctuating bright screen.          ing the scheme of the MAMBO one, which        source, distributed under the GNUThe most widely used minimisation tech-            can sample up to 320 analogue channels        General Public License. In addition,nique is to modulate the signal from the           in parallel up to 1000 Hz (see a detailed     the Comprehensive Reduction Utilitysky, usually by chopping with the sec-             description by Siringo et al., 2009). The     for SHARC-2 package (CRUSH; Kovács,ondary mirror between two close posi-              total power design has been optimised to      2008) was adapted to handle LABOCAtions, ideally at a frequency higher than          make LABOCA capable of mapping the            data.that of the sky fluctuations. Synchronous          most diffuse emission of large extendeddemodulation is then used to filter out the        sources. A detailed analysis of spatialsky noise and extract the signal of astro-         filtering with an investigation of the        The LABOCA detectorsnomical interest. Mapping a region of the          Chamaeleon dark clouds by Belloche etsky by scanning in the chopping direction          al. (2011a,b) showed that the size of the     The initial design of LABOCA consideredwill result in both a positive and a negative      structures that can be recovered is lim-      using superconducting transition-edgesource signal separated by the chopping            ited to about 5 arcminutes, i.e., half the    sensors (TES) developed at the MPIfRamplitude. A similar technique has been            array size.                                   in collaboration with the Institute forused with double horn receivers at centi-                                                        Photonics Technology of Jena (IPHT) andmetre wavelengths. Efficient algorithms            During the commissioning of LABOCA,           operated with a closed-cycle pulse-tubehave been developed to retrieve sources            extensive tests and simulations were          cryo-cooler (Jethava et al., 2008). How-from double-beam maps (Emerson, Klein              undertaken to determine the optimal           ever, the pressure to install LABOCA as& Haslam, 1979). This method has also              scanning pattern. Lissajous patterns are      quickly as possible led to the decision tobeen used with bolometers.                         often used at other (sub)millimetre tele-     stick with well-established semiconductor-                                                   scopes to achieve good spatial sampling.      based bolometers (neutron transmutationThe experience with MAMBO and SIMBA                However, they turned out to have a ten-       doped [NTD]-germanium thermistors, seeplayed an important role in the design of          dency to give greater weight to the edges     below) in a liquid helium cooled “wet”LABOCA. The new bolometer camera                   of the map with less coverage in the cen-     cryostat to avoid problems with micro-was intended from the beginning to be              tre. A new observing pattern was there-       phonics. While this inevitably led toused in a fast scanning mode, to take full         fore created for fast scanning with APEX:     some operational constraints (see theadvantage of the fast-moving telescope             by using strokes at constant velocity in      section on cryogenics below), it did allow
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LABOCA to produce scientific results                  for a reasonably sized reflective half-wave   different telescopes (the 10-m Heinrichseveral years before other submillimetre              plate with a small angle of incidence near    Hertz Telescope and the IRAM 30-minstruments like Herschel and SCUBA-2                 the common waist of the two telescopes.       telescope). A complete description andcame online. The effort in designing and              Three off-axis mirrors, two plane mirrors     some results are presented in Siringo etprototyping TES bolometers was not in                 and a lens (the cryostat window) make up      al. (2012).vain: the new technology was used in                  the tertiary optics. Unfolding the opticalthe Submillimetre APEX Bolometer                      path at the plane mirrors would show that     The polarisation modulator used in PolKaCamera, SABOCA (Siringo et al., 2010),                this solution still maintains one plane of    is a rotating reflection-type half-wavea 37-element array for the 350-µm                     symmetry. This property contributes to        plate. The reflection-type half-wave plateatmospheric window that was commis-                   the diffraction-limited performance at        consists essentially of two parts: a wire-sioned in 2008 as a facility instrument               350 μm. Relaxing the wavelength to            grid linear polariser and a plane mirror,on APEX. SABOCA remained operational                  870 μm and doing without the polarime-        held parallel to each other. By tuning theuntil 2015, when it was replaced by the               try mode would allow much simpler             distance between the two parts, it is pos-ArTéMiS instrument covering both the                  optics to be designed.                        sible to introduce a controlled phase shift350- and 450-µm atmospheric windows                                                                 between the two components of the linear(Talvard et al., 2018).                               The polarimeter for LABOCA is an en-          polarisation, because one is reflected by                                                      hanced version of the Polarimeter für         the wires and the other one by the mirrorNTD thermistors for bolometer arrays                  Bolometer Kameras (PolKa) developed           after a longer path.need extremely tight control of the dop-              at MPIfR between 2000 and 2004 as aing for uniform performance. The group                plug-in instrument adding polarisation        PolKa for LABOCA was not yet availableunder Eugene E. Haller at Lawrence                    capabilities to any of the MPIfR bolometer    at the time of LABOCA’s installation andBerkeley Laboratory (LBL) pioneered the               arrays, at different wavelengths and on       commissioning — it was installed at theuse of NTD-germanium for this purpose,in cooperation with the MPIfR bolometergroup (Palaio et al., 1983). When design-ing LABOCA, several crystals of NTD-Gewith different dopings were available tochoose from. Optimal chip resistance isthen determined only by temperature andgeometry to match the noise propertiesof the silicon field-effect transistor ampli-fier. This was achieved by precision dic-ing at LBL, with boron low-noise contactsand gold coating for ease of soldering.The chips are finally polish-etched toremove noise producing surface states,which explains the rounded corners ofthe chips (Figure 1).
Tertiary optics with integrated
polarimetry mode
The main task of the tertiary optics is to
transport the beams from the Cassegrainfocal plane to the final focal plane in thecryostat, while changing the focal ratiofrom f/8 to f/1.5. In order to satisfythe boundary conditions of the APEXC-Cabin, an optical solution was foundwith two Gaussian beam telescopes inseries. This design has an ideal position
Figure 3. LABOCA emission map of the Barnard
211/213 filament in Taurus (red emission) super-posed on an optical DSS image of this region (back-ground). Note the rich substructure shown by theLABOCA emission along this region, including multi-ple branches and condensations corresponding todozens of small-scale fibres inside this filament.
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Instrumentation                                        Lundgren A. et al., An Era Comes to an End: The Legacy of LABOCA at APEXFigure 4. Middle: full extent of the Orion LABOCA      Photometric mode                               This mode was therefore decommis-survey, spanning almost 11 degrees north to south.                                                                                                      sioned in August 2016.The northern half covers prominent star-formingclumps in the Orion B giant molecular cloud (from      As LABOCA is a sparsely sampled array,north to south: L1622, NGC 2071 and NGC 2068,          a given source is seen by a single bolom-Ori B9, and NGC 2024 and NGC 2023 including the        eter for only ~ 1/16th of the observing        Working with cryogenics at 5100 mHorsehead Nebula). The southern half covers a                                                       time for a Nyquist sampled map. After themajor fraction of the Orion A giant molecular cloud,including the Integral-Shaped Filament with the        wobbler became available, a more effi-         The safe handling of cryogenic liquids atOrion Nebula at its centre at the top, and the L1641   cient photometric mode was offered to          5100 m was one of the challenges in thecloud further south. Left: zoom-in on the NGC 2071     the community as a means of determin-          operation of LABOCA. Thanks to strictand NGC 2068 area, with LABOCA dust emission                                                       ing flux densities of compact sources          procedures, this went fine apart from ashown in orange on top of a multicolour opticalimage (DSS). Right: close-up of the filamentary dust   without spatial information, but with high     small mishap when nitrogen was acci-emission extending south-east of the Orion Nebula      sensitivity. This was done by using the        dentally put into the helium tank. Thisin the L1641 cloud.                                    APEX wobbler to chop symmetrically             required quick action to melt the nitrogen                                                       between the target and nearby off posi-        ice with a copper rod in order to avoidend of 2009 as a permanent add-on                      tions in a similar way as is done for heter-   over-pressurising the helium tank. Butavailable for use with LABOCA until the                odyne observations. For the LABOCA             even in regular operation, doing a dailyend of its operation. For polarimetry, one             implementation, the key was to use a           refill of helium at 5100 m is quite a strainmirror was replaced by the reflection-type             sensitive bolometer on the optical axisa to    on operations. Everyone at APEX willhalf-wave plate on its air bearing. When               stare at the target source, while the other    remember the heroic “LABOCA rescuePolKa was not being used, only the deli-               elements produced redundancy in esti-          missions” involving a 130-km ride to thecate wire grid of the reflection-type half-            mating the sky emission. This was a            high site in the middle of a freezing nightwave plate had to be removed (Figure 1).               good way of integrating deeper in com-         to top up liquid helium on the (thankfullyA filter wheel, holding two polarisation               pact regions but this mode still required      rare) occasions when LABOCA unex-filters and a calibration hot load, has                an exquisitely stable atmosphere and was       pectedly ran out of coolant. All new APEXreplaced the original hot load in front of             prone to systematic errors such as spillo-     instruments after LABOCA have beenthe cryostat window. No other modifica-                ver of ground radiation as a result of         designed to run with closed-cycle cry-tions of the optics were required. In order            imperfections in the secondary mirror          ostats that can be fully remotely oper-to avoid mechanical or optically induced               surface. While this photometric mode           ated. One lesson learned from LABOCAmicrophonics, the reflection-type half-                was quite popular from 2010 to 2013,           was to mount the cryostat inside thewave plate is rotated on an air bearing.               it lost its relevance for compact point        moving Cassegrain cabin at an angle                                                       sources as ALMA could reach better sen-        close to 45 degrees so that it is close to                                                       sitivity significantly faster than LABOCA.     vertical during the observations. This is
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particularly important during the conden-           that the flux of an object remains roughly      adigmatic filament. In a pioneering dis-sation phase of the recycling process.              identical from z = 0.7 to 10 to study radio     covery, the combination of this LABOCADuring the two hours of LABOCA recy-                galaxies, dusty star-forming galaxies and      image with additional molecular linecling, we therefore restrict the elevation          protoclusters. As it is impossible to cover     observations demonstrated the existencerange of the observations with any other            all topics, we here present only a few          of dozens of small-scale sub-filaments,instrument between elevations of 30 and             selected highlights which illustrate the high   known as fibres, bundled together in60 degrees. Although this puts quite                synergy with other observatories, mainly        space and forming an elongated struc-some constraints on the observing                   ALMA but also Herschel and the VLT.             ture on large scales.schedule, the APEX science operationsstaff have been able to successfully inte-grate these recycling restrictions into the         Star-forming filament in Taurus                 Cold dust present in star-formingobserving plans. This applies to all closed-                                                       regionscycle cryostats based on pulse-tubes                Characterising the origin of stars insideoperating in the Cassegrain cabin.                  filaments is recognised as one of the           LABOCA is well suited to measuring                                                    major open questions in the field of star       the amount of cold dust present in star-                                                    formation. The cosmic dust grains in            forming regions, with a spatial resolutionScience highlights                                  these filaments are so cold that observa-       which corresponds well to the typical                                                    tions at submillimetre wavelengths by the       sizes of nearby protostellar envelopesThe range of science targets observed               LABOCA camera at APEX are needed to             (~ 10 000 au). The Orion A and B giantduring the 13 years of LABOCA opera-                detect their faint glow. In order to better     molecular clouds have been studiedtions is very wide. In the Solar System             understand this process, Hacar et al.           most extensively, with a total coveragemany asteroids were observed, including             (2013) used LABOCA to study the Barnard         of 5.2 square degrees. This includes thea time-coordinated campaign with                    211/213 region in Taurus, a prototypical        Orion Nebula region with the famousHerschel and Planck to determine their              star-forming filament for this type of study.   “Integral Shaped Filament”, the L1641variability and suitability as calibrators.                                                         cloud to its south, and NGC2023,Within our Galaxy, LABOCA observed                  The iconic LABOCA map of the Barnard            NGC2024, Ori B9, NGC2068, NGC2071debris discs, envelopes around stars,               211/213 region (Figure 3) exemplifies the       and L1622 in the Orion B cloud. Datamassive stars and even the entire Galactic          complex interplay between cloud struc-          reduction was optimised to recover asplane observable from Chajnantor under              ture and the origin of stars. In this image,    much of the extended emission as possi-the APEX Telescope Large Area Survey of             two newborn stars are recognisable as           ble (it tends to be filtered out by sky-noisethe GALaxy (ATLASGAL). In extragalactic             bright spots highlighted by the glowing         removal), while maintaining excellent sen-astronomy, LABOCA contributed to the                warm dust around them. A series of addi-        sitivity in the compact sources. Figure 4study of dust in nearby galaxies, and gal-          tional starless condensations indicate the      shows an overview of the entire surveyaxy clusters using the Sunyaev Zel’dovich           presence of dense cores on the verge of         area in the middle, and two close-ups ofeffect. At high redshift, LABOCA made               collapsing to form yet more stars. Con-         NGC 2071/2068 and the Orion A giantoptimal use of the aforementioned fact              necting these cores and stars, LABOCA           molecular cloud.                                                    also detects the fainter dust emissionFigure 5. A subsection of the 870-µm ATLASGAL       of the cloud extending over more than           Together with more targeted, smaller-fielddata shows up in red, while the background blue     10 light-years. For the first time, the         SABOCA mapping, the LABOCA Orionimage is from the Spitzer Space Telescope as part   enhanced sensitivity of this LABOCA             survey data provided submillimetre pho-of the 3.6-µm Galactic Legacy Infrared Mid-PlaneSurvey Extraordinaire. The fainter extended red                                                    image, comparable in quality to similar         tometry for more than 300 protostar can-structures come from complementary observations     space observations obtained by Herschel,        didates, identified from Spitzer thermalmade by the Planck satellite.                       revealed the internal structure of this par-    infrared imaging. These data were essen-                                                                                                    tial in determining the reservoir of gas                                                                                                    that is still available in the protostars’ cold                                                                                                    envelopes for accretion onto their central                                                                                                    star and disc. Together with a Herschel                                                                                                    survey using the Photodetector Array                                                                                                    Camera and Spectrometer (PACS) at 70,                                                                                                    100, and 16 μm — the Herschel Orion                                                                                                    Protostar Survey (HOPS) — spectral                                                                                                    energy distributions were obtained over                                                                                                    the full infrared to submillimetre regime                                                                                                    (Furlan et al., 2016); this included a sam-                                                                                                    ple of protostars that were actually too                                                                                                    cold to be detected by Spitzer, which                                                                                                    were found serendipitously in the Herschel                                                                                                    maps (Stutz et al., 2013) and included                                                                                                    in the LABOCA wide-field maps. This
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 Figure 6. Data reduction process for the LABOCA                                                 catalogue of compact clumps extracted                                    ATLASGAL data with spectroscopic campaigns. All maps show the innermost                                                                                                 from the ATLASGAL images was recog-                                      observations to derive distances and with 3.5 × 3.5 arcminutes. Left: a single measurement map of the Galactic centre from a typical observa-                                              nised as the best, least biased, and most                                existing infrared surveys, Urquhart et al. tion. Centre: model of the extended submillimetre                                               representative database from which to                                    (2018) could draw a detailed picture of emission from the Galactic centre: co-added maps                                                extract a suitable sample for follow-up                                  the changes in physical properties (tem- with subtracted point source at the position of SgrA*.                                                                                                 spectroscopic observations in molecular                                  perature, luminosity, onset of star forma- Right: remaining map after subtracting the model from the data. The point-like source represents the                                             lines to characterise the physical and                                   tion) during the early evolution of high- submillimetre emission from SgrA* itself (Subroweit                                             chemical conditions of dense molecular                                   mass protostars and proto-clusters. These et al., 2017).                                                                                  clumps associated with high-mass star                                    results are based on a complete sample of                                                                                                 formation over a wide range of evolution-                                ~ 8000 dense clumps, the largest sample arguably makes HOPS protostars the                                                              ary states (Foster et al., 2011). This cata-                             of submillimetre dense clumps with relia- largest and best characterised protostar                                                        logue was also ideal for drawing up a                                    ble distance estimates to date. sample in a single star-forming region                                                          sample of massive dense clumps for (Fischer et al., 2017).                                                                         high-spatial-resolution (down to 0.06 pc)                                                                                                 follow-up observations with ALMA                                         Time-domain science                                                                                                 (Csengeri et al., 2017). The Search ATLASGAL                                                                                        for high-mass Protostars with ALMA                                       One of the strengths of APEX is its con-                                                                                                 Revealed up to Kiloparsec Scales project                                 siderable scheduling flexibility, which The ATLASGAL survey (Schuller et al.,                                                           (SPARKS) is now delivering its first                                     makes it optimal for monitoring cam- 2009) is the single most successful APEX                                                        results. Finally, by complementing the                                   paigns. LABOCA has observed several large programme with nearly 160 associ- ated science papers1 receiving over 4600 citations. The legacy of this survey will continue, thanks to the reduced data products publicly available through ESO Phase 3 data 2, catalogue release3 and the ATLASGAL Database Server4.                                                                                                                                                                                                         Figure 7. This image The ATLASGAL maps cover an area of                                                                                                                                                                      shows a colour compos- sky 140 degrees long and 3 degrees                                                                                                                                                                      ite image of the radio wide. ATLASGAL complements observa-                                                                                                                                                                     galaxy NGC 5128, aka                                                                                                                                                                                                         Centaurus A, revealing tions from ESA’s Planck and Herschel                                                                                                                                                                                                         the lobes and jets ema- satellites. The combination of the Planck                                                                                                                                                               nating from the active and APEX data allowed astronomers to                                                                                                                                                                    galaxy’s central black add information on the diffuse emission                                                                                                                                                                 hole. This is a compos-                                                                                                                                                                                                         ite of images obtained across the survey area and to estimate                                                                                                                                                                                                         with three instruments, the fraction of dense gas in the inner                                                                                                                                                                  operating at 870 µm Galaxy (Csengeri et al., 2016). The                                                                                                                                                                     (LABOCA: orange), in ATLASGAL data were also used to create                                                                                                                                                                  X-rays (Chandra X-ray                                                                                                                                                                                                         Observatory: blue) and a complete census of cold and massive                                                                                                                                                                                                         in visible light (Wide clouds where new generations of stars                                                                                                                                                                   Field Imager [WFI] on are forming.                                                                                                                                                                                            the MPG/ESO 2.2-m tel-                                                                                                                                                                                                         escope at La Silla); it                                                                                                                                                                                                         shows the stars and the The ATLASGAL project has led to a sus-                                                                                                                                                                                                         galaxy’s characteristic tained flow of follow-up projects using                                                                                                                                                                 dust lane in close to ALMA and many other telescopes. The                                                                                                                                                                     “true colour”.
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Figure 8. The image on the left shows the LABOCA                               – 27°30ಿ00ೀ                                10map of the ECDFS with 122 sources detected (Weißet al., 2009). This map illustrates the source-findingcapabilities of LABOCA, which allowed deeper and                                                                               – 27°40ಿ00ೀhigher-resolution ALMA follow-up observations (see                                                         Declination (J2000)                                                                                                                          5the 44 x 44-arcsecond images on the right, fromHodge et al., 2013 and Karim et al., 2013).
                                                                                                                               mJy/b                                                                               – 27°50ಿ00ೀ

classes of objects that show significant                                                                                  0
variability in their submillimetre contin-                                     – 28°00ಿ00ೀuum, such as gamma-ray bursts (forexample, de Ugarte Postigo et al., 2012),blazars (Fuhrmann et al., 2014) and                                                          3 h33 m00 s       00 s                                                                                                Right ascension (J2000)supermassive black holes.                                                                               – 27°30ಿ00ೀThe Galactic centre was monitored overeight epochs between 2008 and 2014in a coordinated campaign with the                                             – 27°40ಿ00ೀNAOS–CONICA instrument (NACO) on                                                                                          5                                                         Declination (J2000)
ESO’s VLT. The data show observational
                                                                                                                                       σ = 0.24 mJy        σ = 0.28 mJy                                                                                                                               S/Nevidence that, together with theoretical                                       – 27°50ಿ00ೀmodelling, supports the idea that theSgrA* synchrotron flare spectra are opti-                                                                                 0cally thin in the near-infrared and peak in                                    – 28°00ಿ00ೀ

the 350-GHz range (Eckart et al., 2012
and references therein; see Figure 6).                                                                                             3 h33 m00 s       00 sSubroweit et al. (2017) performed a sta-                                                        Right ascension (J2000)                                                                                                                                       σ = 0.29 mJy        σ = 0.22 mJy
tistical analysis of the variable 100- and
345-GHz flux densities of Sgr A* and findthat both flare flux density distributions                 of technology development until the first                              LABOCA ECDFS Submillimetre Surveyare well described by power laws with an                   (sub)millimetre maps of nearby starburstindex around 4. Using a plasmon model                      galaxies became available which showed                                 The flagship extragalactic project duringto explain the flares one can constrain                    the distribution of gas and its relation to                            the first years of LABOCA was a deepthe important model parameters: the ini-                   the nuclear activity in infrared-bright sys-                           survey of the Extended Chandra Deeptial synchrotron turnover frequency of                     tems such as M82 and NGC253 (Krugel                                    Field South (ECDFS), producing 34 papersthe flare source components and their                      et al., 1990). LABOCA, with its large field                            which have received more than 3000 ci-expansion velocity is mostly above                         of view and high sensitivity submillimetre                             tations. Such a survey was foreseen in100 GHz and below a velocity value of                      maps, was finally sensitive enough to also                             the science justification of APEX itself.0.01 c (Eckart et al., 2012).                              study the cold dust in the discs of nearby                             An investment of 320 hours of the best                                                           galaxies, which are often ~ 20–30 times                                weather conditions (precipitable waterTime-domain science carried out by                         fainter than active nuclear regions but                                vapour, PWV < 1 mm) effectively monop-Dharmawardena et al. (2020) using                          carry comparable amounts of dust.                                      olised this range in Local Sidereal TimeLABOCA archival data of Betelgeuse, in                                                                                            for the first two years of LABOCA opera-combination with more recent SCUBA-2                       Figure 7 shows one of the first high-fidelity                          tions, but the yield was enormous. Thedata, showed that its submillimetre lumi-                  LABOCA images of Centaurus A (Weiß                                     LABOCA ECDFS Submillimetre Surveynosity has dimmed by about 20% during                      et al., 2008) combined with optical data                               (LESS; Weiß et al., 2009; Smail, Walter &its optical minimum.                                       taken with the MPG/ESO 2.2-m telescope                                 LESS Consortium, 2009) was the largest                                                           and X-ray data observed with Chandra                                   uniform extragalactic survey of its time,                                                           (Kraft et al., 2000). It reveals not only                              covering a region the size of the full Moon.Nearby active galaxies                                     emission from cold dust associated with                                The final map, shown in Figure 8, is avail-                                                           the prominent dust absorption lanes, but                               able from the ESO Phase 3 interface5.In the 1970s, the first observations of the                also the synchrotron emission from the                                 The observing mode and data reduction(sub)millimetre continuum emission in                      radio jets emerging from the accreting                                 procedures developed for LESS have be-nearby galaxies showed the importance                      supermassive black hole at the centre of                               come the standard for all deep extraga-of this wavelength regime for studying                     Centaurus A. The LABOCA observations                                   lactic mapping projects with LABOCA.optically thin emission from cold dust in                  show that material in the jet is travelling at                         On the science side, the LESS map setgalaxies and the variability of synchrotron                about half the speed of light. This image                              a new standard — the follow-up of theemission in active galactic nuclei (for                    has become a textbook example in jour-                                 120 sources in the map was the founda-example, Hildebrand et al., 1977; Elias et                 nals and the media to illustrate high-                                tion for one of the highest-impact pro-al., 1978). It took about another decade                   energy phenomena in galaxies.                                          jects when ALMA entered operations in
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                                                               Proto-cluster SPT2349-56 at z = 4.3                                                                  revealed that it coincided with another
                      – 56°36ಿ                                                                                                         – 56°38ಿ00ೀ                                                triple-lensed system. A quick follow-up                                  APEX LABOCA 870 μm                                                                      ALMA 870 μm                                                                                                                                                                    with the Green Bank Telescope deter-                                                                                                                                                                    mined a redshift of z = 2.3 for this source,                                                                                                             38ಿ10ೀ                          – 37ಿ                                                                                                                                                                    the first time this was done using a blind                                                                                                                                                                    CO search. This system, magnified ~ 32Declination (J2000)                                                                                   Declination (J2000)                                                                                                                                                               MC   times, was dubbed the “Cosmic Eyelash”                                                                                                                                                          -L                                                                                                            – 38ಿ20ೀ                                 MW                         – 38ಿ                                                                                                                                      because of its shape and proximity to the                                                                                                                                                                    Cosmic Eye (Swinbank et al., 2010). It                                                                                                            – 38ಿ30ೀ                                                provided, thanks to a string of DDT pro-                         – 39ಿ                                                                                                                                      posals, a first insight into the kinematics,                                                                                                                                                                    chemistry and interstellar medium prop-                                                                                                            – 38ಿ40ೀ                                                                                                                                                                    erties of a high-redshift star-forming gal-                         – 40ಿ                                                                                                                                      axy at the spatial resolution and signal-to-                                                                                                            – 38ಿ50ೀ                                                noise which would take another 5+ years                                      23 h49 m50 s       40 s             30 s                                         23 h49 m45 s 44 s    43 s     42s    41s                                           Right ascension (J2000)                                                                  Right ascension (J2000)                                                                                                                                                                    for ALMA to match. At the time of discov-                                                                                                                                                                    ery, the Cosmic Eyelash was the only                                                               Proto-cluster distant red core at z = 4.0                                                            high-redshift source sufficiently bright to                                                                                                                                                                    use to commission instruments aboard                                  APEX LABOCA 870 μm                                                                      ALMA 2 mm                                 Herschel.                      – 33°38ಿ

                                                                                                                                                                    This chance discovery was possible
                         – 40ಿ                                   H                                       – 33°44ಿ00ೀ                                                thanks to LABOCA’s wide field of view                                                                                   Declination (J2000)Declination (J2000)                                                     D     E                         – 42ಿ                                                                                                                                                                    and it became the prototype of the popu-                                                     A                                                                                                              lation of lensed submillimetre galaxies.                         – 44ಿ                C            F                                                                                                                                                                    These distant objects can be studied in                                                     B                                                      – 43ಿ30ೀ                                                unprecedented detail thanks to the gravi-                                                                 G                         – 46ಿ                                                                                                                                      tational magnification that boosts the                                                                                                                                                                    total intensity and allows their intrinsic                         – 48ಿ                                                                                                                                      structure to be resolved.                                                                                                            – 43ಿ00ೀ                         – 50ಿ                                                                                                                                      While the Cosmic Eyelash was a chance                                    0 h42m45 s 42m30 s     42m15 s    42m00 s                                   0 h42m21s 22s 23 s 24 s 25 s               26 s                                            Right ascension (J2000)                                                     Right ascension (J2000)                                                                                                                                                                    discovery, LABOCA would soon start                                                                                                                                                                    playing a crucial role in a systematic Figure 9. Top: LABOCA 870-μm image of the SPT                                          (dotted green circle). Additional ALMA data show that                       search and characterisation of this popu- 2349-56 system at redshift z = 4.304 overlaid with                                     the northern LABOCA source is also part of this sys-                                                                                                                                                                    lation of lensed dusty star-forming galax- the ALMA coverage towards the southern LABOCA                                          tem (Hill et al., 2020). Bottom: same presentation for source (black contour; the white contour is the 4σ                                     the distant red core at z = 4.002 with the ALMA foot-                       ies selected using wide-field surveys with LABOCA signal-to-noise ratio; Miller et al., 2018). At                                 print shown as grey contour. The ALMA 2-mm contin-                          the Herschel Space Observatory and the top right is the ALMA 3 pointing mosaic of the high-                                  uum shows that the distant red core consists of                             South Pole Telescope (SPT). The high spatial-resolution 870-μm continuum emission                                           10 (U)LIRGs at the same redshift. In addition to the                                                                                                                                                                    sensitivity and sharper spatial resolution underlying the [CII] emission line that identifies 21                                  protocluster core the LABOCA image reveals an over- individual galaxies as members of this protocluster.                                   density of submillimetre galaxies (SMGs) in the vicin-                      of LABOCA were critical to providing The core of the protocluster contains 15 (Ultra) Lumi-                                 ity of the distant red core that may also be part of this                   complementary 870-µm photometry and nous InfraRed Galaxies, (U)LIRGs, with a projected                                     structure (Oteo et al. 2018; Lewis et al. 2018; Ivison et                   separating them into point-like strongly separation equal to the MW–LMC distance only                                           al., 2020).                                                                                                                                                                    lensed high-redshift galaxies and proto-                                                                                                                                                                    clusters which are typically spatially 2012 (Swinbank et al., 2012). Imaging the                                              Gravitationally lensed dusty star-                                         extended with LABOCA. LABOCA ena- LESS sources at much higher spatial res-                                               forming galaxies                                                            bled the discovery of the most distant olution was one of the first projects under-                                                                                                                       objects in both of these categories taken when ALMA entered science opera-                                                 One of the most unexpected discoveries                                      (Strandet et al., 2017; Miller et al., 2018; tions (Hodge et al., 2013). The redshift de-                                           made with LABOCA happened in May                                            and Oteo et al., 2018). termination and study of the properties of                                             2009, while observing a lensed z = 3 gal- the 120 LESS sources are still ongoing                                                 axy called the “Cosmic Eye”. While the using the VLT, ALMA (Danielson et al.,                                                 source remained undetected, the obser-                                      LABOCA in numbers 2017; Wardlow et al., 2018) and soon                                                   vation showed a bright 100-mJy source using the JWST. It took SCUBA-2 at the                                                 about 1 arcminute away. The observer                                        A total of 596 LABOCA proposals have JCMT over a decade to cover an area                                                    (one of the authors of this paper) first sus-                               been approved for scheduling by the 10 times wider than LESS to comparable                                                 pected this was due to an error in the                                      proposal committees in Sweden, Chile, depth, while ALMA’s largest areas are                                                  pointing model because of a recent inter-                                   MPIfR and ESO, of which 327 are associ- < 10% those of LESS.                                                                   vention. However, further investigation                                     ated with datab. Based upon one or more
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Figure 10. The number of papers published per year                            50between 2008 and 2019 in refereed journals basedon data obtained with LABOCA.                                                                              40          Papers
                                                     No. of papers per year
of these data sets, 387 papers havebeen published between 2008 and 2019,                                         30which corresponds to an average of32 papers per year.                                                                              20Over the years, LABOCA has been ob-serving for 9300 hours (193 000 scans),                                       10out of which 7900 hours were scans of ascientific nature (on, raster, and on-the-fly                                                                               0mapping [otf]) and 1400 hours were of                                              2008 2009   2010   2011   2012   2013 2014      2015     2016     2017    2018     2019calibration-type nature (point, go, focus,                                                                             Yearcal, and skydip). About 70% of the scanswere observed with pwv < 1 mm. It should                Acknowledgements                                              Miller, T. B. et al. 2018, Nature, 556, 469                                                                                                                      Motte, F., Andre, P. & Neri, R. 1998, A&A, 336, 150be pointed out that the observing time                                                        We acknowledge the use of ESO press releases and              Otarola, A. et al. 2019, PASP, 131, 045001includes instrument setup and telescope                 images. We also thank the people who have contrib-            Oteo, I. et al. 2018, ApJ, 856, 72movement time, so the true on source                    uted to building and operating LABOCA over the                Palaio, N. P. et al. 1983, International Journaltime is lower than this number.                         last two decades. In particular, we want to thank             	 of Infrared and Millimeter Waves, 4, 933                                                        Gundula Lundershausen, Walter Esch, Hans-Peter                Schuller, F. et al. 2009, A&A, 504, 415                                                        Gemünd, Eugene E. Haller and Jeff Beeman for their            Schuller, F. 2012, SPIE, 8452, 84521TLABOCA has (so far) been cooled down                    critical contributions to the development and con-            Siringo, G. et al. 2009, A&A, 497, 945approximately 47 times at APEX. In total                struction of LABOCA. Finally, we thank the LABOCA             Siringo, G. et al. 2010, The Messenger, 139, 20the cryostat has been kept cold for a total             users who conceived such a diverse set of science             Siringo, G. et al. 2012, SPIE, 8452, 845206                                                        observations.                                                 Smail, I. et al. 1997, ApJ, 490, 5of 1893 days, i.e., more than 5 years.                                                                                                                      Smail, I., Walter, F. & LESS Consortium 2009,In order to achieve this, the contents of                                                                             	 The Messenger, 138, 2682 250-l liquid helium dewars have been                 References                                                    Strandet, M. L. et al. 2017, ApJL, 842, L15consumed (an estimated total of 20 500 l).                                                                            Stutz, A. M. et al. 2013, ApJ, 767, 36                                                        Beckwith, S. V. W. et al. 1990, AJ, 99, 924                   Subroweit, M. et al. 2017, A&A, 601, A80Given that 387 LABOCA papers have                                                        Belloche, A. et al. 2011a, A&A, 527, A145                     Swinbank, A. M. et al. 2010, Nature, 464, 733been published using a total of 9300                    Belloche, A. et al. 2011b, A&A, 535, A2                       Swinbank, M. et al. 2012, The Messenger, 149, 40hours, each paper corresponded to a                     Csengeri, T. et al. 2016, A&A, 585, 104                       Talvard, M. et al. 2018, SPIE, 10708, 1070838consumption of 53 l of liquid helium, or 2.2 l          Csengeri, T. et al. 2017, A&A, 600, 10                        Urquhart, J. S. et al. 2018, MNRAS, 473, 1059                                                        The CONCERTO collaboration et al. 2020,                       Weiß, A. et al. 2008, A&A, 490, 77per hour. This number will decrease with                                                        	 accepted by A&A, arXiv:2007.14246                           Weiß, A. et al. 2009, ApJ, 707, 1201time as more papers continue to be pub-                 Dharmawardena, T. E. et al. 2020, ApJL, 897, L9lished after LABOCA is decommissioned.                  de Ugarte Postigo, A. et al. 2012, A&A, 538, A44                                                        Eckart, A. et al. 2012, A&A, 537, A52                         Links                                                        Elias, J. H. et al. 1978, ApJ, 220, 25                                                                                                                      1                                                        Emerson, D. T., Klein, U. & Haslam, C. G. T. 1979,              ESO Telescope Bibliography: http://telbib.eso.org/Beyond LABOCA                                           	 A&A, 76, 92                                                 2                                                                                                                        ATLASGAL ESO Phase 3 data query form:                                                        Fischer, W. J. et al. 2017, ApJ, 840, 69                         http://archive.eso.org/wdb/wdb/adp/phase3_main/LABOCA turned out to be one of the                      Foster, J. et al. 2011, ApJS, 197, 25                            form?phase3_collection=ATLASGAL&release_tag=1                                                                                                                      3                                                        Fuhrmann, L. et al. 2014, MNRAS, 441, 1899                       ATLASGAL catalogue release:most robust APEX instruments and it                                                        Furlan, E. et al. 2016, ApJS, 224, 5                              https://www.eso.org/qi/catalog/show/67has outlived its originally expected lifetime           Güsten, R. et al. 2006, A&A, 454, 13                          4                                                                                                                          ATLASGAL database server:(for example, the ABBA computer is still                Hacar, A. et al. 2013, A&A, 554, A55                               https://atlasgal.mpifr-bonn.mpg.de/cgi-bin/working after 15 years!). Its space in the              Hildebrand, R. H. et al. 1977, ApJ, 216, 698                       ATLASGAL_DATABASE.cgi                                                                                                                      5                                                        Hill, R. et al. 2020, MNRAS, 495, 3124                             L ESS ESO Phase 3 data query form:Cassegrain cabin will now be taken by the                                                        Hodge, J. et al. 2013, AAS, 221, 221.06                             http://archive.eso.org/wdb/wdb/adp/phase3_main/CarbON CII line in post-rEionization and                Holland, W. S. et al. 1999, MNRAS, 303, 659                         form?phase3_collection=LESS&release_tag=1ReionizaTiOn epoch project (CONCERTO),                  Holland, W. S. et al. 2013, MNRAS, 430, 2513which will add a spectral domain to wide-               Hughes, D. H. et al. 1998, Nature, 394, 241                                                        Ivison, R. J. et al. 2020, MNRAS, 496, 4358                   Notesfield bolometer imaging (The CONCERTO                                                        Jethava, N. et al. 2008, SPIE, 7020, 70200Hcollaboration et al., 2020). However, as a              Karim, A. et al. 2013, MNRAS, 432, 2                          a                                                                                                                        Ideally, one would use pairs or triples of bolometerspioneering wide-field submillimetre cam-                Kovács, A. 2008, SPIE, 7020, 70201S                              to spend even more time on source, but movingera in the southern hemisphere, LABOCA                  Kraft, R. P. et al. 2000, ApJL, 531, L9                          away from the optical axis introduced too many                                                        Kreysa, E. 1985, International Symposium on                      uncertainties.leaves a data archive with a legacy value                                                                             b                                                        	 Millimeter and Submillimeter Wave Radio                        T he reasons for the discrepancy are that some pro-that will certainly lead to a further growth            	 Astronomy, 153                                                  jects were not (yet) observed, and in some casesin the number of LABOCA papers in the                   Kreysa, E. et al. 1999, Infrared Physics                          the data are associated with another project codefuture.                                                 	 & Technology, 40, 191                                           (i.e., when a proposal is resubmitted to different                                                        Krugel, E. et al. 1990, A&A, 240, 232                             periods and/or when a proposal is submitted to                                                        Lewis, A. et al. 2018, ApJ, 862, 96                               more than one partner).
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ALMA Data Quality Assurance and the Products it
Delivers — The Contribution of the European ARCDirk Petry 1                                               locations of the ALMA project: the Joint                 observation at an early stage and ensureThomas Stanke 1                                            ALMA Observatory (JAO) in Chile, and                     that the data collected during this par-Andy Biggs 1                                               the three ALMA Regional Centres (ARCs)                   ticular execution are useful to achievingMaría Díaz Trigo 1                                         in East Asia, North America and Europea.                 the science goal. A number of diagnos-Fabrizia Guglielmetti 1                                    In Europe, the work is done by the ARC                   tics are created in order to permit a basicEvanthia Hatziminaoglou 1                                  staff at ESO in Garching as well as staff                check of the correct setup of the includedEelco van Kampen 1                                         in the European ARC network. For a                       antennas and their receivers and to quan-Luke Maud 1                                                description of the European ARC network                  tify the overall stability of the atmosphere;Anna Miotello 1                                            see Hatziminaoglou et al. (2015).                        in addition, QA0 verifies that the flux cali-Gergö Popping 1                                                                                                     brator used in the observation has aSuzanna Randall 1                                          In their observing programmes, ALMA                      recent flux measurement.Felix Stoehr 1                                             PIs do not propose for observing time butMartin Zwaan 1                                             for a particular sensitivity at a range of               If the execution has achieved a significant                                                           angular scales to achieve their science                  fraction of the intended science observa-                                                           goal (the required strategy can also                     tion, it can move on to the following QA1    ESO                                                    include time constraints). The observa-                  stage and is declared “QA0 Pass”. It is                                                           tions and their scheduling are based on                  stored in the ALMA Science Archive and                                                           Scheduling Blocks (SBs) — the observing                  is replicated from the JAO to archive cop-From its inception, the Atacama Large                      units defined within each science goal. A                ies at the three ARCs. A SemiPass or FailMillimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA)                      SB is a plan for a complete set of calibra-              state indicates a partially useful executionwas intended to be accessible to all                       tion and science target observing scans                  or an execution that cannot be calibratedastronomers, including those who are                       (see Figure 1). Several different SBs may                at all, respectively, and the execution ismore used to carrying out their research                   be needed to define the observations                     repeated. The contribution of each EB isat other wavelengths. Since the beginning                  necessary to achieve one science goal:                   measured as a so-called “execution frac-of science observations in September                       for example, observations from different                 tion”, factoring in the observing condi-2011, ALMA has therefore applied                           array configurations. The total duration of              tions and number of available antennas.a comprehensive Quality Assurance                          a SB execution can be up to two hours.                   The execution fraction can be larger than(QA) process to the observed data                          If longer exposures are required on the                  unity if the conditions are better thanbefore delivering them to the principal                    target, the same SB is executed several                  expected. Once the sum of the EB exe-investigators (PIs). This huge invest-                     times. The details of the SB setup and                   cution fractions is equal to the plannedment, unique for a ground-based                            the number of required SB executions                     number of EBs, the SB is considered fully(non-survey) observatory of this calibre,                  (the so-called Execution Blocks, EBs) are                observed.results in fully calibrated datasets as                    estimated based on the ALMA Sensitivitywell as high-quality images that allow                     Calculator and the parameters provided                   Level 2 quality assurance (QA2) takesthe PIs to assess the quality of their                     by the PI in the proposal using the ALMA                 place once an SB is fully observed. Notedata upon delivery and that provide an                     Observing Tool (OT).                                     that there is also a level 1 QA which con-advanced starting point for the scien-                                                                              cerns the longer-term monitoring oftific analysis. In this article we provide                 Level 0 quality assurance (QA0) takes                    observatory parameters, but this is nota summary of the purpose and status of                     place at the telescope shortly after the                 discussed in this article. The full set ofALMA QA, a brief description of the QA                     completion of the execution of a SB. It                  executions of an SB is called a Memberprocess and the resulting ALMA data                        aims to catch obvious problems with the                  Observation Unit Set (MOUS). The MOUSproducts, and a discussion of how theALMA user profits from them.                                                              Intent                                                                       Scan 1 3       45 7        8 9 11             12 13 15       16 17 19       20 21 23    24                                                               WVRALMA observations and dataprocessing                                                                    1
                                                            Pointing                                                                                  2           6        10                14               18             22The considerable effort going into ALMA                                                           Atmosph.QA is provided by staff at all four main                                          3                                                           Amplitude

Figure 1. Typical structure of an ALMA Scheduling          Bandpass
                                                                                          5           9                 13               17             21Block (SB) describing the interleaved observation of                                                              Checka single science target (dark blue), a phase calibrator                               4           8                12               16             20         24(light blue), a check source (dark purple) to assess the                                                           PhaseCalquality of the phase transfer, and other calibrators.                                         7           11                 15               19         23Also shown are the calibrator scans during which            Sciencewater vapour radiometer data are taken (light green)and the receiver response and the atmospheric opac-                       0           8                  23                    38                  53               68ity along the line of sight are measured (light purple).                                              Time since start of observation (min)
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is the smallest data entity that is delivered                                                                                                                           ALMA archiveto the PI. Thus, QA2 operates on MOUSs.                                                                                      Telescope                                                                          MetadataWhile QA0 takes place at the observatory,         ALMAQA2 is decentralised. Up to the end of                                                                                                                                                             Raw data                                                   OSF                                                                                                                                                                          Bulk dataALMA Observing Cycle 1 (September                                                                                                                                                                         (visibilities)2014), essentially all QA2 processing tookplace at the three ARCs. After that, the                                      QA0 (per SB execution)                 QA1 (longer timescales)capabilities of the JAO were extended,and QA2 processing was gradually                                                                                                                                         Calibration                                                                                                                          QA2 calibrationmoved there.                                                                                                                                                              products                                                                             JAO and the ARCsQA2 processing is computing intensive.                                                                                    QA2 imaging                                   Image productsIn the typical case of an interferometric                                                                               and spectroscopydatasetb, it consists of three steps: the apriori calibration, the calibration of flux,bandpass, and phase, and the imaging.                          the imaging of (spectrally and/or spa-                           Figure 2. Simplified ALMA data flow. While the raw                                                                                                                                data go straight to the Archive after QA0, the calibra-– The a priori calibration applies initial                    tially) high-resolution observations can                                                                                                                                tion and science products are generated during QA2,   phase and intensity corrections based                       take between half a day and several                              which takes place at the JAO and the ARCs. Note that   on the water vapour column density,                         weeks of computing time. For line                                the calibration products do not include the calibrated   the receiver response and the atmos-                        observations, the imaging process also                           visibilities in order to save Archive storage space.   pheric opacity measured during the                          includes the determination and subtrac-   observations, applies small positional                      tion of the continuum emission before                            If a dataset does not pass QA2 immedi-   updates of the antennas, and runs an                        imaging the line cubes.                                          ately (< 10% of the cases), re-observation   initial flagging of bad data.                                                                                                of the SB followed by new QA2 process-– The flux, bandpass, and phase calibra-        The QA2 processing is followed by an                                           ing is attempted until the project times   tion makes use of dedicated observa-          assessment of whether the sensitivity in                                       out (for details see Remijan et al., 2019).   tions of calibrator targets that are inte-    the representative spectral range and the                                      This is another reason why QA speed is   grated into the SB, interleaved with the      achieved angular resolution match the                                          of the essence.   observations of the science target(s)         PI’s requirements as recorded in the pro-   (see Figure 1). The flux calibration boot-    posal. If they do, the dataset is declared                                     In order to save storage space, calibrated   straps the flux scale to an absolute          “QA2 Pass” and the calibration and                                             visibilities and single-dish data are not   scale by comparing to recent observa-         image products are ingested into the                                           stored in the Archive and are not part of   tions of a known quasar calibrated            Archive. The successful ingestion is fol-                                      the data delivery. Instead, all products   against a Solar System object with well-      lowed by an email notification to the PI                                       necessary for the calibration are pro-   known emission. The bandpass calibra-         to advertise the availability of their data.                                   vided. The user has to restore the cali-   tion corrects for the spectral response       This is called the delivery and starts the                                     brated data by running a script contained   of the ALMA receivers by observing a          proprietary time of one year. Access to                                        in the delivery package on the raw data.   bright quasar with a featureless, non-        proprietary raw data is also possible                                          Since October 2019, the calibrated data   thermal spectrum. Finally, the phase          upon request before the official delivery,                                     can also be requested for download via a   calibration derives a correction for the      but this request immediately starts the                                        dedicated service offered in Europe1.   atmospheric phase fluctuations from           clock for the proprietary time and comes                                       Before the end of the proprietary time,   the observation of another bright qua-        without any user support from the ARCs                                         the service is of course only available to   sar at a small angular distance from the      with the calibration.                                                          PIs and data delegates.   target. All these steps may require itera-   tion if bad data is found during the pro-                                   Processing and delivery speed for MOUSs handled by the EU ARC   cessing that needs to be flagged. For                                 Median time obs to delivery          90% Percentile time obs to delivery   full-polarisation observations, another                     150   calibration step is needed which applies   the information gained from the obser-   vations of a polarisation calibrator over a                 100   sufficiently large parallactic angle range.                                                 Time (days)

                                                                                                                                                             Figure 3. The processing
– Finally, imaging is carried out on the                                                                                                                    and delivery performance   calibrated data for all spectral windows                                                                                                                  of the QA work at the EU                                                                50   and for as many of the science targets                                                                                                                    ARC. After some over-   as possible with the available comput-                                                                                                                    load and technical prob-                                                                                                                                                             lems in Cycles 3 and 4,   ing resources. While the calibration of a                                                                                                                 90% of the deliveries now                                                                 0   MOUS (i.e., all the executions of an SB)                          0            1           2            3          4            5           6             take place within one   typically takes between 1 and 24 hours,                                                             ALMA observation cycle                                month after observation.
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Instrumentation                                    Petry D. et al., ALMA Data Quality AssuranceIn summary, QA2 processing of the full             From semi-manual to pipeline                   runs at the JAO and the ARCs, controlledset of executions of an SB is a complete,          processing                                     by additional infrastructure software. Forhigh-quality, science-ready calibration of                                                        each run, the pipeline creates a set ofthe data followed by detailed imaging              Full automation of QA2 processing was          diagnostic plots and tables (wrapped in awith the aim of providing the PI (and later        always planned but cannot be achieved          system of html pages), called the weblog.archival researchers) with a set of images         without a period of semi-manual process-       This weblog is then reviewed manually inthat make it possible to inspect the degree        ing until the data are fully characterised.    order to judge whether the pipeline runto which the science goals were achieved.          In ALMA observing Cycle 1 (September           was successful, and the observing                                                   2014), all QA2 processing was carried out      parameters were met.A Level 3 quality assurance (QA3) pro-             exclusively semi-manually by analystscess has been put in place to handle any           using the Common Astronomy Software            Today, the ALMA pipeline is capableerrors that are discovered after the official      Applications package (CASA; McMullin et        of processing most ALMA data withoutdata delivery. If the problem is discovered        al., 2007; Petry, 2012; Emonts et al., 2019)   much human intervention other thanby a user, they may file an ALMA help-             and the Calibration Script Generator, a        reviewing the weblog. Only about 10%desk ticket. If confirmed, a detailed inves-       tool that evaluates ALMA raw data and          of the datasets still require semi-manualtigation is started. The outcome ranges            generates a draft calibration script (see      processing by analysts. For projects sup-from the addition of a note to the QA2             Petry et al., 2014). Based on the experi-      ported by the European ARC, these ana-report to a correction of the data prod-           ence gathered with this prototype pipe-        lysts are based at the European ARC net-ucts, followed by a re-ingestion into the          line, a fully automated pipeline was devel-    work including the ESO ARC department.Archive, or if necessary and possible,             oped and gradually deployed cycle by           Similar efforts are ongoing in the othereven a re-observation of the SB. In ten            cycle for more and more of the different       ALMA regions, and of course at the JAO.years of ALMA observations, QA3 cases              ALMA observing modes. In particular,that affected large portions of ALMA data          the heuristics for automated flagging and      During the first observing cycles, thehave happened only a few times. In all             calibration were deployed first. The capa-     delays between data taking and datacases, the observatory strove to keep the          bility to automatically image the data fol-    delivery were significant. Today, thanks tousers informed about the implications of           lowed in the middle of Cycle 4.                an enormous effort at the JAO and thethe problem for their data and about the                                                          three ARCs, a complete redesign of theprogress of the correction. Obviously,             Like the semi-manual analysis, the ALMA        data flow system, and the increased usa-every such campaign implies a high addi-           pipeline (ALMA pipeline Team, 2019) is         bility of the ALMA pipeline, QA2 process-tional load on the QA staff and the com-           based on the CASA package. It is distrib-      ing has been accelerated to the pointputing facilities.                                 uted together with CASA and thus also          where 90% of the deliveries take place                                                   published to ALMA users. For QA2, it           within one month after the observation                                                                                                  (the median is 2 weeks).

                                                                                                  Why is QA2 necessary and what does it
                                                                                                  provide to the user?
                                                                                                  ALMA is a large, complex project that
                                                                                                  needs to perform detailed bookkeeping                                                                                                  and monitoring to make sure that the                                                                                                  observatory performs reliably and to                                                                                                  specification. The QA effort is part of this                                                                                                  process, providing a vital link in the chain                                                                                                  from the proposal of an observation to                                                                                                  the publication of its scientific results.                                                                                                  Experience has shown that subtle prob-                                                                                                  lems are often only noticed when trying                                                                                                  to extract scientific information from                                                                                                  the data. Furthermore, the only precise                                                                                                  method of determining the achieved sen-                                                                                                  sitivity is to fully calibrate the data and                                                                                                  create an image of the spectral range that                                                                                                  is of interest to the PI. Finally, to optimise                                                                                                  the extraction of scientific results from                                                                                                  its archive, ALMA would like to provide
                                                                                                  Figure 4. A sample of ALMA pipeline weblog pages
                                                                                                  showing different diagnostic plots.
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Figure 5. Two examples of science target images                          form of the weblog, see previous sec-                              ered images cannot, in general, be clas-created during ALMA QA2 and delivered to the cor-                                                                         tion). This permits the user to assess                             sified as science ready. The user mayresponding PIs.                                                                         nearly all details of the data properties                          well have to go back to the calibrated                                                                         without having to touch the raw data                               data to optimise the parameters of con-valid data products to facilitate archival                               or even starting CASA. The weblog is                               tinuum subtraction and/or imaging forresearch. The QA2 process combines all                                   simply opened in a web browser (see                                their scientific goal, in order to obtain thethree of these processes and presents                                    Figure 4).                                                         image or cube for publication. ExtensiveALMA users with two major advantages:                                   –T                                                                          he QA2 imaging products as FITS files                            help in assessing the standard products1. An advanced starting point for their                                 (following FITS standard 3.0). This                                and improving on them is provided to all   own data analysis which helps PIs                                     package contains aggregate band-                                   European users by the European ARC   to publish sooner and better.                                         width, continuum, and line-cube                                    network and the helpdesk.2. A valuable, comprehensive, and most                                  images depending on the science goal.    of all, homogeneous set of high-quality                              Calibrator and check source images are                             Although ALMA strives to provide high-    data products for more efficient archi-                              also typically included. The complete-                             quality and homogeneous informative    val research.                                                        ness of the set is typically better for                            imaging products for all datasets, the                                                                         pipeline-processed datasets since the                              imaging products from the earlier CyclesAs a result of the QA2 effort and in addi-                               semi-manual imaging process is slower                              2 to 4 were produced semi-manually andtion to the raw data, PIs receive for each                               and needs to save time for quick                                   are often only based on a fraction (atindividual dataset (MOUS) a standard                                     delivery.                                                          least 200 channels of most spectralpackage with a wealth of important                                                                                                          windows) of the total spectral coverage.information:                                                            For a detailed description of the ALMA                              Additional Representative Images for– The science-grade calibration informa-                               QA2 data products see Petry et al. (2018).                          Legacy (ARI-L) is an ongoing ALMA   tion. The user can take their raw data                                                                                                   development project that aims at increas-   and calibrate it in a reproducible way by                                                                                                ing the legacy value of the ALMA Science   running the CASA script “scriptForPI.py”                              Are ALMA image products science-                                   Archive by bringing the reduction level of   included in the package. Each data set                               ready?                                                             ALMA data from Cycles 2 to 4 close to   is processed with a specific CASA ver-                                                                                                   that of the more recent cycles, for which   sion. The user is required to run the                                As described above, ALMA QA2 is a                                   the imaging pipeline was used. These   scriptForPI under that CASA version.                                 standardised and semi-automated pro-                                re-processed images and cubes are   Alternatively, European users can                                    cess that is not meant to cover all of the                          being included in the Archive as value-   request the generation of the calibrated                             specific scientific needs of the PIs. Feed-                         added products. Future Messenger arti-   data from the European ARC via the                                   back from users indicates that the deliv-                           cles will present the ARI-L project in more   helpdesk.                                                            ered standard images and cubes are                                  detail and also the ALMA Science Archive.– A detailed summary of the QA stages                                  often close to optimal and can be used   in the form of QA0 and QA2 reports.                                  as a basis for scientific analysis. However,                        Other value-added data products come– All calibration and imaging diagnostic                               it should be clear to all ALMA users, PIs                           from the ALMA Large Programmes. The   plots (for pipeline-processed data in the                            and archive researchers that the deliv-                             award of a Large Programme carries with
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   Instrumentation                                              Petry D. et al., ALMA Data Quality Assurance                                                EU ARC contributions to ALMA QA2                                            Federica Palla, Federico Lelli, Felipe Alvez, Fernando                                                                                                                            Morales, Gaelle Dumas, George Bendo, Gergö                        Semi-manual        Pipeline-cal. + manual imaging           Pipeline-processed                      Popping, Hau-Yu Lu, Hsi-Wei Yen, Hugo Messias,                                                                                                                            Ilsang Yoon, Israel Matute, Ivan Marti Vidal, Ivica                  800                                                                                                                            Skokic, Jan Brand, Javier Adrián Rodón, Ka Tat                                                                                                                            Wong, Kazi Rygl, Ke Wang, Kevin Harrington, Liz                                                                                                                            Guzman, Liz Humphreys, Lizette Guzman, Luke                  600                                                                                                       Maud, Lydia Moser, Marcella Massardi, Maria DiazProcessed MOUSs

                                                                                                                            Trigo, Markus Schmalzl, Martin Zwaan, Matthias
                                                                                                                            Maercker, Matthieu Bethermin, Miroslav Barta,                                                                                                                            Nataliia Muratova, Nuria Marcelino, Pamela Klaassen,                  400                                                                                                       Paola Andreani, Pavel Jachym, Rebeca Aladro, Rein                                                                                                                            Warmels, Rosita Paladino, Ruud Visser, Sabine                                                                                                                            Koenig, Sandra Burkutean, Sebastian Muller, Sergio                                                                                                                            Martin, Silvio Lorenzoni, Stefanie Muehle, Stefano                  200                                                                                                       Facchini, Stergios Amarantidis, Suzanna Randall,                                                                                                                            Thomas Stanke, Timothy Davis, Tobia Carozzi, Toma                                                                                                                            Badescu, Vinod Arumugam, Wenjuan Liu, Wouter                                                                                                                            Vlemmings, Yanett Contreras, Yujin Yang, and Yurii                    0                                                                                                       Pidopryhora.                            0          1          2        3        4                5            6      7 (ongoing)                                                                                                                            We would also like to acknowledge the work of our                                                       ALMA observing cycle                                                                                                                            colleagues at the Joint ALMA Observatory in Chile                                                                                                                            who have been working with us on the QA of the                                                                                                                            European part of the ALMA data since Cycle 0, our   Figure 6. The MOUSs (individual ALMA datasets)               combining data at different angular reso-                   colleagues from the North American and the East   QA2-processed and delivered by the European ARC                                                                          Asian ARCs for their contribution to ALMA QA and its                                                                lutions from different SBs. Such products   and its nodes since the beginning of ALMA observa-                                                                       procedures in general, and our colleagues at the ESO   tions. The numbers are presented separately for the          will further enable the use of the facility                 Archive Operations Group who provided indispensa-   three main processing workflows: script-generator-          and its archive by non-expert users,                        ble support for data transfers and deliveries. We   assisted semi-manual processing (blue), pipeline             increasing at the same time the scientific                  would like to thank all of them for the great team-   calibration followed by manual imaging (red), and full                                                                   work.                                                                impact of the observatory. Making science-   pipeline processing (yellow). Note that pipeline pro-   cessing also requires a human review of the results          ready data products available will shift   (called the weblog review).                                   the focus of the users from the (hardware)                 References                                                                 limitations and the technicalities related                                                                                                                            ALMA pipeline Team 2019, ALMA Science pipeline                                                                 to interferometric data reduction to the                                                                                                                            	 User’s Guide, Doc. 7.13, ver. 1   it the responsibility to deliver back to                      scientific exploitation of the data.                       Hatziminaoglou, E. et al. 2015, The Messenger,   ALMA a set of enhanced data products                                                                                     	 162, 24   which supplement the standard ALMA                                                                                       Emonts, B. et al. 2019, ADASS XXIX, ASP Conf. Ser.,                                                                Acknowledgements                                            	 in prep., arXiv:1912.09437   products generated by the ALMA obser-                                                                                                                            McMullin, J. P. et al. 2007, in Proc. ADASS XVI,   vatory during QA2.                                           Over the past seven and a half ALMA observing               	 ASP Conf. Ser., 376, 127                                                                cycles, the European ARC network has made major             Petry, D. 2012, in proc. ADASS XXI, ASP Conf. Ser.,                                                                contributions to the ALMA QA effort. Scientists from        	 461, 849                                                                ESO and the ARC network have worked more than               Petry, D. et al. 2014, Proc. SPIE, 9152, 91520J   Conclusions and forward look                                                                150 seven-day Astronomer-on-Duty shifts at the              Petry, D. et al. 2018, ALMA QA2 Data Products                                                                observatory and performed QA0 assessments as                	 for	 Cycle 5, ALMA doc 5.12, ver. 2.0   Since the start of science observations,                     part of them. They have so far served as QA2 ana-           Remijan, A. et al. 2019, ALMA Cycle 7 Technical   the ALMA project has put a huge effort                       lysts for more than 1250 semi-manually calibrated,          	 Handbook, ALMA doc 7.3, ver 1.1   into providing science-grade calibrated                      more than 830 manually imaged, and more than                                                                1940 pipeline-processed datasets from European   data and informative image cubes, a first                    projects. Furthermore, they have contributed signifi-       Links   for a large ground-based astronomical                        cantly to the development of the CASA package, the   observatory. This effort is populating the                   ALMA calibration and imaging script generators, and                                                                                                                            1                                                                                                                                EU ARC webpage on requesting calibrated data in                                                                the ALMA pipeline.                                              Europe: https://almascience.eso.org/local-news/   ALMA Science Archive with homogene-                                                                                                                                requesting-calibrated-measurement-sets-in-europe   ous, high-quality data while making                          We would like to acknowledge all 87 scientists from   ALMA more accessible to all astrono-                         the EU ARC network who made these contributions:   mers, regardless of their scientific                         Abhijeet Borkar, Adam Avison, Alison Shan Man,              Notes   background.                                                  Alvaro Sanchez Monge, Ana Lopez Sepulcre, Andy                                                                                                                            a                                                                Biggs, Anita Richards, Anna Miotello, Arek Berlicki,           urther details of the ALMA partners and the                                                                                                                              F                                                                Arturo Mignano, Baobab Liu, Benjamin Magnelli,                organisation of this large international project:   ALMA aspires to extend the user support                      Carmen Toribio, Christos Karoumpis, Ciriaco Goddi,            http://almascience.org.   even further: one of the project’s longer-                   Ciro Pappalardo, Claudia Lagos, Daniel Harsono,                                                                                                                            b                                                                                                                              T here are other classes of observations that are                                                                Daniel Tafoya, Devaky Kunneriath, Dirk Petry, Eamon           not described here but which also undergo QA.   term goals is to produce higher level data                                                                O’Gorman, Edwige Chapillon, Eelco van Kampen,                 These include single-dish SBs and special modes   products such as catalogues or images                        Elisabetta Liuzzo, Eskil Varenius, Fabrizia Guglielmetti,     like solar or VLBI observations.
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                                                               Astronomical ScienceALMA (ESO/NAOJ/NRAO), ESO/Exeter/Kraus et al.
         ALMA and SPHERE work together to reveal the
         detailed structure of the warped disc around the         triple star system GW Orionis. The disc is deformed         by the movements of the three stars at its centre.         The ALMA image (top) reveals a ringed structure,         while the SPHERE observations reveal the shadow         of the innermost ring on the rest of the disc.Astronomical Science                                                                                                           DOI: 10.18727/0722-6691/5207
The VLT-FLAMES Tarantula Survey
Chris Evans 1                                      10                                                               niversity of Amsterdam,                                                              U                                                 radial-velocity shifts arising from binaryDaniel Lennon 2                                               The Netherlands                                   motion. Here we summarise some ofNorbert Langer 3, 4                                11                                                      KU Leuven, Belgium                                       the highlights from the survey and lookLeonardo Almeida 5                                 12                                                        C fA, Harvard-Smithsonian, Cambridge,                  ahead to the future of the field.Elizabeth Bartlett 1                                     MA, USANate Bastian 6                                     13                                                          Queen’s University Belfast,Joachim Bestenlehner 7                                    Northern Ireland                                      Massive stars have long captured ourNikolay Britavskiy 2                               14                                                       IWF, Austrian Academy of Sciences,                      imagination. In stark contrast to the his-Norberto Castro 8                                      Graz, Austria                                            tory and fate of the Sun, stars born withSimon Clark 9                                      15                                                         CAB, CSIC-INTA, Madrid, Spain                         masses in excess of ~ 8 M⊙ quickly fusePaul Crowther 7                                    16                                                             ICCUB-IEEC, Universitat de Barcelona,             their hydrogen into helium and heavierAlex de Koter 10, 11                                          Spain                                             elements on timescales of millions ratherSelma de Mink 12                                   17                                                       ICREA, Barcelona, Spain                                  than billions of years. They evolve intoPhilip Dufton 13                                   18                                                           Saint Mary’s University, Halifax, NS,               classical Wolf-Rayet stars, luminous blueLuca Fossati 14                                             Canada                                              supergiants (for example, Rigel), and/orMiriam Garcia 15                                   19                                                            Universidad de La Laguna, Tenerife,                bloated, cool red supergiants (for exam-Mark Gieles 16, 17                                          Spain                                               ple, Betelgeuse), before exploding cata-Götz Gräfener 3                                    20                                                                     University College London, UK              strophically as supernovae. Massive starsNathan Grin 3                                      21                                                                University of Surrey, UK                       are a key ingredient in models of galaxyVincent Hénault-Brunet 18                          22                                                                     Gemini Observatory, La Serena, Chile;     evolution. They dominate the energeticsArtemio Herrero 2, 19                                                Universidad de Chile, Santiago, Chile      and chemistry of their surroundings viaIan Howarth 20                                     23                                                                    National Astronomical Observatory,         their intense ultraviolet radiation fields andRobert Izzard 21                                                     Smolyan, Bulgaria                          stellar winds. They also enrich the inter-Venu Kalari 22                                     24                                                              Universidad de Alicante, Spain                   stellar medium with nuclear-processedJesús Maíz Apellániz 15                            25                                                                  USM, Munich, Germany                          elements via their winds and ultimateNevena Markova 23                                  26                                                                   German Aerospace Center (DLR), IPTI,        explosions.Francisco Najarro 15                                               Sankt Augustin, GermanyLee Patrick 24                                     27                                                                 CCA, Flatiron Institute, New York, USA        In the first decade of the millennium thereJoachim Puls 25                                    28                                                                  Universidad de La Serena, Chile              was mounting evidence for the preva-Oscar Ramírez-Agudelo 26                           29                                                                      Centre for Astronomy, University         lence of binarity in massive stars but itsMathieu Renzo 27                                                     of Heidelberg, Germany                     exact impact was unclear, both for stellarCarolina Sabín-Sanjulián 28                        30                                                                        Heidelberg Institute for Theoretical   evolution and in the wider context ofHugues Sana 11                                                           Studies, Germany                       massive-star formation in galaxies. It isFabian Schneider 29, 30                            31                                                               National Observatory of Athens,                 now evident that most massive stars areAbel Schootemeijer 3                                           Greece                                           formed in binary (and higher multiplicity)Sergio Simón-Díaz 2, 19                            32                                                                     Keele University, UK                       systems, with the great majority expectedStephen Smartt 13                                  33                                                                       IfA, University of Edinburgh, UK         to undergo interactions that significantlyWilliam Taylor 1                                   34                                                                       Armagh Observatory and Planetarium,     influence the appearance and evolutionFrank Tramper 31                                                       Northern Ireland                         of both stars through, for example, massJacco van Loon 32                                                                                               transfer, rejuvenation, merging, and spin-Jaime Villaseñor 33                                †                                                       	Deceased, included with kind permis-                   up (Sana et al., 2012). The detection ofJorick S. Vink 34                                        sion of Laura Etchemaite-Walborn                       gravitational waves (GW) from mergingNolan Walborn †                                                                                                 stellar-mass black holes (Abbott et al.,                                                                                                                2016) has brought the evolutionary history                                                   The VLT-FLAMES Tarantula Survey                              of massive stars into even sharper focus1   K Astronomy Technology Centre,  U                                                (VFTS) was an ESO Large Programme                            — if we are to understand the progeni-  Edinburgh, UK                                    that has provided a rich, legacy dataset                     tors of these merger systems, we need2  Instituto de Astrofísica de Canarias,           for studies of both resolved and inte-                       a better understanding of the physical  Tenerife, Spain                                  grated populations of massive stars.                         properties and evolution of massive stars.3   Argelander-Institut für Astronomie,            Initiated in 2008 (ESO Period 82), we  Universität Bonn, Germany                        used the Fibre Large Array Multi Element                     To enable a big step forward in our un-4    Max-Planck-Institut für                       Spectrograph (FLAMES) to observe                             derstanding of massive stars, the  Radioastronomie, Bonn, Germany                   more than 800 massive stars in the dra-                      VFTS was conceived to deliver the larg-5     Universidade do Estado do Rio Grande         matic 30 Doradus star-forming region in                      est homogeneous, multi-epoch spectro-  do Norte, Brazil                                 the Large Magellanic Cloud. At the start                     scopic survey of O-type stars to date.6      Liverpool John Moores University, UK        of the survey the importance of multi-                       A preceding ESO Large Programme, the7       University of Sheffield, UK                 plicity among high-mass stars was                            VLT-FLAMES Survey of Massive Stars8       AIP, Potsdam, Germany                       becoming evident, so a key feature was                       (Principal Investigator, PI: Smartt, ESO9       The Open University, Milton Keynes, UK     multi-epoch spectroscopy to detect                           Programme ID 171.D-0237; Evans et al.,
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2008), investigated the role of metallicity      that might indicate the presence of binary           The VFTS quickly revealed an exceptionalin stellar evolution through observations        companions. The majority of the obser-               population of massive stars in theof massive stars in clusters in the Milky        vations were conducted in Period 82,                 region, including runaway stars of up toWay and the Large and Small Magellanic           with a final observation of each configura-          100 M⊙ (VFTS 016, 072), a very massiveClouds (LMC and SMC, respectively).              tion in Period 84 to improve the detection           (~ 150 M⊙) WNh star in apparent isolationThis included observations of several            of long-period binaries.                             (VFTS 682), the fastest-rotating starshundred B-type stars, enabling detailed                                                               known (VFTS 102, 285), one of the mostquantitative analyses of their physical pa-      At the centre of 30 Dor is the massive               massive O-type binary systems (R139),rameters, particularly their abundances          young cluster R136, which is home                    the most massive overcontact binaryand rotation rates. It also observed tens        to the most massive stars known to date              known (VFTS 352), and a puzzling high-of more-massive O-type stars, which was          (WNh stars with masses well in excess                mass X-ray binary (VFTS 399).sufficient for a first investigation of the      of 100 M⊙). R136 subtends just a fewglobal scaling of their properties with me-      arcseconds on the sky, so is unresolved              Discovering these extremes of thetallicity. However, the “OB Zoo” is very di-     by (seeing-limited) ground-based obser-              population provides unique tests of ourverse, with O-type stars spanning wide           vations. To investigate the velocity disper-         theories of stellar evolution, but the realranges in temperature (30 to 55 kK) and          sion of massive stars in and around                  breakthrough of the VFTS is the homoge-mass (15 to 100 M⊙). A bigger observa-           R136, we therefore also obtained obser-              neous dataset for over 700 O- and earlytional sample was required to understand         vations with the Fibre Large Array Multi             B-type stars, i.e., the “normal” popula-their evolutionary pathways.                     Element Spectrograph (FLAMES) ARGUS                  tion. The VFTS series of over 30 papers1                                                 integral-field unit (see Figure 1 from Evans         has analysed their physical properties                                                 et al., 2011). In parallel to the VFTS, con-         (temperatures, gravities, mass-loss rates,Tarantula Nebula: A field of superlatives        sortium members have obtained HST                    rotation rates, chemical abundances),                                                 ultraviolet and optical spectroscopy of              radial velocities (to investigate binarity)As the most luminous star-forming region         the resolved population of R136, as wellin the Local Group, the Tarantula Nebula         as more recent VLT observations with                                                                                                      Figure 1. VFTS targets overlaid on the ESO RGB(30 Doradus) is an immense stellar nurs-         MUSE. These related projects were dis-               image of 30 Doradus obtained with WFI on theery where we can efficiently study several       cussed by Crowther (2019) in a wider                 2.2-m MPG/ESO telescope at La Silla. The dashedhundred O-type stars. It is located in           review of 30 Dor.                                    white circles highlight the four clusters in the region.the eastern part of the LMC, along withSN1987A and several slightly older clus-                              – 69°55ಿters, at a distance of 50 kpc and with rel-                                                                                                    WR starsatively little foreground extinction. The                                                                                                      O stars                                                                                                                                               B starsmetallicity of young stars and interstellar                                                                                                    RSGsgas in the LMC is approximately 50%solar, so observations of massive stars in30 Dor allow us to investigate stellar evo-                           – 69°00ಿlution in an environment closer to that instar-forming galaxies at, and before, thepeak of cosmic star formation.                                                                                                                     Hodge 301To obtain an unprecedented spectro-                                                                                           NGC 2070scopic sample of massive stars in 30 Dor,                                 05ಿthe VFTS consortium was formed in 2008                                                Declination (J2000)
and secured 160 h of time with FLAMES
(ESO Programme ID 182.D-0222). A pre-vious Messenger article introduced thesurvey and some of the first results(Evans et al., 2011). In brief, 893 targets                                                                           10ಿ(with V ≤ 17 magnitudes) were observedwith nine different configurations of the                                                   SL 639FLAMES Medusa fibres (Figure 1). Weused the LR02, LR03 and HR15N set-                                                                                                       NGC 2060tings of the Giraffe spectrograph to coverthe blue-visible range (396–507 nm, atR ~ 7500) and Ha (at R ~ 16 000) to ena-                                   15ಿble a quantitative spectroscopic analysisof each target. A key feature of the surveywas a minimum of six repeat LR02 ob-                                             5 h40 m            39 m                38 m                      37mservations to look for radial-velocity shifts                                                   Right ascension (J2000)
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Astronomical Science                                Evans C. et al., The VLT-FLAMES Tarantula Surveyand interstellar gas. Alongside this work,                                     0.008                                                                       Figure 2. Projected rota-                                                                                                                                                           tional velocities (ve sin i)several follow-up VLT programmes have                                                                                            Singles (212 stars)further extended the impact of the VFTS,                                       0.007                                                                       from the VFTS for single                                                                                                                                 Primaries (114 stars)     O-type stars and foras well as related programmes with HST
                                                   Distribution (normalised)                                                                                                                                                           O-type primaries of                                                                               0.006and Chandra.                                                                                                                                               binary systems.
                                                                               0.005We now briefly summarise some of thekey results from the VFTS that have only                                       0.004been made possible by having such alarge sample for the first time. We then                                       0.003highlight the serendipitous discovery ofmassive runaway stars from the region.                                         0.002
                                                                               0.001Binaries: most O-type stars are inmultiple systems                                                               0.000                                                                                             0        100      200      300       400      500    600                                                                                                                     vesin i (km s –1)The VFTS was designed to detect poten-tial binary systems. The cadence of theobservations varied, from data taken on             tems (PI: Sana; ESO Programme IDs                                               gram. By not imposing colour cuts on thethe same or consecutive nights, to others           090.D-0323 and 092.D-0136) and the                                              target objects, we had also observedthat were several weeks apart, plus an              B-type Binaries Characterisation (BBC)                                          luminous, cool supergiants in 30 Dor. Asadditional epoch a year after the survey            programme for the B-type systems (PI:                                           the progenitors of type II-P supernovae,started. By modelling the observational             Taylor; ESO Programme ID 096.D-0825).                                           there has been considerable interest incompleteness of the cadence for each                                                                                                red supergiant stars over the past dec-field we estimated that we should detect            Results from the TMBM confirmed the                                             ade. Red supergiant stars have radii that90% of systems with periods of 1 to 10              similarity of the orbital properties with                                       are hundreds of times larger than thedays, ramping down to ~ 70% at periods              Galactic O-type systems, and preliminary                                        Sun’s, so we expect short-period binaryof 100 days, and with a steeper decline             results for the B-type systems suggest                                          systems to interact and/or merge beforebeyond that.                                        a similar distribution of orbital periods                                       one of the components reaches the red                                                    (Villaseñor et al., in preparation). These                                      supergiant phase. Nonetheless, little wasFrom the observed spectra, we found                 results demonstrate that binarity remains                                       known of the binary properties of redthat 35 ± 3% of the O-type stars and                an important factor at the reduced metal-                                       supergiant stars and the VFTS data pro-25 ± 2% of the B-type stars have evi-               licity of the LMC, and needs to be consid-                                      vided a serendipitous opportunity todence for at least one companion.                   ered in, for example, population-synthesis                                     investigate their status. We found anUsing synthetic populations to model                models of distant Lyman-break galaxies.                                        upper limit of 30% of the red supergiantour observational sampling and potential                                                                                            stars showing evidence for a companion,biases we estimated the intrinsic rates             The VFTS has also provided new empiri-                                          significantly lower than the fraction foundof binarity as 51 ± 4% (O stars) and                cal constraints on binarity in a very differ-                                   for the O- and B-type stars. From these58 ± 11% (B stars). These results were              ent part of the Hertzsprung-Russell dia-                                        data the VFTS also identified signaturesconsistent with the incidence of binarityseen in massive stars in the Milky Way.Moreover, with more than 50% of theO stars in 30 Dor expected to undergomass transfer in the future, this further                                       101                                                  Number density (dN/dM)

highlighted the importance of binary
interactions in massive-star evolution.
Detailed characterisation of the orbital                                        10 0
parameters of each detected systemrequires a larger number of observations(≥ 20). The cadence of our spectroscopy                                                                                                                                                           Figure 3. Initial masswas sufficient to enable this for a few sys-                                   10 –1                     Observed Mini distr.                              (Mini) distribution of thetems, but further monitoring was required                                                                       ±1σ estimate                               single stars more mas-for most of the sample. This motivated                                                             Salpeter IMF (γ = – 2.35)                               sive than 15 M⊙ from thetwo follow-up programmes with FLAMES:                                                            Best-fitting IMF (γ = –1.90)                              VFTS. A Salpeter IMF                                                                                                                                                           underpredicts the num-the Tarantula Massive Binary Monitoring                                        10 – 2                                                                      ber of massive stars(TMBM) programme to characterise                                                        10                                               100               (particularly abovethe majority of the detected O-type sys-                                                                               Mini/M                             30 M⊙).
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of binary interaction products in the red                                                                                                 Figure 4. The Gaia                                                                                                                                          proper motion for VFTSsupergiant phase (i.e., red stragglers).                                                                                                                                          016 confirms it as an                                                                      – 69°00ȸ                                                            apparent runaway from                                                                                                                                          R136 but reveals anRotation: fast but not that fast                                                                                                          intriguing puzzle about                                                                                                                                          its age. The dashed cir-                                                                                                                                          cles highlight the twoRotation in massive stars became a                                                                                                        main clusters, with R136standard ingredient of evolutionary mod-        Declination (J2000)                                                                       at the core of NGC                                                                                 NGC2070els at the turn of the century and it can                                 05ȸ                                                             2070. Coloured arrows:                                                                                                R136                                      cyan: direction of thehave significant effects on a star’s evolu-                                                                                                                                          Gaia proper motion;tion. For instance, rotationally induced                                                                                   VFTS016        green: projection backmixing can bring fresh hydrogen into the                                                                                                  to R136 (1.5 Myr at cur-core, extending the main-sequence life-                                                                                                   rent space velocity); red:                                                                                                                                          distance travelled for itstime, while also moving chemically pro-                                                                                                                                          estimated age from thecessed material into the outer layers, thus                                10ȸ                                                            VFTS (0.7 Myr); pink:changing the photospheric abundances.                                                                                                     opening angle given the                                                                                                                                          Gaia uncertainties.A first step toward testing the predictions                                                                             NGC2060of rotating models is to determinepresent-day rotation rates of massivestars. The VFTS has enabled us to do                                                   5 h39 m              38 m              37mthis for the first time for > 300 O-type                                                      Right ascension (J2000)stars where their binary status is wellcharacterised. We first investigated theprojected rotational velocities (vesin i) of     significantly change the peak value. The                       ple, see Bestenlehner et al., in prepara-216 apparently single O-type stars and           effects of rotation are increasingly impor-                    tion). The origins of the field stars remainfound a peak at around 80 km s –1 with an        tant at faster velocities, so stars with                       unclear. The timescales would have toextended tail to high velocities (reaching       ve ~ 100 km s –1 do not spin down by                           be very short for them to have originatedas fast as 600 km s –1 in VFTS 102 and           much after formation and evolve quite                          from dispersed clusters, and such a sce-285). We argued that the high-velocity tail      similarly to stars without rotation. In short,                 nario is hard to reconcile with retention ofmay be primarily, if not exclusively, com-       rotation has been invoked to explain                           the large molecular clouds that wereprised of stars following binary interac-        many characteristics (for example, en-                         required for the formation of the clusterstion, in particular spin-up via mass transfer    hanced mass-loss, and surface CNO                              we see today. In combination with ouror merger. This hypothesis was supported         abundances) but the VFTS results argue                         results from the VLT, the Gaia DR3by a relative dearth of rapid rotators           that these effects are most relevant only                      release should provide further constraints(vesin i > 300 km s –1) in a similar analysis    in a minority of main-sequence O-type                          on the star-formation history of thisof the 114 O-type binaries in the VFTS           stars. Conversely, the effects of rotation                     important reference region.(Figure 2). In short, if an apparently single    will play a significant role in the futureO-type star is found with very rapid rota-       evolution of mass-gaining stars in binaries.                   Given the estimated uncertainties intion (> 300 km s –1), it is probably the                                                                        the derived parameters of each star,product of earlier binary interaction.                                                                          BONNSAI also returns a probability distri-                                                 Initial Mass Function (IMF): too many                          bution for the initial stellar mass, enablingThese results demonstrate typical current        O-type stars in 30 Dor                                         the study of the initial mass function (IMF)projected velocities of the O-type stars                                                                        in 30 Dor with an unprecedented sampleare around 100 km s –1, with similar values      Following quantitative analysis of the dif-                    (Schneider et al., 2018). The IMF is wellfound in the Galaxy (Howarth et al., 1997;       ferent subsets of the survey, we then took                     populated up to 200 M⊙ with 76 starsSimón-Díaz & Herrero, 2014; Holgado              an overall look at the star formation his-                     having Minit > 30 M⊙, an excess ofet al., in preparation). The evolutionary        tory of 30 Dor. We used the BONN Stellar                       18 ± 7 stars compared to the expectedtracks often used to investigate the wider       Astrophysics Interface (BONNSAI)2 to                           number for a Salpeter IMF (with a power-impact of rotation (for example, on super-       obtain probability distributions of stellar                    law slope of g = 2.35). Fitting the slopenova yields) generally have initial rotation     masses and ages for the apparently sin-                        of the initial mass distribution of therates of 200–300 km s –1. Such stars will        gle stars in the VFTS. The formation of                        full sample in 30 Dor with a similarslow down somewhat during the main               massive stars in 30 Dor appears to have                        power-law gives a shallower slopesequence phase (via mass loss) but               accelerated significantly 8 Myr ago, with                      of g = 1.90 +0.37                                                                                                                             –0.26 (Figure 3).the spin-down is not sufficient to reach         the oldest stars located in the field, fol-the observed velocities from the VFTS            lowed by the birth of those in NGC 2060                        Even a modestly shallower slope in a richwithin their estimated lifetimes. Projection     and NGC 2070 (Figure 1) and the forma-                         region such as 30 Dor can have a tre-effects play a role, but deconvolution of        tion of R136 being the most recent                             mendous impact on the expected feed-the VFTS results to estimate ve does not         (although excluded from the VFTS sam-                          back from the massive-star population
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Astronomical Science                                Evans C. et al., The VLT-FLAMES Tarantula Surveycompared to models that assume a                    One of the first results from the survey       from R136 to its current position isSalpeter slope. For instance, assuming              was the discovery of a massive (~ 90 M⊙)       1.5 ± 0.2 Myr. This is compatible withan upper mass limit of 200 M⊙, the                  O2-type star, VFTS 016, some 120 pc in         the age of R136, suggesting the star wasnumber of core-collapse supernovae                  projection from R136 on the western            ejected early in the life of the cluster.increases by 70% (giving a threefold                periphery of 30 Dor. The multi-epoch           However, this star has presented a newboost in the metal yields), the ionising            VFTS spectroscopy revealed its radial          puzzle as its best age estimate fromradiation is ~ 3.5 times greater, and the           velocity to be discrepant compared to          spectroscopic analysis is 0.7 ± 0.1 Myr,formation rate of black holes is almost             the local population (by approximately         contrasting with the dynamical value.three times larger.                                 85 km s –1, confirmed by older spectra         Indeed, if it were much older than                                                    from the Anglo-Australian Telescope).          0.9 Myr, it should be several thousandWe add that stars with masses > 100 M⊙              Critically, no radial-velocity shifts were     degrees cooler.have typically not been included in                 seen in the spectra, suggesting thatpopulation-synthesis models of star-              VFTS 016 is a single, runaway star.            Gaia also revealed a second massiveforming galaxies but are found to contrib-                                                         O2-type runaway star (VFTS 072) on theute at least a quarter of the overall feed-         There are two theories accounting for          outer fringes of 30 Dor (Lennon et al.,back (ionising photons, wind momentum)              the ejection of runaway stars from star-      2018), with a similar tension betweenfrom 30 Dor (including R136). The combi-            forming regions: either via dynamical          the ages from its inferred time-of-flightnation of strong nebular emission and               interactions in a cluster or the “kick” from   and from spectroscopic analysis. Thesepotential leakage of Lyman-ionising pho-            a supernova explosion in a binary system.      results argue that these objects have per-tons suggests that 30 Dor is a local                We usually lack constraints on which           haps had more unusual evolutionaryexample of conditions in the so-called              mechanism is responsible. The particular       histories than perceived at first glance (forGreen Pea galaxies that have intense                interest in VFTS 016 is that R136 is only      example, merger products after dynami-star-formation rates and that, it has been          1–2 Myr old, such that its members are         cal ejection), or that there is somethingsuggested, play a role in the reionisation          still too young to have exploded as            fundamental still missing from our under-of the early Universe (see Crowther, 2019           supernovae. Thus, if VFTS 016 originated       standing of evolutionary and/or atmos-for further discussion).                            from R136 it is a strong contender for         pheric models at the highest masses and                                                    dynamical ejection.                            temperatures.
Runaway surprises from R136                         An image was released alongside the            The VFTS has found other, less mas-                                                    original paper (prepared by Zolt Levay         sive, candidate runaways from spectral-The power of the VLT to yield unexpected            and the STScI outreach team)3, which           classification and radial-velocity argu-discoveries is highlighted by the massive           highlighted the possible direction of VFTS     ments. Work is now under way to esti-runaway stars found by the VFTS. This               016 away from R136. Only with the tre-         mate their proper motions from a multi-topic was not envisaged in the initial pro-         mendous power of the Gaia mission have         epoch HST programme (PI: Lennon) andposal but has been the subject of several           we finally been able to test the origins of     our team is keenly awaiting the Gaia DR3papers in the series and has grown in               VFTS 016; its proper motion satisfyingly        release. In particular, both HST andimportance given the increased focus on             points almost radially away from R136           Gaia Data Release 2 (DR2) results forbinary evolution and compact objects.               (Lennon et al., 2018; Figure 4).                the 150-M⊙ star VFTS 682 suggest that it                                                                                                    might also have been ejected from R136,                                                    Given the current proper motion of              but further observational constraints areFigure 5. The VFTS consortium in Edinburgh inMay 2019.                                                    VFTS 016, the time-of-flight estimate           required to be sure of its origin.
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Reflections and future directions                                                       4.5                                                       Figure 6. Probability                                                                                                                        Non-interacting           that OB-type stars of a                                                                                        4.0                             Case A                    given mass in the LMCThe most recent consortium meeting was
                                                Black hole companion probability in %
                                                                                                                        Case B                    have a black hole com-held in Edinburgh in May 2019 (Figure 5),                                               3.5                                                       panion, as a function ofand from the enthusiastic discussions it                                                                                                          the mass of the OB starwas clear that the field is even more                                                   3.0                                                       (Langer et al., 2020).                                                                                                                                                  This prediction suggestsvibrant and topical than when we started.                                                                                                         there should be manyThe close collaboration between obser-                                                  2.5                                                                                                                                                  massive black holesvation and theory throughout the project                                                                                                          waiting to be discovered                                                                                        2.0                                                       in binaries in the LMC.has been particularly rewarding. Manytheory papers by consortium members                                                     1.5have been published in parallel with theVFTS series, drawing on our results                                                     1.0and cross-fed by ideas from consortiummeetings. Moreover, VFTS papers led by                                                  0.5PhD students have directly contributed to                                                                                        0.0a dozen theses across the consortium.                                                         10   15     20       25       30      35     40                                                                                                        MOB (M)The Magellanic Clouds will continueto be our primary windows on the low-metallicity universe for observers and            metallicity systems known (< 10% solar)                           Langer, N. et al. 2020, A&A, 638, A39                                                                                                                    Lennon, D. J. et al. 2018, A&A, 619, A78theoreticians alike. The Edinburgh meet-          are also an area of significant interest (for                                                                                                                    Sana, H. et al. 2012, Science, 337, 444ing helped focus priorities for the coming        example, in the Sagittarius Dwarf Irregular                       Schneider, F. R. N. et al. 2018, Science, 359, 69years, and ESO facilities such as the             Galaxy, Sextans A and Leo P). Probing                             Simón-Díaz, S. & Herrero, A. 2014, A&A, 562, A135VLT and 4-m Multi-Object Spectrograph             such systems well beyond the LocalTelescope (4MOST)-VISTA will have a               Group will require the spectroscopic                                                                                                                    Linksmajor role to play in addressing some of          grasp of the ELT (with, for example, thethe key scientific questions for the com-         MOSAIC multi-object spectrograph) and                             1                                                                                                                        FTS papers: https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/                                                                                                                       Vmunity, for example:                              a future large-aperture ultraviolet mission                          public-libraries/RWpc6wI9ShKVYYqyYVJlyg                                                                                                                    2                                                                                                                      BONNSAI tool: https://www.astro.uni-bonn.de/– An ambitious spectroscopic survey of           (for example, the LUVOIR concept stud-                                                                                                                       stars/bonnsai/   massive stars in the SMC (including            ied as part of the US Decadal process).                           3                                                                                                                       N ews Release: Hubble catches runaway star from   constraints on their multiplicity). This                                                                             30 Doradus: https://hubblesite.org/contents/   would enable critical tests of massive-       The VFTS observations have been essen-                                news-releases/2010/news-2010-14.html                                                                                                                    4                                                                                                                        A ll of the reduced spectra from the survey are   star evolution at lower metallicity rather     tial to improving structure and evolution                                                                                                                         available at: https://www.roe.ac.uk/~cje/tarantula/   than extrapolating from the current            models of massive stars, with follow-up                                spectra/   Galactic and LMC results. It would also        studies providing further key data to   help us to investigate the potential pro-      address uncertainties in models of binary   genitors of unexplained spectacular            stars. An important first test of the pre-   explosions such as superluminous               dictions of stellar evolution at sub-solar   supernovae that are seen in (metal-           metallicity was to focus on the properties   poor) dwarf galaxies, as well as stellar       of OB-type stars with black hole com-   evolution at high redshift, where low          panions in the LMC (Langer et al., 2020).   metallicity is more typical and where          Black hole companions were predicted in   GW detectors are discovering massive           ~ 3% of the late O- and early B-type stars   merging black holes.                           (Figure 6), but of the predicted ~ 100– The ULLYSES Director’s Discretionary           massive black hole binaries in the whole   programme with HST is under way and            LMC, we know only one (LMC-X1). We   will provide new ultraviolet spectros-         are now therefore redoubling our efforts   copy of around 170 massive stars in the        to find them, as they (or their absence)   Magellanic Clouds, enabling determina-         will provide a critical test of the models.   tion of their wind properties (for exam-       Our work continues.   ple, terminal velocities, mass-loss rates,   clumping). Complementary optical/   near-infrared spectroscopy with the VLT        References   will play an important role in maximising      Abbott, B. P. et al. 2016, PhRvL, 116, 1102   the scientific impact from ULLYSES.            Crowther, P. A. 2019, Galaxies, 7, 88                                                  Evans, C. et al. 2008, The Messenger, 131, 25Beyond the Magellanic Clouds, observa-            Evans, C. et al. 2011, The Messenger, 143, 33                                                  Howarth, I. D. et al. 1997, MNRAS, 284, 265tions of massive stars in the lowest-
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NGTS — Uncovering New Worlds with
Ultra-Precise PhotometryDaniel Bayliss 1                                  9                                                   	Instituto de Astronomía, Universidad      the astounding diversity of these worlds,Peter Wheatley 1                                      Católica del Norte, Antofagasta, Chile   many of which have no analogues in ourRichard West 1                                    10                                                     	Department of Physics, and Kavli        own Solar System. The Next GenerationDon Pollacco 1                                        Institute for Astrophysics and Space     Transit Survey1 (NGTS; Wheatley et al.,David R. Anderson 1                                   Research, Massachusetts Institute        2018) is at the forefront of this effort,David Armstrong 1                                     of Technology, Cambridge, USA            finding and characterising transitingEdward Bryant 1                                                                                exoplanets around bright stars.Heather Cegla 1Benjamin Cooke 1                                  The Next Generation Transit SurveyBoris Gänsicke 1                                  (NGTS) is a state-of-the-art photometric     The NGTS facilitySamuel Gill 1                                     facility located at ESO’s Paranal Obser-James Jackman 1                                   vatory. NGTS is able to reach a preci-       The NGTS facility is a set of twelve fullyTom Loudon 1                                      sion of 150 ppm in 30 minutes, making        robotic and automated 20-cm telescopesJames McCormac 1                                  it the most precise ground-based pho-        located at the Paranal Observatory inJack Acton 2                                      tometric system in the world. This preci-    Chile (see Figure 1). Housed in a singleMatthew R. Burleigh 2                             sion has led to the discovery of a rare      roll-off roof enclosure just under 2 kmSarah Casewell 2                                  exoplanet in the “Neptune Desert”            from the VLT, NGTS was built at ParanalMichael Goad 2                                    (NGTS-4b), the shortest-period hot           Observatory to take advantage of theBeth Henderson 2                                  Jupiter ever discovered (NGTS-10b),          site’s excellent photometric conditions.Aleisha Hogan 2                                   and the first exoplanet recovered from a     All aspects of the NGTS design, from theLiam Raynard 2                                    TESS monotransit candidate (NGTS-11b).       ultra-stable telescope mounts to theRosanna H. Tilbrook 2                             It has also allowed NGTS to character-       high-quality CCD cameras, were tailoredJoshua Briegal 3                                  ise exoplanet candidates transiting very     to ensure NGTS would deliver the highestEdward Gillen 3                                   bright stars (V < 10) from the TESS mis-     possible photometric precision. SuchDidier Queloz 3                                   sion, and to make coordinated observa-       precision is needed to detect the tell-taleGareth Smith 3                                    tions in support of VLT programmes.          dip in a star’s brightness caused by anPhilipp Eigmüller 4                                                                            exoplanet passing in front of it. NGTS isAlexis M. S. Smith 4                                                                           sensitive to detecting dips of just 0.1%,Christopher Watson 5                              Exploring other worlds                       which equates to a Neptune-sized planetFrançois Bouchy 6                                                                              transiting a Sun-like star.Monika Lendl 6                                    It has been a quarter of a centuryLouise D. Nielsen 6                               since the ground-breaking discovery          NGTS began science observations inStéphane Udry 6                                   of 51 Peg b (Mayor & Queloz, 1995)           April 2016 (West et al., 2016) and forJames Jenkins 7                                   brought the field of exoplanet research                                                                                               Figure 1. The twelve NGTS telescopes at dusk, justJosé Vines 7                                      to life. As we continue to discover          about to begin nighttime operations. The NGTS facil-Andrés Jordán 8                                   exoplanets in ever greater numbers,          ity is located at ESO’s Paranal Observatory in Chile.Maximiliano Moyano 9                              the challenge is now to try to understand    The VLT can been seen in the background.Maximilian N. Günther 10
1  Department of Physics, University of  Warwick, UK2   Department of Physics and Astronomy,  University of Leicester, UK3    Institute of Astronomy, University  of Cambridge, UK4     Institut für Planetenforschung,  Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und  Raumfahrt, Berlin, Germany5      Astrophysics Research Centre, Queen’s  University Belfast, UK6       Observatoire astronomique de  l’Université de Genève, Sauverny,  Switzerland7        Departamento de Astronomía,  Universidad de Chile, Santiago, Chile8         Facultad de Ingeniería y Ciencias,  Universidad Adolfo Ibáñez, Santiago,  Chile
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                                                                                                                                                                                Figure 2. Artist’s impres-M. Garlick & University of Warwick                                                                                                                                                                                sion of NGTS-4b, a                                                                                                                                                                                Neptune-sized exoplanet                                                                                                                                                                                in the “forbidden” zone                                                                                                                                                                                around its host star.
                                     the past four years NGTS has been sur-            Neptune-mass planets are not found this                       “super-Earth” planets that are found                                     veying the southern skies for transiting          close to their host stars (Mazeh, Holczer                     in great abundance by Kepler.                                     exoplanets around bright stars. In this arti-     & Faigler, 2016), the region being called                                     cle we highlight some of the key discov-          the “Neptune Desert”. The likely cause                        However, NGTS-4b does not fit this pic-                                     eries from NGTS and outline the exciting          of the lack of short-period Neptune-mass                      ture. Radial velocity measurements made                                     future we envisage for exoplanet science          planets is that these planets are not mas-                    using the High Accuracy Radial velocity                                     with NGTS.                                        sive enough to retain their H/He atmos-                       Planet Searcher (HARPS) instrument on                                                                                       phere in such a high-radiation environ-                       the ESO 3.6-m telescope reveal that the                                                                                       ment. So, over time, they would evaporate                     mass of NGTS-4b is just 20 M⊕, so we                                     The “forbidden” planet — NGTS-4b                  away to become the much smaller                               would not expect it to be able to retain its

                                     The high photometric precision of the
                                     NGTS facility has allowed us to discover                              1.5                                                                  Figure 3. The distribu-                                                                                                                                                                                tion of exoplanet masses                                     rare objects that were not visible to previ-                          1.0                                                                  and orbital periods,                                     ous ground-based exoplanet surveys.                                                                                                        showing a dearth of                                     One such example is NGTS-4b, a Neptune-                              0.5                                                                  Neptune-mass planets                                     sized planet orbiting a bright K-dwarf star                                                                                               in short-period orbits.                                                                                     log10 (Mass/MJup )                                      (West et al., 2019; see Figure 2). The tran-                         0.0                                                                  The “Neptune Desert”                                                                                                                                                                                is the region interior to                                      sit of NGTS-4b is just 0.13% deep, far                                                                                                    the solid black lines.                                                                                                          – 0.5                                      shallower than that of any planet previ-                                                                                                  Exoplanets are colour-                                      ously discovered from ground-based                                  –1.0                                                                  coded by discovery                                                                                                                                                                                method: transit (blue),                                      photometry. This breakthrough demon-                                                                                                                                                                                radial velocity (green)                                      strates the ability of NGTS to discover                             –1.5                                                                                                                                                                                and other methods                                      exoplanets that present only very shallow                                                                                                 (grey). Exoplanets with                                                                                                          – 2.0                                      transits in our time-series photometry.                                                                                                   masses measured to                                                                                                                                                                                better than 30% are rep-                                                                                                          – 2.5                                                                 resented as filled circles.                                     NGTS-4b orbits its host star in just                                                                                                       NGTS-4b (red cross)                                     1.34 days and is thus subject to relatively                          – 3.0                                                                 stands out as being well                                     strong irradiation. Previously, the Kepler                               – 0.5   0.0   0.5   1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5          3.0    3.5     4.0   inside the Neptune                                     survey (Borucki et al., 2010) revealed that                                                   log10 (Period [days])                        Desert. Figure from                                                                                                                                                                                West et al., 2019.
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       1.004                                                                                                           Figure 4. The transit of WASP-166b on the night of
               NGTS                                               TESS                                                 25 February 2019. The data on the left are from the                                                                                                                       combination of nine NGTS telescopes (binned to two                                                                                                                       minutes). The data on the right are the TESS space       1.002                                                                                                           telescope observation of the same transit event at a                                                                                                                       two-minute cadence. The red line is a best-fit transit                                                                                                                       model to the data. NGTS achieved an average pho-                                                                                                                       tometric precision of 150 ppm across the transit       1.000                                                                                                                       event — a similar precision to that of TESS. FigureFlux
                                                                                                                       from Bryant et al., 2020.
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atmosphere so close to its host star. It                     (TESS). Firstly, NGTS imaging is carried                  A monotransit occurs when only alies almost in the middle of the Neptune                     out at a very high time cadence —                         single transit is present in the durationDesert — a “forbidden” planet! (see Fig-                     approximately 13 seconds per image.                       of the photometric monitoring of a star.ure 3). Given that there is no indication                    This allows us to fully resolve the transit               Monotransits are common in the TESSthat NGTS-4 is a particularly young star,                    event, even for systems like NGTS-10b                     data, since most stars are only monitoredit is surprising to find an exoplanet like                   where the transit is just one hour in dura-               for approximately 27 days. SimulationsNGTS-4b, and its existence presents an                       tion. Such events are not well resolved                   show that we can expect over 1000opportunity to unravel the processes that                    with the 30-minute cadence of Kepler or                   monotransit events from a single year ofcontrol planetary evaporation.                               TESS full-frame imaging. Secondly, the                    TESS data (Cooke et al., 2018). However,                                                             spatial scale of the NGTS imaging is four                 there are two large stumbling blocks                                                             times finer than that of TESS, allowing us                when working with these monotransits.The shortest-period hot Jupiter ever                         to resolve many neighbouring stars that                   First, with only a single event in the pho-found: NGTS10b                                               would be blended in TESS imaging.                         tometric data, the chance that the signal                                                             NGTS-10 happens to be located just                        is a false alarm is far higher than normal.Another rare planet that NGTS has                            40 arcseconds from a very bright star                     Second, even if the event is a real astro-recently uncovered is the ultra-short-                      (V = 9.32), which would result in highly                  physical signal, with only a single transitperiod NGTS-10b (McCormac et al.,                            blended photometry in most other wide-                    we cannot determine the orbital period of2020). Incredibly, NGTS-10b orbits its                       field transit surveys.                                    the planet or predict the next transit. It ishost star in just 18 hours, making it the                                                                              therefore extremely difficult to discovershortest-period gas giant planet ever                                                                                  transiting planets based on monotransitsfound. Being this close to its host star,                    The first discovery from a TESS                           in the TESS data.NGTS-10b is expected to be undergoing                        monotransit: NGTS-11brapid inspiral as a result of tidal orbital                                                                            To overcome these difficulties, the NGTSdecay. The predicted lifetime of NGTS-10b                    One of the primary limitations of using the               team has set up a project to carefully siftis just 40 Myr, making it a very fortuitous                  transit method to discover exoplanets is                  through the TESS lightcurves to detectfind indeed. The predicted inspiral rate is                  that it is extremely biased towards finding               monotransits, and then to schedule theestimated to be on the order of 7 sec-                       very short-period exoplanets. This poten-                 candidates on to individual NGTS tele-onds over a decade, which is potentially                     tially leaves a wealth of longer-period                   scopes for further monitoring. We focusdetectable. This inspiral rate is strongly                   planets hidden. Crucially, the longer-                   on TESS monotransit candidates fromdependent on the planet’s tidal quality                      period planets that most transit surveys                  giant planets transiting bright stars. Thisfactor (QP), which is currently highly                       miss include planets in the so-called                     project fits in well to our regular NGTSuncertain for giant exoplanets. We have                      “habitable” zone of the host star — the                   monitoring programme, the only differenceinitiated a long-term project on NGTS in                     zone within which liquid water could exist                being that field positions are selected toorder to try to measure tidal orbital decay                  on the surface of an exoplanet. We are                    include the TESS monotransit candidates.on NGTS-10b and other ultra-short-period                    therefore eager to extend the reach ofgas giants.                                                  transiting planet surveys towards these                   Our first three successful recoveries                                                             longer-period planets, and the NGTS                       were TOI-222 (Lendl et al., 2020),The discovery of NGTS-10b highlights                         team is doing this via “monotransits”                     TIC-238855958 (Gill et al., 2020a) andtwo key advantages that NGTS holds                           from the TESS mission.                                    TIC-231005575 (Gill et al., 2020b) withover other transit surveys, such as NASA’s                                                                             periods of 33.9 days, 38.2 days, andTransiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite                                                                                  61.8 days, respectively. In all cases radial
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velocity measurements revealed that,           the scintillation noise is independent for                exoplanets around bright stars. Already,although the transiting objects were simi-     each telescope. As a result, by combining                 NGTS multi-telescope photometry haslar in size to gas giant exoplanets, they      multiple NGTS telescopes, we are able to                  contributed to some of the most excitingwere actually very low-mass stars (0.1 to      increase our photometric precision. Early                 discoveries from the TESS mission, for0.2 M⊙). These very low-mass stars are         testing of this operation mode in 2017 was                example, TOI-849b, the remnant core ofinteresting in their own right, as precise     very promising, with a multi-telescope                   a giant planet (Armstrong et al., 2020)masses and radii have been measured            observation capturing the 0.1% transit                    and LTT 9779b, the most highly irradiatedfor only a handful of such stars. These        of HD 106315c (Smith et al., 2020).                       Neptune-mass planet ever discovereddiscoveries complement the NGTS stud-                                                                    (Jenkins et al., 2020). NGTS is pleased toies into other low-mass star systems,          To further study the potential of this                    make lightcurves of bright TESS candi-such as our discoveries of low-mass            new mode of operation, we used nine                       dates available to the community throughcompanions to M-dwarf stars (Casewell          NGTS telescopes to observe a transit                      its membership in the TESS Follow-Upet al., 2018; Acton et al., 2020).             of WASP-166b simultaneously with the                      Program2.                                               TESS spacecraft. WASP-166 is a brightOn the night of 24 October 2019, after         (V = 9.3) F-type dwarf star which hostsmonitoring the field for 80 nights, NGTS       a transiting exoplanet in a 5.4-day orbit                 Data for the communitydetected another transit around a TESS         (Hellier et al., 2019). The exoplanet is verymonotransit candidate. The detected            inflated — it is about twice the mass of                  All of the NGTS data are made publiclytransit matched the depth and duration         Neptune but has a density less than half                  available to the community via the ESOof the TESS transit, but there was over        that of Jupiter. The transit is only 0.3% in              archive3. The first NGTS data releasea year between these two transit events.       depth, so presents a challenging target                   was in November 2018 and consisted ofThis left us with a set of 13 possible peri-   for ground-based facilities.                              24 separate fields (each 2.8 × 2.8 degrees)ods for the system. Radial velocity meas-                                                                completed during the first year of obser-urements from HARPS on the ESO 3.6-m           By combining nine NGTS telescopes, we                     vations (April 2016 to April 2017). Thetelescope revealed that the true orbital       were able to achieve a photometric preci-                 data release includes a catalogue of theperiod was 35.5 days, and that this time       sion of 150 parts per million (ppm) on a                  observed sources down to V = 16,NGTS had detected an exoplanet, named          30-minute timescale (Bryant et al., 2020).                together with the lightcurves and full-NGTS-11b, with a mass of 0.34 MJup             Such precision was previously the pre-                    frame images. The data release contains(Gill et al., 2020c). NGTS-11b is the first    serve of space-based photometry such                      lightcurves for over 200 000 sources, andexoplanet to be discovered from a TESS         as the TESS mission (Ricker et al., 2015).                in total equates to around 32 billion datamonotransit event!                             Since we observed the transit simultane-                  points at a 13-second cadence.                                               ously with TESS, we are able to directlyWith an orbital period of 35.5 days,           compare our lightcurve to the TESS light-                 The next NGTS data release (DR2) hasNGTS-11b is a transiting giant planet with     curve — which we show in Figure 4.                        just been released4 and includes all sur-one of the longest periods found to date.      NGTS reaches a precision similar to that                  vey fields completed by NGTS up to AprilThe equilibrium temperature of NGTS-11b        of TESS for this target.                                  2018. The data release contains overis just 435 K, and it therefore presents an                                                              600 000 lightcurves and approximatelyopportunity for future atmospheric trans-      The power of using multiple NGTS tele-                    13 million individual full-frame images.mission spectroscopy with the wide range       scopes in this coordinated manner is nowof ESO instrumentation able to probe           being utilised to undertake critical photo-               With the advent of multi-telescope obser-an exoplanet atmosphere much cooler            metric observations for discoveries of                    vations, NGTS is now able to providethan those of typical transiting gas giants(> 1000 K). Figure 5 shows the irradiatingflux received by NGTS-11b compared                              2.0with other transiting planets, demonstrat-ing the unique nature of this exoplanet.                                                                1.5                                               Radius (RJup )
Many telescopes make light work
                                                                                                                                   Figure 5. The irradiatingIn typical survey mode, the NGTS tele-                          1.0                                                                flux for well character-scopes each observe a different area of                                                                                            ised transiting planets                                                                                                                                   (black circles) andthe sky searching for transiting exoplanets.                                                                                       NGTS-11b (red cross) inHowever, the design of NGTS makes it                            0.5                                                                units of irradiationpossible for several telescopes to simul-                                                                                          received by the Earth.taneously observe a single star. For                                                                                               NGTS-11b is one of the                                                                                                                                   least irradiated transitingbright stars (V < 10), where scintillation                                                                                         gas giant exoplanetsis the dominant source of photometric                                 104       10 3          10 2         101         10 0        known. Figure from Gillnoise, this is especially beneficial since                                  Irradiating flux (relative to Earth)                   et al., (2020c).
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photometry at a level of ~ 150 ppm for                                                                                                 Figure 6. Long-term
                                                                    1.01                                                               NGTS monitoring ofselected bright stars. Given that the                                                                               WASP-52                                                                                                                                       WASP-52. The NGTSNGTS telescopes are located at Paranal                                                                                                 photometric points (redObservatory, we have also started coor-                                                                                                points) and a cubicdinated photometric monitoring of stars                                                                                                spline (black solid line).                                                                                                                                       The NGTS photometry isto aid observations from instruments such                                                                                                                                       able to map out the spotas the Echelle SPectrograph for Rocky                               1.00                                                               activity for WASP-52,                                                  Normalised flux
Exoplanets and Stable Spectroscopic                                                                                                    aiding in the interpreta-
Observations (ESPRESSO) on the VLT.                                                                                                    tion of three spectro-                                                                                                                                       scopic transits ofFigure 6 shows one such coordinated                                                                                                                                       WASP-52b observed bycampaign, where NGTS monitored the                                                                                                     ESPRESSO during thisstar WASP-52 in order to measure the                                                                                                   time period.stellar activity to support ESPRESSO                                0.99transit spectroscopy. NGTS welcomescollaborations with any VLT users whowould find it useful to acquire coordi-nated high-precision photometry of theirbright star targets.                                                0.98                                                                           60   80          100        120            140In addition to exoplanet science, NGTS is                                             Time (BJD - 2458300)making important contributions to stellarastrophysics, particularly with respect toyoung stars and stellar flares. As part of           planet-hosting stars and for longer-period           Casewell, S. et al. 2018, MNRAS, 481, 1897                                                                                                          Cooke, B. et al. 2018, A&A, 619, 11our young open cluster monitoring pro-               transiting planets.                                                                                                          Gill, S. et al. 2020a, MNRAS, 491, 1548gramme, we observed the Blanco 1 clus-                                                                    Gill, S. et al. 2020b, MNRAS, 495, 2713ter over 200 days and determined rotation                                                                 Gill, S. et al. 2020c, accepted by ApJ,periods for 127 stars, which provided                Acknowledgements                                     	 arXiv:2005. 00006                                                                                                          Gillen, E. et al. 2020, MNRAS, 492, 1008new insights into the angular momentum               We acknowledge the generous in-kind support from     Hellier, C. et al. 2019, MNRAS, 488, 3067evolution of FGKM stars at approximately             ESO, including support and advice from individual    Jackman, J. et al. 2019, MNRAS, 485, L136100 Myr (Gillen et al., 2020). NGTS imag-            ESO staff members, which has been crucial for the    Lendl, M. et al. 2020, MNRAS, 492, 1761ing is also being used to study stellar              construction and ongoing operation of the NGTS       Mayor, M. & Queloz, D. 1995, Nature, 378, 355                                                     facility.                                            Mazeh, T., Holczer, T. & Faigler, S. 2016, A&A,flares at a high time cadence, which has                                                                                                          	 589, 75led to a number of important discoveries             NGTS is a collaboration between UK Universities      McCormac, J. et al. 2020, MNRAS, 493, 126including the first detection of a white-            Warwick, Leicester, Cambridge, and Queen’s           Ricker, G. et al. 2015, JATIS, Volume 1, id. 014003light flare from an ultracool L2.5 dwarf             University Belfast, together with the Observatoire   Smith, A. et al. 2020, AN, 341, 273                                                     de Genève, DLR Berlin and Universidad de Chile.      West, R. et al. 2019, MNRAS, 48, 5094star, an event which briefly caused                                                                                                          West, R. et al. 2016, The Messenger, 165, 10the star to brighten by 6 magnitudes                 Based on data collected under the NGTS project       Wheatley, P. et al. 2018, MNRAS, 475, 4476(Jackman et al., 2019).                              at the ESO La Silla Paranal Observatory. The NGTS                                                     facility is operated by the consortium institutes                                                     with support from the UK Science and Technology      Links                                                     Facilities Council (STFC) under projectsA bright future                                      ST/M001962/1 and ST/S002642/1.                       1                                                                                                             NGTS Webpage: https://ngtransits.org/                                                                                                          2                                                                                                             T ESS Follow-Up Program: https://tess.mit.edu/NGTS has now been operating for over                                                                         followup/                                                     References                                           3                                                                                                              NGTS DR2: http://archive.eso.org/scienceportal/	four years and is producing photometry                                                                                                             homefor bright stars that is on a par with               Acton, J. et al. 2020, MNRAS, 494, 3950              4                                                                                                            D ocumentation: http://eso.org/rm/api/v1/public/space-based photometry. Over the com-                Armstrong, D. et al. 2020, Nature, 583, 39              releaseDescriptions/154ing years, NGTS will be at the forefront             Borucki, W. et al. 2010, Science, 327, 977                                                     Bryant, E. et al. 2020, MNRAS, 494, 5872of exoplanet discoveries for both bright
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Screenshots from virtual tours of the La Silla and
Paranal Observatories which are being held regularlyon ESO’s Facebook and YouTube channels in Eng-lish and in Spanish so that you can acquaint yourselfwith these world-leading facilities despite the cur-rent travel restrictions related to the pandemic.
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The ESO Cosmic Duologues
Giacomo Beccari 1                                 We feel it is important from time to time                The Cosmic Duologue series started onHenri M. J. Boffin 1                              for scientists to leave their, often narrow,             27 April 2020 and was held roughly every                                                  field(s) of specialisation to revisit some               second week. The goal was to ensure a                                                  of the main hypothesises or assumptions                  dialogue between two (hence “duologue”)1    ESO                                           that underpin today’s astronomical                       professional astronomers, each an inter-                                                  research: for example, is MOND a viable                  nationally recognised expert in their field,                                                  alternative to the standard Lambda-Cold-                 moderated by an ESO astronomer (staffOn 26 April 1920, Harlow Shapley and              Dark-Matter model (LCDM)? Do interme-                    or Fellow), with the aim of shedding lightHeber Curtis engaged in a debate on               diate-mass black holes exist and is the                  on the current state of some of the majorthe scale of the Universe which became            question even relevant? What is really                   questions in astronomy. While the Shapley–known as the Great Debate. That event             meant by the stellar initial mass function?              Curtis debate was held at the Smithsoniancontinues to be seen as an exemplary              Are rings in discs around young stars                    Museum of Natural History in Washington,way of addressing controversies,                  really signposts of planets?                             DC, the confinement measures forced usparticularly in astronomy. While, after                                                                    to organise the ESO Cosmic Duologues100 years, many (if not all) of the scien-                                                                 as a series of live web-based events.tific questions raised during the Great           A series of live web eventsDebate have been answered, it is a                                                                         Table 1 shows the agenda of the events,common feature of research that as                The Great Debate of Shapley and Curtis                   including the list of topics, the speakersone question is answered new and                  (Curtis, 1921 and Shapley, 1921) itself fol-             and the moderators. We strove to involveoften unexpected questions show up.               lows a model set much earlier by Galileo                 young researchers and to ensure a goodInspired by these considerations, ESO             Galilei in his book Dialogo — or in Eng-                 gender balance. These efforts were fairlydecided to commemorate the Great                  lish, Dialogue Concerning the Two Chief                  successful, with a female representationDebate with a series of events called             World Systems (Galilei, 1632) — which                    among the speakers of 35% (5/14), and athe ESO Cosmic Duologues.                         presented arguments as a dialogue                        corresponding 43% (3/7) fraction among                                                  between two philosophers and an                          the moderators.                                                  intelligent layperson. In ESO’s CosmicSince early this year, the world has had          Duologues this discussion is betweento face extreme challenges caused by              two scientists, with a third scientist                   Technical aspectsthe COVID-19 pandemic. These circum-              acting as moderator.stances have had drastic and often tragic                                                                  The duologues were hosted using theconsequences for many people around               Table 1. The agenda of the events. All the PDF files     web-based video conferencing tool Zoomthe world. Cities have experienced vary-          of the presentations, the recordings of the live         and live streamed on a dedicated                                                  events, and a brochure summarising the answersing degrees of closure of commercial                                                                       YouTube channel2. The attendees at                                                  from the speakers to questions posted by attendeesand social activities, while for long peri-       on YouTube’s Live Chat are linked from the duologue      the live event were encouraged to askods of time, citizens have been asked             webpages1.                                               questions and participate in the duologueto maintain social distancing measuresand to essentially live in confinement in                                                   Date            Topic                  Speakers                                            ESO Moderatortheir own homes. Academia and researchhave of course also been affected, with            27 April 2020   Dark Matter            Azadeh Fattahi (Durham, UK),                        Steffen Mieske                                                                   and MOND               Federico Lelli (Cardiff, UK)scientists forced to continue their workthrough teleworking or remote working              11 May 2020     Intermediate Mass      Marta Volonteri (IAP, France),                      María Díaz Trigoarrangements, including quickly having                             Black Holes:           Tom Maccarone (Texas Tech University, USA)                                                                   To be or Not to be?to arrange online lectures and coursesin many educational institutions. Most             25 May 2020     Initial Mass           Tereza Jerabkova (IAC/GTC, La Palma, Spain;         Giacomo                                                                   Function:              Bonn University, Germany),                          Beccariof the planned international conferences,                          Universal...           Andrew Hopkins (AAO Macquarie –science events, seminars and collabora-                            or Not?                Macquarie University, Australia)tive meetings have been postponed, if              8 June 2020     The formation and      Megan Schwamb (Queen’s University Belfast, UK),     Cyriellenot cancelled, except in the few cases                             evolution of the       Sean Raymond (Université de Bordeaux, France)       Opitomwhere arrangements could be made to                                Solar Systemmove them online.                                  29 June 2020    Substructure in        Edwin (Ted) Bergin (University of Michigan, USA),   Stefano                                                                   protoplanetary         Alessandro Morbidelli (OCA, Nice, France)           FacchiniAt ESO we felt a responsibility to find cre-                       discs: a signpost                                                                   of planet formation?ative outlets at this time to help maintainand further develop scientific interactions,       6 July 2020     Dust at high z         Marusa Bradac (UC Davis, USA),                      Paola                                                                                          Andrea Ferrara (Scuola Normale Superiore,           Andreaniand to ignite curiosity around some of the                                                Pisa, Italy)biggest questions in astronomy today —                                                   20 July 2020    The atmospheres        Neale Gibson (School of Physics,                    Valentinattempting to address humanity’s need to                           of Exoplanets          Trinity College Dublin, Ireland),                   Ivanovunderstand its surroundings.                                                              Jonathan Fortney (University of California                                                                                          Santa Cruz, USA)
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                                                                                          (Durham, UK) who spoke about dark                                                                                          matter and Federico Lelli (Cardiff, UK)                                                                                          speaking about MOND; it was chaired by                                                                                          Steffen Mieske (ESO). This topic is of the                                                                                          highest astrophysical interest, as the                                                                                          existence of dark matter has profound                                                                                          implications for the formation and evolu-                                                                                          tion of galaxies at all redshifts, as well as                                                                                          for our understanding of galaxy dynam-                                                                                          ics. The atmosphere of the duologue was                                                                                          extremely pleasant, and the overall tone                                                                                          was professional and engaging.
                                                                                          This first event was streamed live on the
                                                                                          YouTube channel3 with almost 350 partic-                                                                                          ipants at its peak. In Figure 2 we show a                                                                                          snapshot of the event on YouTube. The                                                                                          attendees gave life to an animated dis-                                                                                          cussion on the Live Chat, highlighting                                                                                          pros and cons of both theories. We were                                                                                          very pleased to witness the active partici-                                                                                          pation of astronomers of all ages, career                                                                                          stages and genders. This event was                                                                                          proof that a virtual platform has the unex-                                                                                          pected effect of breaking down physical                                                                                          barriers and can trigger a truly wide par-                                                                                          ticipation in the scientific discussion. It                                                                                          was particularly gratifying to note that                                                                                          the younger astronomers appeared less                                                                                          intimidated to engage with the speakers                                                                                          than they might have been in an audito-                                                                                          rium setting. At the time of writing, thisFigure 1. ESO Cosmic Duologues poster.          them on to the speakers. At the same      event has accumulated almost 2500                                                time, we monitored the dedicated email    views on YouTube — quite a spectacularby posting their questions on the Live          accounts and forwarded these questions    achievement for a professional event.Chat on YouTube (or using a web form or         via the Zoom platform to the moderator,by email if they preferred). All of the video   together with any other input.recordings of the live events, including                                                  Ensuring a legacythe content of the live chat, are available     As shown in Table 1, the first duologueon YouTube. Links to the videos and the         was about MOdified Newtonian Dynamics     The positive, professional and cordialPDFs of the presentations are available         (MOND) versus dark matter. The discus-    spirit in which all of the duologues wereon the duologue webpages1.                      sion was between Azadeh Fattahi           conducted was greatly appreciated by all
Each event started with an introduction
to the topic by the moderator, who some-times also presented a few slides. Thetwo speakers were then asked to eachgive a 20-minute talk on the topic, high-lighting their perspective and vision onthe current state of research in the area.In particular, the speakers were asked toplace the focus on open issues in orderto later engage in a dialogue aimed atemphasising the critical areas and openquestions. After the two talks, the stagewas opened for dialogue. The moderator                                                                              Figure 2. A snapshot                                                                                                                    from the live stream onwas asked to keep an eye on the Live                                                                                YouTube of the first Cos-Chat in order to catch the questions                                                                                mic Duologue entitledcoming from the attendees and pass                                                                                  “Dark Matter vs MOND”.
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                 Astronomical News                                 Beccari G., Boffin H. M. J., The ESO Cosmic Duologues                 participants and attendees. The YouTube           In conclusion, the ESO Cosmic Duologues             to those who acted as moderators and invested their                                                                                                                       energy and creativity to make this series possible. We                 videos have already collected more than           allowed us to engage with and reach the                                                                                                                       also acknowledge the support of the ESO Directorate                 6400 views in total and represent an              astronomical community under challeng-              for Science and the ESO Office for Science.                 invaluable resource to astronomers at             ing circumstances with an original and                 all stages of their careers.                      lively series of scientific discussions cen-                                                                                                                       References                                                                   tred around some of the most topical                 In order to provide the community with            areas in astrophysics. We note that, as             Curtis, H. 1921, Bull. Nat. Res. Coun., 2, 194                 a summary of the most relevant and still          the rate of science productivity continues          Galilei, G. 1632, Dialogue Concerning the Two Chief 	                 open scientific questions raised during           to escalate (as can be traced for example           	 World Systems, (Fiorenza: Per Gio: Batista Landini)                                                                                                                       Shapley, H. 1921, Bull. Nat. Res. Coun., 2, 171                 the duologues, we have collected some             by the ever-increasing amount of data                 of them in a booklet. Each chapter is pre-        and numbers of papers and conferences),                 sented in the form of an interview with the       it is imperative to take a step back and            Links                 speakers, who answer questions raised             reflect on some of the scientific assump-                                                                                                                       1                                                                                                                          osmic Duologue webpages: duo.eso.org                                                                                                                         C                 during the live events. While the entire          tions that constitute the pillars of astro-         2                                                                                                                         C osmic Duologue YouTube channel: youtube.com/                 booklet, which will include an introduction       nomical knowledge today.                              channel/UC70TAbRgtfFobkWcmYFVS7w                 to each topic written by the moderator of                                                             3                                                                                                                          Dark Matter and MOND Cosmic Duologue:                 the corresponding duologue, will be elec-                                                               youtu.be/cuY-dgkenn4                 tronically published later in 2020, a draft       Acknowledgements                 of each chapter can be already down-              We would like to thank all the speakers who                 loaded from the dedicated page for the            accepted our invitation to participate in the ESO                 corresponding duologue.                           Cosmic Duologues. We are also extremely thankfulA. Tyndall/ESO

                                                                                                                                                   People are enjoying the
                                                                                                                                                   sunset on top of Cerro                                                                                                                                                   Paranal in Chile.
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A History of the Magellanic Clouds and the European
Exploration of the Southern HemisphereMichel Dennefeld 1                               Obviously neither Pigafetta nor Magellan       tains (Hugua) where a tapir (in the LMC)                                                 himself named them the “Magellanic             or a pig (in the SMC) is drinking (Afonso,                                                 Clouds” — nor indeed did they name the         2006). Interestingly, the Mapuche in Chile1    Institut d’Astrophysique de Paris (IAP),    strait after Magellan! The discovery of the    also compare the Clouds to water ponds,     CNRS & Sorbonne Université, France          passage between the Mar del Oceano             called Rüganko or Menoko in their local                                                 (the Atlantic) and the Mar del Sur (the        language. These water ponds are in the                                                 Pacific) quickly became known to sailors       Wenu Mapu, the heavens above, and areThe Magellanic Clouds were known                 and navigators venturing to these remote       associated with the Wenu Leufu, the riverbefore Magellan’s voyage exactly                 countries. The race to reach the Spice         above, i.e., our Milky Way (for example500 years ago, and were not given that           Islands (the Moluccas) and the competi-        Pozo Menares et al. 2014). The similarname by Magellan himself or his chroni-          tion between Portugal, which controlled        nature of the Milky Way and the Cloudscler Antonio Pigafetta. They were, of            the “eastern route” (via the Cape of Good      was therefore recognised long ago.course, already known by local popula-           Hope) and Spain which wanted to exploittions in South America, such as the              the “western route” to take possession ofMapuche and Tupi-Guaranis. The                   new lands, lent great importance to the        Early explorersPortuguese called them Clouds of the             discovery. Before long this new straitCape, and scientific circles had long            came to be called the “Strait of Magellan”     Little is known about travel to the southused the names of Nubecula Minor                 after its discoverer. Of course, the various   by the Greeks or the Egyptians, althoughand Major. We trace how and when                 water channels at the southern end of          the latter traveled down the Red Seathe name Magellanic Clouds came                  South America were well known by local         to seek gold. The first systematic travelinto common usage by following the               fishermen (Alacalufes or Tehuelches), but      in this direction is by the Arabs, pro-history of exploration of the southern           unfortunately no written reports by locals     gressing along the east coast of Africahemisphere and the southern sky by               seem to exist.                                 or directly to India. When the PortugueseEuropean explorers — which ultimately                                                           and Spaniards reached India and theled to the founding of ESO.                      As regards the Clouds, history is less         Moluccas, they found a lot of trading                                                 clear. Magellan was not the first to reach     posts already established by Arabs in                                                 southern latitudes where the Clouds are        India, Indonesia and Malaysia. From thereThis year we celebrate the 500th anniver-        visible. On each sea expedition, at least      spices were traded, shipped to the Arabicsary of the discovery of the navigable sea       one pilot/astronomer was present to            peninsula by boat and then moved fur-route that separates mainland South              determine the ship’s position by astro-        ther inland. Several nautical sources areAmerica from Tierra del Fuego — now              nomical means, so the Clouds could not         available to us, dating back to the Persiansknown as the Strait of Magellan — by             have escaped their view. However,              or the Arabs. The best known is the KitabFernão de Magalhães (Ferdinand Magellan          accounts are few. There are likely two         al-Fawaïd (“Book of [nautical] principles”)in English) and his companions. It there-        reasons for this. First, the navigators were   of 1475 by the mu’allim (master of naviga-fore seems an appropriate time to exam-          looking primarily for some star or aster-      tion) Ahmad ibn Majid: this knowledgeine the “history” of the Magellanic Clouds,      ism analogous to Polaris (the North Star)      was so precious that Vasco de Gamanot least because the study of the Clouds        in the south in order to measure the lati-     enrolled a “Mu’allim Canaca” to crosswas one of the main reasons for the foun-        tude and obviously the Clouds would not        the Indian ocean in 1498. It is clear fromdation of ESO.                                   serve that purpose. Second, at that time       those treatises that the Arabs navigated                                                 travel documents were kept secret in view      by the stars. They used the Pole StarMagellan’s expedition entered the strait         of the competition between the various         (Gah), and also the big chariot (Ursaat Cabo de las Virgenes on 21 October            countries. So, to understand the “history”     Major; Na’s) or the Pleiades (at-Turayyä)1520 and exited via Cabo Deseado on              of the Clouds, one needs to follow the         and then further down as-Suhayl28 November. The Clouds are mentioned            history of discoveries and travel in the       (Canopus) or other southern stars —right after they left the strait, in the best-   south, and also the history of the map-        the stars of the Southern Cross wereknown narrative of the voyage — that by          ping of the southern sky by European           included in Centaurus; for more details,Antonio Pigafetta, who writes:                   explorers and astronomers.                     see Ferrand (1928). But the Clouds,                                                                                                although certainly seen, were of no use forIl polo antartico non ha stella alcuna della     Local populations in South America of          navigation owing to their diffuse nature.sorte del polo artico, ma si veggon molte        course had a knowledge of the southernstelle congregate insieme, che sono come         sky long before Europeans reached that         The most ancient record we have of skydue nebule [the Clouds], un poco sepa-           hemisphere. Unfortunately, little is known     observations that include a possiblerate l’una dall’altra, e un poco oscure nel      about their observations as information        mention of the Clouds seems to be themezzo. Tra queste ne sono due, non molto         was transmitted orally and it is only in       Suwar al-Kawakib (Book of Fixed Stars),grandi né molto lucenti, che poco si muo-        recent times that efforts have been made       written around 964 by the Persian astron-vono: e quelle due sono il polo antartico.       to record some of this knowledge before        omer Abd-al-Rahman al-Sufi. Ludwig(see Ramusio, 1550).                             it is lost forever. For instance, the Tupi-   Ideler, translating it into German from an                                                 Guaranis, in the region of Rio de Janeiro      extract by Kazvini (Ideler, 1809), includes                                                 in Brazil, compare the Clouds to foun-         the following statement:
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Astronomical News                                         Dennefeld M., A History of the Magellanic Clouds                                                          extremity of the ship’s rudder. The illus-     A fleet of 13 Portugese ships, led by Pedro                                                          tration on the globe brought back by           Alvares Cabral and bound for the Moluccas                                                          John Malcolm (Dorn, 1829) shows also a         (the “Spice Islands” in Indonesia) to exploit                                                          conglomerate of stars south of Canopus         the route opened by Gama, made a sig-                                                          rather than a cloud, but the position          nificant diversion and reached Brazil                                                          would be approximately correct.                (called at that time Tierra de la Vera Cruz)                                                                                                         at the latitude of Bahia (~ 14° S) in April                                                          The Clouds can be seen below about lat-        1500. One of the ships was immediately                                                          itude +15 degrees so Chinese voyagers,         sent back to Portugal to transmit the                                                          having long-established contacts with the      news of the discovery, carrying with it                                                          Arab world, would have seen them when          three letters of report, all dated 1 May.                                                          navigating around India. Admiral Zheng         The one by Mestre João (João Faras),                                                          He, for example, made seven voyages to         physician and navigator, is of most inter-                                                          Arabia, beginning in 1405. However, these      est to us as it contains a sketch of the                                                          explorations were stopped by the Xuande        southern sky (see Figure 2, left) where the                                                          Emperor (who reigned 1425–1435), and           Southern Cross can easily be identified,                                                          orders were even given to destroy all          with the pointers α and β Cen called                                                          documents relating to the voyages, so we       “guardas”, as well as some other stars                                                          have no records about their observations       like the southern triangle. The term “la                                                          today (see Levathes, 1994).                    bosya”, in the lower left, is the one used                                                                                                         in the north to refer to the small chariot,Figure 1. Argo – al Sufi (St. Petersburg manuscript,      Portuguese sailors were presumably the         Ursa Minor, in reference to the Pole Star.Schjellerup, 1874). The words at the bottom say                                                          first western explorers to see the southern    This clearly shows that, at least at the“Dog, outside the image”. Red arrow: as-Suhayl(Canopus). Green arrow: Sirius (marked “Transient”!).     sky. While the report of Ca’da Mosto’s         beginning, the aim was always to find an                                                          voyage (1455) mentions only the Southern       asterism able to represent the south pole                                                          Cross, the first reference to the Clouds       to aid navigation; this was later aban-Unter den Füssen des Suhel (the classi-                   seems to be that by Amerigo Vespucci           doned in favour of using the altitude ofcal name for Canopus) steht, wie einige                   during his third voyage in 1501–1502:          the Sun to derive latitudes. But there isbehaupten, ein weisser Fleck, ... den man                                                                no mention of the Clouds here (the sketchin Tehama El-bakar, den Ochsen nennt.                     E fra le altre viddi tre Canopi: i due erano   shows that they would fall at the edge of                                                          molto chiari, il terzo era fosco e dissimile   the map), probably because they are lowThis is believed to be the Large Cloud,                   dalli altri (Mundus Novus, 1504).              on the horizon in April–May.which could be seen in good weatherconditions from the south of Arabia,                      The two “clear” clouds and the third           So one had to wait until Andrea Corsalialthough no coordinates were given.                       “dark and different from the others” are       travelled to India and wrote two lettersIn 1874, a translation into French was                    now interpreted as meaning the two             from Kochi (Cochin), in 1515 and 1517,made by the Danish astronomer Hans                        Clouds and the Coalsack, although no           describing his voyage and experiences.Schjellerup directly from an original man-                precise coordinates are given. But a           The first contains a description of theuscript; this version is slightly different:              sketch showing southern stars at various       southern sky (Figure 2, right). The various                                                          times during the night also shows some         stars are more difficult to recognise thanLe vulgaire croit qu’il y a au-dessous des                accompanying nebulosity.                       in Faras’s letter, but the Southern Crosspieds du Suhail quelques étoiles luisantes                                                               is there, and the two Clouds are alsoet blanches qui ne se font voir ni dansIrak ni dans Nadschd, et que les habi-tants du Tihamat nomment ces étoilesal-bakar, les Vaches. 

Schjellerup refers to stars and not a
cloud; and al-bakar does indeed meancows or a herd, rather than a bull. Theaccompanying illustration of the constel-lation Argo-Navis shows a group ofstars, with Suhail (Canopus, indicated bythe red arrow in Figure 1) at the southern
Figure 2. Left: sketch of the southern sky showing
Crux (top left) and below it, the Southern Triangle(Mestre Joao, 1500). Right: Sketch from a letter sentby Andrea Corsali in 1515 (translated by Richard Eden).
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seen, with a star in the middle which is         the lively reporting of Antonio Pigafetta,     discovery of the Strait, when the mostpresumably γ Hyd. He writes:                     “Vicentino Cavagliere di Rodi”, who ac-        printed and distributed document/report                                                 companied the expedition to discover the       was a letter by Maximilianus Transylvanus,In che luogo sia il polo antartico, ...ed evi-   world, and to seek fame (as Pigafetta ad-      secretary to Charles V, first printed indentemente lo manifestano due nugolette          mits in the introduction to his report). Al-   1523. But it contains no mention ofdi ragionevol grandezza (the Clouds), ch’in-     though the original report, which was          observations, the sky or the Clouds.torno ad essa continuamente ora abbas-           written for the Duke of Mantova, has dis-      D’Anghiera mentioned the Clouds in ansandosi e ora alzandosi in moto circulare        appeared, several copies or translations       earlier report (1516), but says nothingcamminano, con una stella sempre nel             quickly appeared, in French, Italian, and      about the sky when describing Magellan’smezzo, la qual con esse si volge lontana         Latin.                                         trip (d’Anghiera, 1524).dal polo circa undici gradi (Ramusio, 1550).                                                 In an early (shortened) French edition by      But where are the reports of the naviga-This, from 1515, seems to be the first           J. A. Fabre, which is the translation of an    tors and astronomers who accompaniedavailable representation of the Clouds.          original of Pigafetta (circa 1526), one can    Magellan’s expedition? The chief pilotIt is not clear when the mentions of             read, after the passage about the Strait:      was then Andrès de San Martin, but hethe Cross and the Antarctic Pole were                                                           was killed, along with more than 20 oth-added: Rychard Eden, in his translation          Le pôle Antarctique n’est point tant étoilé    ers, on 1 May 1521 by Humabon, Rajah ofof d’Anghiera’s De Orbe Novo (1555) has          comme est l’Arctique. Car on y voit            Cebu; his papers, which are lost today,this figure with the names — but some            plusieurs étoiles petites congrégées           nevertheless survived for a while, proba-earlier manuscripts don’t! Several ver-          (packed) ensemble, qui sont en guise           bly confiscated by the Portuguese in Ter-sions of this figure have been published,        de deux nuées (the two Clouds) un peu          nate when the Trinidad returned there. Anot always correctly attributed: some            séparées l’une de l’autre, et un peu           later report of this voyage by Antonio deeven attributed it to Magellan whose             offusquées (obscured), au milieu               Herrera (1601) gives much more detailtravel reports never included any sketch!        desquelles sont deux étoiles non trop          about the astronomical observations,D’Anghiera in his compilation of travels         grandes ni moult reluisantes et qui            which must come from San Martin’s log-(d’Anghiera, 1516, in Latin), says “the          petitement se meuvent. Et ces deux             book. I also found a mention of this sur-Portuguese have gone beyond the fifty-          étoiles sont le pôle Antarctique.              vival in Bibliotheca Hispana Nova byfifth degree of the other pole, where...                                                        Nicolas Antonio Hispalensis (1773) andthey could see throughout the heavenly           In this description, which has no accom-       Barros (1553) says that he had “in hand”vault certain nebulae, similar to the Milky      panying sketch, it seems that the pole is      some papers and a book written by SanWay, in which rays of light shone” (trans-       represented by two small stars in the          Martin, collected in the Moluccas bylation by F. McNutt). There is no mention        middle of the two Clouds (possibly γ and       Duarte de Resende. San Martin’s obser-of where he got this from but the descrip-       ν Hydri), unlike in Corsali’s figure. But      vations subsequently percolated into re-tion resembles Vespucci’s.                       Pigafetta was not an astronomer, merely        ports by several other authors, and other	                                                a writer who was sensitive to the beauty       pilot’s reports are also available, but in                                                 of the southern sky. His description of the    none of them do we find any mention ofMagellan’s voyage and his immediate              voyage (and hence the Clouds) has prob-        the Clouds. Once again, this providesfollowers                                        ably survived better because it is livelier    proof that the main interest was initiallyto                                                 than the technical reports by navigators.      find stars able to mark the southern ce-Turning now to Magellan’s voyage itself,         Yet this was not the case in the years         lestial pole but not to map the sky, andthe details are known largely thanks to          immediately following Magellan’s               even this approach was largely aban-                                                                                                doned once the solar technique had                                                                                                been mastereda.
                                                                                                After several expeditions to exploit the
                                                                                                discovery of the new route, the fifth trip                                                                                                by Spaniards to the Strait was organised                                                                                                by the Bishop of Plasencia, who sent                                                                                                three ships under Alonso de Camargo,                                                                                                departing in August 1539. After one ship                                                                                                was lost in the Strait, Camargo proceeded                                                                                                in the third ship and went north along                                                                                                the west coast of Chile, becoming the                                                                                                first European to explore this part of the                                                                                                world. He made port at Valparaiso and
                                                                                                Figure 3. Voyages of Magellan and Drake (from
                                                                                                Encyclopedia Britannica), with additional dates of                                                                                                some earlier explorations made by the Portuguese.
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proceeded to Peru, where he settled                                                                                    Figure 4. The Toucan
                                                                                                                       (Hondius globe, 1600,down. Unfortunately no report from                                                                                                                       BNF Paris). Belowthat ship remains. The second ship,                                                                                    Tucana is Nubeculawhose name and captain have not                                                                                        Minor; and Nubeculabeen recorded, went back to Spain after                                                                                Major is below Dorado,                                                                                                                       in the lower right cornerrounding Tierra del Fuego, discovering                                                                                                                       (arrows).the southern strait (now called LeMaire).A fragmented report has been discoveredby Torres de Mendoza (1879) in whichone finds many observations of the Sunto derive latitudes, but nothing about thesky. There is, however, a clear mention ofthe Strait of Magellan:A los 12 del dicho (January 1540), surgi-         losses. It was said to have been organ-       tions further, returning in July 1602.mos junto con el cabo de las Vírgines que         ised to recognise the “new strait of São      None of Keyser’s notes survived, but deestá en cincuenta i dos grados largos, y          Vicente and the one of Magellan”, because     Houtman brought back measurementsde allí vimos la entrada del Estrecho de          “it had become difficult owing to the num-    which were long hidden as an appendixMagallanes, é tiene por seña, conviene a          ber of years during which notice of the       to his dictionary and grammar of thesaber: el cabo bentallado, etc.                   navigation had been lost,” as Sir Clements    Malayan and Malagasy languages                                                  Markham’s translation (Markham, 1911)         (Houtman, 1603), later reprinted as a cat-Later in the text, there are several men-         has it. This report mentions some celestial   alogue of southern circumpolar stars in ations of the Estrecho (with capital E),           observations (including the sight of the      French translation by Aristide Marreshowing that only about 20 years after its        great Comet of 1618) but there is no          (1881). They have clearly been used ondiscovery, Magellan’s name was clearly            mention of the Southern Cross or of the       various celestial globes by Hondius (1598;associated by sailors with the strait he          Clouds, as if these were already common       1601), Willem Blaeu (1602) and ultimatelyhad discovered.                                   knowledge. Clearly, by this point the Sun     by Bayer in his Uranometria (1603) where                                                  was the preferred way of determining          he explicitly mentions Petrus TheodoriA bit later, and unbeknownst to the               latitude, together with tables in the         as the originator of his 12 new constella-Spaniards (at least at the beginning),            Hidrographia Nautica of Cespedes (1606).      tions (although it is actually Plancius, notanother voyage was undertaken through                                                           Theodori, who is behind these twelvethe Strait and up the western coast of                                                          constellations of the southern sky, still inChile, as far north as San Francisco.             First mappings of the Southern Sky            use today with small modifications). Inter-Francis Drake’s voyage left Plymouth                                                            estingly, no mention of the Clouds ison 15 November 1577 and entered the               The Spaniards’ interest in the Spice          made in Houtman’s catalogue but theyStrait of Magellan (sic) on 20 August             Islands progressively declined, as they       do appear on Hondius’s earlier globes.1578. Again, apart from a lunar eclipse           were merely active in getting silver and      For instance, of Dorado (where the LMCobserved on 15 September that year,               gold back from Peru and had sold their        would be) Houtman (1603) says only:there is no relevant astronomical obser-          rights on Moluccas to Portugal. The           “Den Dorado heft 4.Sterren,” and in “Denvation. I mention this here only because          Dutch launched their first expedition,        Indiaenschen Exster, op Indies LangHouzeau (1885) claims that the name               known as the “eerste Schipvaart”, under       ghenaemt” (our Tucana, close to theMagellan, associated with the Clouds,             Cornelis de Houtman, who left Holland         SMC), he mentions only six stars. Butcan be found in Hakluyt (1589), about             for the Indies on 2 April 1595. On board      Bayer’s map of the southern pole (hisDrake’s voyage of 1578. Besides Hakluyt           were his brother Frederick and Pieter         plate 49) indicates both Nubecula Minor(1589), all the documents relating to that        Dirkszoon Keyser (latinised as Petrus         and Nubecula Major (without mention ofvoyage, including a detailed report by            Theodori). Keyser had been trained by         Magellan), Latin being the usual workingthe pilot Nuño da Sylva, can be found in          the cartographer Petrus Plancius, who         language at the time.Nuttall (1914) — but I could not find any         instructed him to make a record of themention of the Clouds!                            southern sky for his celestial globes.        A detailed analysis of these early mapping                                                  This is the first known systematic meas-      attempts can be found in Dekker (1987).It therefore seems clear that by then the         urement of the southern sky, probably         Houzeau (1885) claims that Theodoriname of Magellan was being associated             mostly carried out when the fleet stopped     returned in 1597, bringing back “uneby navigators with the Strait, but not nec-       for several months in Madagascar. Unfor-      énumération des Constellations du Sudessarily with the Clouds. This is also indi-      tunately, Keyser died in Indonesia (reached   en douze astérismes antarctiques...,”cated by the report of one of the most            only in June 1596), but the measure-          one of which was “le Nuage” (the Cloud).successful expeditions to the Strait, con-        ments were probably brought back by           Houzeau initially counted 12 new constel-ducted by the brothers Nodal in 1618–             Frederick de Houtman in August 1597.          lations including the Cloud, but then ends1619, who made the journey in less than           During a second voyage with his brother,      up with 21, eight of which were already10 months and, remarkably, with no                Frederick complemented those observa-         listed by Ptolemeus: his total now
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amounted to 13 (21 – 8), including two         Telescopio inspectae, hinc inde Nebulas         association of the Clouds with Magellannew ones (Crux and Musca) but exclud-          Parvas & exiguas Stellas ostendunt...           was already spreading beyond the nauti-ing the Cloud! While it is clear that                                                          cal community, even if the scientific termHouzeau was misled about Theodori by           It appears it was clear to him that the         was still simply Nubeculae or les Nuages.the comment in Bayer’s Uranometria, it is      name Magellanic Clouds was used onlyless clear where his idea of the constella-    by sailors, and that those Clouds resem-        When James Dunlop described histion le Nuage comes from. Maybe he was         ble the Milky Way. The only other mention       observations of the southern sky (Dunlop,influenced by the presentation of the          in the catalogue itself comes in the final      1828) “made at my house” in Paramatta,Clouds in the earlier globes of Hondius        list of bright stars “in Usum Navigantium”,     near the Brisbane Observatory in(see Figure 4) or Blaueu. There are unfor-     useful for navigation, where the first in the   Australia, he reported that he made:tunately many approximate statements in        list is “quae adjacent Nubeculae minori”,       “very correct drawings of the Nebulaethis paper. As for globes, see a detailed      close to the Small Cloud. The Clouds            major and minor... with an excellent 9-description of some of them in van der         also appear as Nubeculae in his                 feet reflecting telescope” but there is notKrogt (1993) or at the National Maritime       Planisphère of 1678.                            a single mention of Magellan. He givesMuseum in Greenwich, but these are all                                                         detailed sketches of both nebulae, withreferences to the Nubeculae, not to the        The second effort was by Nicolas de             the positions of many stars and smallername Magellan.                                 La Caille who observed at the Cape of           nebulae within.                                               Good Hope between August 1751 andIt is clear from these early records that      July 1752. He published a catalogue of          When Rümker later published his cata-neither the Clouds nor the Southern            southern nebulae (or, more precisely, of        logue (Rümker, 1832) based on observa-Cross were of any real interest to the sail-   nebulous stars) in 1755, in which the           tions from the Observatory of Paramatta,ors anymore, rather they were merely a         Clouds are not listed, probably because         Australia, he states that “the Nubeculaecuriosity in the sky. The Portuguese, of       they were too large for his purpose (47 Tuc     major and minor of LaCaille are two frag-course, knew them and occasionally             and 30 Dor are mentioned). In the intro-        ments of the via lactea and distinguishmentioned them as the Clouds of the            duction he says that he observed the            themselves by nothing from any otherCape. The development of celestial car-        brightest regions of the Milky Way several      parts of it requiring, with the exception oftography proceeded and usually included        times with a 14-foot (4.25-m) focal length      two nebulae, no powerfull telescope tothe Clouds, but with their Latin names,        telescope, and compared them to the             be dissolved in well-defined Star’s” —Nubecula Minor and Nubecula Major (see,        two Clouds:                                     again, no mention of Magellan.for example, the maps in Bayer’s thirdedition of 1661; or in the atlases of          “qu’on appelle communément les nuées            John Herschel (1847), in a section entitledCellarius, 1660; Pardies, 1675; Flamsteed,     de Magellan et que les Hollandais et les        “On the two nubeculae or Magellanic1725; Ottens, 1729). Schiller (1627), in his   Danois appelent les nuées du Cap (his           Clouds”, talks only about Nubeculae.curious biblical map, includes Tucana,         underlining). On voit évidemment que ces        Only in the accompanying figure, whereHydrus and Nubecula Minor in his idio-         parties blanches du ciel se ressemblent         he gives his visual observations, does hesynchratic constellation of St Raphaël. In     si parfaitement, qu’on peut croire, sans        mention, “The two Magellanic Clouds ashis Uranographia, where the names of           trop donner aux conjectures, qu’elles           seen with the naked Eye”. So he uses30 Dor or 47 Tuc come from, Bode (1801)        sont de même nature,...”                        both the scientific denomination and theuses both German and French, but does                                                          more public name, and Herschel seemsnot mention Magellan.                          He adds that these Clouds seem to be            to have been the first to use the name                                               detached parts of the Milky Way, and that       Magellanic Clouds in scientific publica-Two major efforts to get better celestial      it is not clear that their whiteness would      tions. Later, in the first edition (1910) ofcartography in the south were undertaken       be caused, as is usually believed (sic), by     the well-known Norton’s Star Atlas, it isafter Plancius. The first was by Edmond        clusters of small stars more tied together      stated that, “the Magellanic Clouds orHalley from the island of St Helena, where     than in other parts of the sky, as he could     Nubecula Major and Nubecula Minor ap-he had been sent by John Flamsteed the         not resolve them with his telescope.            pear to the naked eye like detached por-first English Astronomer Royal; he ob-         About the names, he also says:                  tions of the Milky Way, and are a marve-served during 1677 and published the                                                           lous sight in the telescope” as if theirCatalogus Stellarum Australium (Halley,        D’ailleurs, la plupart des Navigateurs          names were obvious, but without any1679). His work is known because of the        appellent nuages du Cap, ce que nous            further note on Magellan (nor on theirinclusion of a new (fleeting) constellation,   appelons nuées de Magellan, ou le grand         nature). So, although no precise dateRobur Carolinum, to please King Charles        & le petit nuage.                               can be given, it seems that by the lateII. He mentions in an appendix that:                                                           19th century, the term Nubecula was still                                               In the celestial map completing his publi-      being used in scientific exchanges, butProxima, ex iis quas observavi, est in         cation (see Figure 5) the two Clouds do         the term Magellanic Clouds was progres-Cauda Apodis, in distancia paulo ultra         indeed appear under the names “le Petit,        sively passing from nautical circles to the8 graduum, Duae Nubeculae, quae a              et le Grand Nuage”. But his words, “que         public and scientific spheres, finally re-Nautis Nebulae Magellanicae appellantur,       nous appelons nuées de Magellan”, seem          placing Nubeculae once scientists aban-exacte referent Galaxiae albedinem &           to indicate that around that time the           doned Latin.
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Report on the ESO Workshop

A Synoptic View of the Magellanic Clouds: VMC, Gaia,
and Beyondheld at ESO Headquarters, Garching, Germany, 9–13 September 2019Maria-Rosa L. Cioni 1                         In this workshop, the most interesting           of the system and use stellar populationMartino Romaniello 2                          discoveries emerging from the VMC and            diagnostics across the Hertzsprung-Richard I. Anderson 2                         other contemporary multi-wavelength              Russell diagram with unprecedented pre-                                              surveys were discussed. These results            cision. Most of these developments will                                              have cemented stellar populations as             culminate in the early 2020s and discus-1  Leibniz-Institut für Astrophysik Potsdam    important diagnostics of galaxy proper-          sions on how to formulate the most rele-  (AIP), Germany                              ties. Cepheid stars have, for example,           vant scientific questions are already2  ESO                                         revealed the three-dimensional structure         advanced.                                              of the system, giant stars have shown                                              significantly extended populations, andThe year 2019 marked the quincente-           blue horizontal branch stars have indi-          Summaries of talks and highlights fromnary of the arrival in the southern hemi-     cated protuberances and possible                 sessionssphere of Ferdinand Magellan, the             streams in the outskirts of the galaxies.namesake of the Magellanic Clouds,            The complementary view provided by               The workshop revolved around eightour nearest example of dwarf galaxies         RR Lyrae stars shows instead regular and         scientific sessions at which a total ofin the early stages of a minor merging        ellipsoidal systems. The analysis of the         64 talks were presented and a summaryevent. These galaxies have been firmly        star formation history suggests that the         is given below. There were also 28 post-established as laboratories for the study     Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC) formed              ers complementing each session. A voteof variable stars, stellar evolution, and     half of its mass prior to about 6 Gyr ago,       was held to select the best among themgalaxy interaction, as well as being          while a proper motion map reveals tidal          and the winner was the poster by Raphaelanchors for the extragalactic distance        features, for example, behind the main           Oliveira on “Age and metallicity gradientsscale. The goal of this conference was        body of the galaxy and along the line of         in the Magellanic Bridge with theto provide fertile ground for shaping         sight. The Magellanic Clouds may have            VISCACHA survey”, which received afuture research related to the Magellanic     arrived at the Milky Way system only             prize — a framed photograph of theClouds by combining state-of-the-art          recently, together with associated satellite     30 Doradus press-release image thatresults based on advanced observa-            galaxies, and may be more massive than           was produced by the VMC survey.tional programmes with discussions of         we used to think. The chemical informa-the highly multiplexed wide-field spec-       tion that was derived, albeit for limitedtroscopic surveys that will come online       types and numbers of stars, is highly            The Magellanic Clouds in contextin the 2020s.                                 valuable for understanding the internal                                              structure of the galaxies as well as the         Joss Bland-Hawthorn opened the meet-                                              geometry and chemical evolution of the           ing by highlighting the importance of theMotivations                                   system — for example, the origin of the          Magellanic Clouds as galaxies that have                                              Magellanic Stream. For the first time,           contributed to the growth of the MilkyObservational access to the Magellanic        astronomers are beginning to link age            Way. Recent results on the gas distribu-Clouds system was one of the key scien-       and metallicity distributions with the kine-     tion, the internal motions of stars andtific drivers to build large telescopes in    matics and structure of stellar popula-          their chemical composition reinforce thethe southern hemisphere, which led to the     tions, thereby deciphering the formation         Clouds as a place to study many astro-foundation of ESO itself. Almost 60 years     and evolution of the Magellanic Clouds in        physical processes under different envi-later, the Magellanic Clouds are still very   great detail.                                    ronmental conditions. The orbital historymuch at the centre of the discourse, pro-                                                      of the Magellanic Clouds, which is re-viding fundamental insight into several hot   Within the next year, important observing        flected in their star formation history, canresearch topics. The Magellanic Clouds        programmes targeting the Magellanic              be used to establish the influence of theare our nearest examples of dwarf galax-      Clouds will reach completion and provide         Milky Way and to probe the physics ofies at an early stage of a minor merger       unique datasets through which the study          the dark matter halo. Subsequently,event. The distribution of their stars and    of the stellar populations will unfold.          Laura Sales reminded us that Lambda-gas provides evidence of an active his-       Moreover, the imminent release of new            Cold-Dark-Matter (LCDM) substructurestory of formation and interaction. Thanks     Gaia data is expected to shed new light          around dwarf galaxies indicate that theto wide and deep photometric observa-         on the precision to which stellar popula-        Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) must havetions obtained during the last decade, we     tions parameters can be characterised.           brought along several of its own dwarfhave been able to describe the star for-      The Magellanic Clouds remain a unique            satellites. She argued that, as a result ofmation history and the geometry of the        astrophysical laboratory, for investiga-         their recent infall, the dark and baryonicMagellanic Clouds at an unprecedented         tions of stellar evolution, star clusters, the   matter would follow a specific path onlevel of detail. The VISTA near-infrared      distance scale and the measurement of            the sky. Indeed, the combination of deepESO Public Survey of the Magellanic           the local value of the Hubble constant to        photometry and accurate astrometryClouds system (VMC) has played a major        high precision. Future developments              from Gaia has revelaed that several ultra-role in this endeavour.                       focus on using wide-field, high-multiplex        faint dwarfs, together with some low-                                              spectrographs and powerful images to             mass classical dwarfs, are consistent                                              obtain a robust chemical understanding           with having been accreted as part of the
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Astronomical News                                  Cioni M.-R. L. et al., Report on the Workshop “A Synoptic View of the Magellanic Clouds”LMC group. This also implies a large LMC           Evolution of stars and star clusters in         pared to younger ones, while age differ-virial mass at infall (M200 ≥ 3 × 1011 M⊙)         the Magellanic Clouds                           ences within a given cluster are < 20 Myr.and a direct influence of the LMC on                                                               Complicating the picture, Paul Goudfrooijthe star formation history of its satellites.      The meeting continued with a rich session       showed that the faint main sequence ofElena Sacchi concluded that the star for-          devoted to the evolution of stars and star      young LMC star cluters is characterisedmation history of ultra-faint dwarfs asso-         clusters, since the Magellanic Clouds           by a kink which is not reproduced by stel-ciated with the Magellanic Clouds differs          provide, in this context, the best samples      lar isochrones. This is probably associ-from that of similar objects associated            at sub-solar metallicities. Leo Girardi dis-    ated with a sudden decrease of tempera-with the Milky Way.                                cussed the calibration of overshooting in       ture resulting from an expansion of the                                                   main-sequence stars and the evolution of        convective envelope in stars with massesSatellites that are likely members of the          asymptotic giant branch stars, which are        < 1.45 M⊙, at the metallicity of the LMC,Magellanic Clouds are characterised by             critical to determining the nuclear fuel        which may cause braking. Interestingly,bright horizontal branches, dispersed red          burnt by blue and red stars, and model          the main sequence below the kink of sev-giant branches and a star formation his-           spectra of 0.1–5 Gyr-old distant galaxies.      eral clusters is consistent with that of atory that stopped 1–2 Gyr earlier than in          This work is usually performed in respect       single stellar population.ultra-dwarf systems of the Milky Way.              of stars that are members of star clus-Ethan Jahn illustrated, using zoom-in              ters, where stellar rotation plays a signifi-   The properties of the high-mass popula-cosmological simulations to study LMC-             cant role. Field stars, however, where the      tions of the Clouds were reviewed bymass analogues, that tidal interactions            star formation history is derived, repre-       Chris Evans who emphasised the resultswith the central galaxy allow the retention        sent a promising input to the calibration       obtained from the VLT-FLAMES Tarantulaof more substructure than in Milky Way-            of asymptotic giant branch models that          Survey. In particular, it was shown thatmass hosts, but similarly cause tidal strip-       also take pulsation and mass-loss into          the percentage of binary stars is similarping of satellites, suggesting that future         account.                                        to that in the Galaxy, that it extends tokinematical studies will reveal additional                                                         B stars and that there is an excess ofsatellites associated with the Clouds.             The phenomenon of multiple populations,         massive stars in the region of 30 Doradus                                                   observed in star clusters of different          with respect to predictions based on theAlice Minelli addressed both the LMC               ages, was reviewed by Nate Bastian. The         initial mass function. Future observationaland the Sagittarius dwarf galaxy, the lat-         split main sequence in young (< 1 Gyr           projects will target SMC massive stars inter being in a more advanced stage of              old) clusters and the extended main-           the ultraviolet to support models at lowgravitational interaction with the Milky           sequence turnoff in clusters < 2 Gyr old        metallicity. Joachim BestenlehnerWay than the LMC is. A high-resolution             can both be explained using rotation as         focused on the star cluster R136 at thespectroscopic study of 25–30 red giant             the dominant mechanism; the large frac-         core of 30 Doradus. The cluster agebranch stars per galaxy, measuring the             tion of rapidly rotating stars is supported     peaks at 1.2 Myr and its most massiveabundance of alpha-, light-, Fe-peak and           by a large (~ 60%) fraction of Be stars in      stars (M > 100 M⊙) account for a quarterneutron-capture elements, showed that             these clusters. Seth Gossage demon-             of the ionising flux and 2/3 of the mechan-the two dwarfs experienced a very similar          strated that stellar evolutionary models        ical feedback. A comprehensive cataloguechemical enrichment history despite their          that include stellar rotation are able to       of 1405 red, 217 yellow and 1369 bluecurrent differences, i.e., the LMC still           account for the majority of extendend           supergiant stars across the SMC wascontains gas and presents ongoing star             main-sequence turnoff morphologies.             presented by Ming Yang. It stemmedformation while the Sagittarius dwarf is           However, other effects like age spreads         from multi-wavelength observations, frompredominantly an old system deprived of            and braking are not ruled out. Andrea           ultraviolet to far-infrared with 29 differentgas. Marcel Pawlowski’s review dealt with          Dupree showed that important con-               filters, and the combination with Gaiathe plane of satellite galaxies problem.           straints to the models of these effects are     data to identify SMC members down to aSatellite galaxies of the Local Group              obtained from high-resolution spectro-         minimum mass of 6–7 M⊙. Among thearrange themselves in narrow structures,           scopic observations of Ha and He I. Fur-        intermediate-mass (3–10 M⊙) red super-with the Magellanic Clouds associated              thermore, Ivan Cabrera-Ziri confirmed          giants are also Cepheids for which ageswith the Vast Polar Structure, and the             that neither massive stars nor low-mass         strongly depend on model physics — forMagellanic Stream curiously aligned with           stars in young clusters show element            example, including stellar rotation makesother structures, with signs of kinematic          abundance variations. On the contrary,          the stars older. Richard Anderson arguedcorrelation (supported by Gaia proper              a spread in light element abundances            that new tests confronting dynamical andmotions) indicative of corotation. Planes          (for example, N, Na, C, O, Mg, Al) is likely    evolutionary timescales for Cepheidof satellites are not common in LCDM               responsible for the split red giant branches    members of star clusters are needed.simulations and their potential origins            in older clusters. Silvia Martocchia showedinclude the following: accretions from             the results of a study of about 20 massivepreferred directions (filaments), group            (> 104 M☉) star clusters in the Magellanic      Star formation history and chemistryinfall or a tidal nature of the dwarf galax-       Clouds where, for the first time, multiple      across the Magellanic systemies — there are elements both in favour            populations were found in clusters asand against such possibilities.                    young as 2 Gyr. A larger abundance              Andrew Cole opened the third section of                                                   spread was found in older clusters com-         the meeting with a review of the star
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formation history of the Magellanic            than in the Milky Way, while [Si, Ca, Ti/Fe]     velocity. This implies an HI mass flux ofClouds. He highlighted that these nearby       are similar. This suggests that the chemi-       0.2–1 M⊙ yr –1, 2–10 times larger than thegalaxies could be both a blessing and a        cal history of the LMC was dominated by          rate of star formation in the SMC, whichcurse, in that they provide an extremely       type Ia supernovae and intermediate-            is therefore likely to quench in 0.2–3 Gyr.rich population of stars across a Hubble       mass type II supernovae, without signifi-        The rotation curve resembles that of atime on the one hand, and on the other         cant differences among the three fields.         rotating disc. Both cold and ionised gashand a level of detail over a large area of                                                     (for example, Si I, Si II, Ha) reside in bothsky such that, “no single field is ever        Large-scale infrared surveys have allowed        the Stream and the Leading Arm. Andrewgoing to be totally representative”. The       the identification of galaxy-wide samples        Fox highlighted the dual chemical originLMC had a strong initial phase of star for-    of young stars, as explained in Joana            of the Stream, from both the LMC and themation that then declined, picking up          Oliveira’s presentation. This is a crucial       SMC, whilst abundances in the Leadingagain 3–5 Gyr ago, while the SMC started       step in studying environmental depend-           Arm suggest an SMC origin; their varia-forming stars vigorously only 5 Gyr ago.       encies on star formation and early stellar       tion corroborates a scenario in which the                                               evolution in order to understand the role        different clumps represent shreddedStar formation histories derived from deep     of metallicity and galactic structure. In par-   dwarfs accreted as part of the Magellanicphotometry were presented by Tomás             ticular, LMC young stellar objects show          group. The average temperature of HIRuiz-L ara from the application of a well-   high accretion rates and significant light-      clouds is 30 K and there seems to be aestablished colour-magnitude diagram fit-      curve variations, while the distributions        clear correspondence between the loca-ting technique. Additonal episodes of star     of upper- and pre-main sequence stars            tion of these clouds and that of the smallformation were identified, as well as dif-     support hierarchical and dust heating            clumps of CO emission and/or molecularferences in the building up of particular      substructures. Clifton Johnson showed            gas, as revelaed by ALMA observationsregions. The extremes of the LMC bar           the powerful impact of the combination           and presented by Katie Jameson. Katappear younger and more metal rich             of observations with the Atacama Large           Barger provided an overview of the signif-than the disc which appears metal poor,        Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA)            icant amount of ionising debris surround-but older in the south than in the north.      and the Hubble Space Telescope (HST)             ing the Magellanic Clouds as revealedAlessio Mucciarelli reviewed the chemical      on studies of pre-main sequence stars            by the highest sensitivity emission-lineinformation obtained from spectroscopic        and their environment in the Magellanic          Wisconsin Ha Mapper (WHAM) survey.investigations at low resolution (based on     Clouds. The star formation efficiency of         She also showed that supernova explo-the CaII triplet method for a general as-      molecular clouds in the SMC (~ 2% with           sions in the LMC sustain a large-scalesessment of the overall metallicity) and at    0.5 dex spread) appears consistent with          emerging wind (0.4 M⊙ yr –1). The level ofhigh resolution (based on the abundance        that in the Milky Way and shows a corre-         ionisation in the Stream cannot beof other elements such as Ba and Eu).          lation with cloud age.                           explained simply by photoionisation.Different studies agree on the lower [a/Fe]                                                     The dust content and stellar feedback ofabundance in the LMC compared to that          Gas and dust within the Magellanic               the Magellanic Clouds were discussed byin the Milky Way, which also indicates a       system                                           Margaret Meixner with a particular focuslower star formation rate. However, there                                                       on the results obtained from projectsis disagreement on the slope of [a/Fe] as      Naomi McClure-Griffiths presented                based on infrared observations with thea function of [Fe/H] and on the position of    an overview of the atomic gas in the             Spitzer and Herschel space telescopes.the [a/Fe] knee, marking the onset of the      Magellanic system, including the                 The LMC and SMC contain 7.3 x 105 M⊙influence of type Ia supernovae. Mathieu       Magellanic Bridge, Stream and Leading            and 8.3 × 104 M⊙ of dust, respectively,Van der Swaelmen presented the analysis        Arm, which are predominantly gaseous             accounted for by asymptotic giant branchof FLAMES spectra of red giant branch          features. A spectacular map of the SMC,          stars, red supergiants and supernovastars in a few LMC fields. He found that       with a spatial resolution 10 times higher        production, as well as by dust growth by[Mg, O/Fe] are indeed lower in the LMC         than that of previous maps, shows a cold         accretion. The LMC dust is predominantly                                               (T < 400 K) gas outflow (35–60 km s-1),          made of amorphous silicates, while bothFigure 1. Conference photo.                    about 40% of which is beyond escape              amorphous silicates and carbon are
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Astronomical News                                  Cioni M.-R. L. et al., Report on the Workshop “A Synoptic View of the Magellanic Clouds”present in equal amounts in the SMC.               disc from the bar in the LMC. At least          lations within the Magellanic Clouds. TheirFuture space missions like the James               30% of Milky Way-type galaxies host             results reproduce two bridges (youngWebb Space Telescope will allow us to              an LMC-mass galaxy, with 70% having             and old) separated in distance by aboutdetermine the compositon of the dust in            accreted at least one. Dwarf pairs around       1.5 kpc, connecting extended distributionsthe ejecta of supernova 1987A.                     these hosts are however rare — they             characterised by different kinematics.                                                   occur in only 6% of cases.Sikia Gautam studied the correlationbetween far-ultraviolet (associated with           Dana Casetti-Dinescu examined the ele-          The Magellanic Clouds as a distancedust) and mid-infrared (associated with            mental abundance and three-dimensional          scale anchorpolycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon mole-              kinematics of OB-type stars in the periph-cules) intensities in many diffuse locations       ery of the LMC, where she confirmed that        Grzegorz Pietrzynski led us through thein the SMC, concluding that ultraviolet            some stars were born in situ. While the         necessary steps to determine an accu-emission originates in the interstellar field      origin of similar stars in the Leading Arm      rate distance to the LMC using eclipsingrather than in the intervening medium              is not clear, they could have formed (and       binaries, one of the primary distance indi-along the line of sight. Pierre Maggi              may still be forming) in the LMC disc or in     cators in nearby galaxies, addressing theshowed that dust is destroyed as a result          the Milky Way. Lara Cullinane explored the      major sources of error in the calibration ofof supernova explosions at a rate that             kinematics of the periphery of the LMC          the distance scale (population, extinction,depends on the specific element: it is             using data from the Magellanic Edges            zero-point, blending and physics of thehigher for O and Fe and lower for Mg and           Survey (MagES) combined with Gaia. A            indicator). Many years of extensive photo-Si. X-ray survey results also show that the        feature in the northern disc of the LMC         metric and spectroscopic observationshigher numbers of core-collapse superno-           shows different kinematics from that of         were invested to reach an accuracy of 1%.vae compared to type I in the SMC, com-            the disc, as obtained from a variety ofpared to the LMC, are perhaps related to           disc rotation models. Scott Lucchini            The role of the LMC in the distance scaletheir star formation history. Furthermore,         used hydrodynamical simulations in a            was further discussed by Lucas Macrisupernovae in the LMC appear located in            tidal scenario to reproduce the Stream          with respect to results on Cepheids andfront of the disc (projected onto the bar) or      and Leading Arm gas.                            Mira stars, among the secondary dis-behind it (belonging to 30 Doradus). By                                                            tance indicators. In particular, the combi-studying the spectral energy distribution          It is, however, difficult to account for the    nation of sparse near-infrared observa-of background galaxies (from u to K bands          gas mass in the Stream and the fragmen-         tions and highly sampled optical lightand with redshift < 6), Cameron Bell               tation of the Leading Arm at the same           curves, as well as single observationsmapped the total instrinsic reddening              time. Preliminary simulations including the     with the HST to overcome crowding, pro-of the SMC. This method successfully               influence of the Milky Way hot corona           vides a significant improvement to therecovers high values in the centre and low         show a diffused Leading Arm made pre-           period-luminosity relations used to derivevalues in the external regions utilising gal-      dominantly of LMC material and some             distances, effectively reducing the uncer-axies with low levels of intrinsic reddening.      fragmentation in the trailing arm while         tainty in the Hubble costant. Furthermore,                                                   matching the observations of the two LMC        a new periodogram technique based on                                                   and SMC filaments. Yang Yanbin showed           a multi-band model to fit the light curvesInternal kinematics and dynamics of the            instead that a hydrodynamical simulation        will allow us to recover the period ofMagellanic Clouds                                  in a ram-pressure-plus-collision scenario       many Mira stars beyond the LMC, to be                                                   is able to reproduce many properties of         detected in the future by the SynopticDenis Erkal demonstrated that the mass of          the Magellanic system, such as the den-         Survey Telescope at Rubin Observatory.the LMC is large, ~ 1011 M⊙, and because           sity of HI and the mass of ionised gas in       Anupam Bhardwaj showed that period-of that it must have influenced tracers of         the Stream with a 20% accuracy, the lead-       luminosity relations for Mira stars at maxi-the Milky Way structure. In particular, a          ing arms, and the three-dimensional             mum light have a 30% less dispersionbetter sky track, distance, proper motion          structure of young and old stars. Florian       than at mean light. This is likely due to theand radial velocity for members of the             Niederhofer used data from the VMC              destruction of unstable molecules whenOrphan stream are obtained when the                survey to calculate the proper motion of        the Mira is at its warmest phase. MarekLMC mass is taken into account. In addi-           young and old stars across the SMC. The         Gorski focused on the tip of red gianttion, velocity shifts of Milky Way satellites,     median SMC motion and the velocity pat-         branch method to derive distances ofwarps of the Milky Way disc and a pull of          tern across tiles are consistent with litera-   systems at ~ 2 Mpc from ground-basedthe Milky Way mass internal to 30 kpc              ture determinations for both samples.           and ~ 16 Mpc from space-based obser-can be explained by an LMC influence.              Andres del Pino used Gaia data and a            vations. He highlighted recent improve-Gurtina Belsa argued that only a massive           neural network method trained on the            ments to the reddening, edge-detectionLMC on first infall can maintain the SMC           line-of-sight velocity of young, < 1 Gyr        method and to the near-infrared absoluteas a binary companion and survive a sta-           old, stars and on the distance of old RR        magnitude calibration.ble disc after a recent (< 200 Myr) and            Lyrae stars, and applied this to > 6 milliondirect (< 10 kpc) collision. This event is         stars with six-dimensional information,         The most accurate period-luminosityprobably responsible for the formation             including age and metallicity, to study the     relations for Cepheids in the LMC andof the one spiral arm and the offset of the        distribution and kinematics of stellar popu-    SMC, based on near-infrared photometry
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from the VMC survey, were presented             Furthermore, an analysis of blue-loop            ciation with the Magellanic system; cur-by Vincenzo Ripepi. However, the calibra-       (core He burning) stars showed that star         rently 7% of the Milky Way satellites couldtion of these relations, which is based on      formation moved from the northeast of            be brought in by the LMC.Cepheids in the Milky Way and the cur-          the SMC to the southwest; the age rangesrent Gaia data, is still influenced by a        in these regions span 120–200 Myr to             Satellites might also have been destroyedmetallicity effect and parallax uncertain-      120–60 Myr, respectively, while both             in the LMC group environment andties. These issues will most likely be fixed    ranges are present in the central regions.       this process most likely created stellarin subsequent releases of the Gaia data.                                                         streams. In the LMC the southern armTo quantify the influence of metallicity        Dalal El Youssoufi used the VMC survey           appears as the counterpart of the north-on the Cepheid period-luminosity rela-          data to explore the morphology of the            ern arm, while there are many other ten-tions, Wolfgang Gieren showed an appli-         Magellanic Clouds, creating maps with a          tacles that are possibly associated withcation of the infrared surface brightness       spatial resolution of 0.13–0.16 kpc at dif-      episodes of earlier interactions betweentechnique to Milky Way, LMC and SMC             ferent ages. These maps demonstrate in           the Clouds. Further insight into thesources. While the slopes of the relations      great detail the history of interaction and      periphery of the Magellanic Clouds wasare not influenced by metallicity, the          evolution of the Magellanic Clouds. Anna         given by Gary da Costa (on behalf ofzero-points are — in the sense that             Jacyszyn-Dobrzeniecka analysed data              Dougal Mackey). Numerous structuralmore metal-poor Cepheids are fainter by       from the OGLE-IV survey to characterise          distortions were found within the area–0.23 +/– 0.06 mag/dex. Bogumił Pilecki         the three-dimensional structure of the           covered by the MagES survey (~ 1200explained that Cepheids in eclipsing            Magellanic Clouds. The clumpy appear-            square degrees around the LMC andbinary systems allow us to derive physical      ance traced by Cepheids contrasts with           ~ 200 square degrees around the SMC).parameters (for example, period, mass,          the regular distribution traced by RR            The offset of several degrees betweenand radius) from which to obtain evolution      Lyrae stars in both galaxies. The spatial        intermediate-age and old stars in theand pulsation models. These results place       extension of old stars supports the pres-        SMC might be related to an LMC-SMCimportant constraints on, for example, the      ence of two halos rather than a bridge           encounter > 2 Gyr ago.projection factor (the ratio between the        connecting the LMC with the SMC.pulsation velocity of the star and its radial   Massimiliano Gatto searched for stellar          Young stars in the Bridge form a chain ofmotion), a crucial quantity for the calibra-    clusters in the outskirts of the LMC using       diffuse clusters in line with HI observa-tion of the infrared surface brightness         deep photometric data obtained at the            tions, supporting a feedback processtechnique. Roberto Molinaro showed the          VLT Survey Telescope, from the YMCA              from supernovae and stellar winds. Camilaresults of fitting non-linear convective        (Yes, Magellanic Clouds Again) survey,           Navarrete confirmed, using spectroscopicpulsation models to the light and radial        and found 55 new candidates. Most of             observations of individual stars, that twovelocity curves of a sample of Cepheids         these clusters are of intermediate age           of the streams previously detected fromin both the LMC and the SMC. Extensive          (1–4 Gyr old) with a peak at 2 Gyr and only      the distribution of blue horizontal branchgrids of models are built for each individ-     a few clusters in the age gap (4–10 Gyr).        stars are indeed kinematically coherentual star to derive structural parameters,                                                        structures. On the other hand, the Piscesdistance and reddening, as well as to           Doug Geisler showed that the metallicity         overdensity is difficult to associate withcontruct period-luminosity and period-         distribution of stellar clusters in the SMC is   Magellanic debris, but may be consistentmass relations for comparison with those        bimodal, with peaks at about [Fe/H] = –0.8       with the expected Magellanic wake intoderived from observations.                      and –1.1 dex, and does not show evidence         the Galactic halo. The discovery of a                                                of a strong gradient, while field red giant      young cluster, associated with the Leading                                                branch stars have a unimodal distribution        Arm because of its distance, metallicityMorphology and structure of the                 (peaked at [Fe/H] = –1.0 dex) and a nega-        and radial velocity, was presented byMagellanic Clouds from different stellar        tive gradient that reverses to positive          Adrian Price-Whelan. This cluster waspopulations                                     beyond 4 degrees from the centre of the          found from a search of co-moving blue                                                galaxy. The age-metallicity relation of the      horizontal branch stars and subsequentSmitha Subramanian analysed data from           clusters shows a significant dispersion          follow-up studies; it might have formed asthe VMC survey and showed evidence for          at all ages. In the presentation by Noelia       a result of the interaction between thea population of red clump stars ~ 12 kpc        Noël, supporting evidence was given              Leading Arm and the Milky Way gas.in front of the SMC, emerging from a            for the disruption of the SMC: the gasregion ~ 2.5 kpc away from the centre           appears decoupled from the stars, theand towards the east. This population was       kinematics of giant stars shows a lot of         Ongoing and future surveys of theprobably stripped during the last interac-      debris around a bound core and there             Magellanic Cloudstion episode with the LMC 300–400 Myr           are breaks in the low surface-brightnessago. Michele Cignoni presented data from        profile of young stars. It is also likely that   David Niedever opened the last session bythe STEP (SMC in Time: Evolution of a           the total mass of the SMC was much               presenting results from two surveys: thePrototype interacting late-type galaxy)         larger than the accepted value. Pushing to       Survey of the Magellanic Stellar Historysurvey, where a bimodal red clump is            low surface brightnesses, Vasily Belokurov       (SMASH) and the Magellanic Clouds sur-also detected and where the bright com-         reviewed the recent studies of the detec-        vey using the Apache Point Observatoryponent dominates the Magellanic Bridge.         tion of ultra-faint satellites and their asso-   Galactic Evolution Experiment (APOGEE).
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Astronomical News                                  Cioni M.-R. L. et al., Report on the Workshop “A Synoptic View of the Magellanic Clouds”Their combination will set constraints on          us to characterise turbulence (and kine-        for example using CTIO telescopes, andthe evolution of the galaxies. In particular,      matics) to an unprecedented level. A cata-      the plans formulated for future consor-deep photometry was used to derive a               logue of OH masers will also be provided.       tium observations of the Magellanicthree-dimensional map of the LMC, to                                                               Clouds using the Multi Object Optical anddetect a warp and a stellar ring in its disc,      In the X-ray domain, Frank Haberl re-           Near-infrared Spectrograph (MOONS)and to probe the stellar periphery to              viewed the status of population studies         and 4MOST instruments (see, for exam-21 degrees from the centre. Extensive              from the XMM-Newton surveys of the              ple, Cioni et al., 2019).spectroscopy was used to derive the (low)          Magellanic Clouds and elaborated on fu-star formation efficiency compared to that         ture prospects using the eROSITA instru-of the Milky Way — supporting their for-           ment on board the Spectrum-Roentgen-           Demographicsmation in low-density environments and a           Gamma satellite. In particular, he high-first infall scenario. Bruno Dias intro-           lighted studies of a large sample (~ 120)       The 104 participants at the workshopduced the VIsible Soar photometry of               of high-mass (Be) X-ray binaries in the         came from 17 different countries. Thestar Clusters in tApii and Coxi HuguA              SMC, correlated with star formation at          majority were from the United States of(VISCACHA) survey aimed at the study of            25–60 Myr, where only half of them are          America and Germany, with 20% each,stellar clusters in the Magellanic Clouds.         pulsars. The expected exposure time of          followed by ESO, Italy, Australia and theThe spatial resolution of this survey is           eROSITA across the Magellanic Clouds            United Kindgom with 10% each; aboutbetter than that achieved by other                 during the course of the survey, details        60% of the participants were from ESOground-based photometric surveys                   about the instruments, its performance,         Member States. Of the attendees, 35%because of the use of adaptive optics,             and the first light commissioning image         were female and the Science Organisingwhich should improve the derivation of             were also presented. To conclude this           Committee formulated a scientific pro-the physical properties of stellar clusters        session, Knut Olsen presented the Rubin         gramme that reflected this percentage.(age, mass, reddening, distance, and               Observatory Legacy Survey of Space and          The selection of contributed talks wasstructural parameters) from the interpre-          Time (LSST) which is due to begin in 2023       made without considering the gender oftation of colour-magnitude diagrams.               at Vera C. Rubin Observatory. The pro-          the applicants while invited talks were                                                   posed science case for observing the            selected to include, where possible,Maria-Rosa Cioni focused on two surveys            Magellanic Clouds makes use of the three        female speakers. It is interesting to noteusing the VISTA telescope: the recently            main advantages of the telescope: i.e.,         that the percentage of female partici-completed near-infrared photometric sur-           wide, fast and deep. It addresses a broad       pants matched the percentage of femalesvey VMC and the planned spectroscopic              range of questions that encompass most          who delivered review presentations. In1001MC (One Thousand and One                       of the topics discussed in the meeting so       addition, the workshop had a good bal-Magellanic fields) survey. Highlights from         far. It also faces technical challenges, such   ance of career level and seniority. Each ofthe VMC include: the spatial variation             as solving the problem of separating stars      the eight workshop sessions had threeof the distribution of mass in the SMC,            from galaxies in dense stellar fields, ex-      review talks and two talks from students.developing an elongated shape between              tracting photometry for objects in these5 and 3 Gyr ago, truncated to the west             fields, and defining the footprint andbetween 500 and 200 Myr ago; the domi-             cadence of a multitude of repeated              Acknowledgementsnant number of 100 Myr-old Cepheids in             observations.                                   A big thank you goes to many people: the otherthe northwest of the SMC at closer dis-                                                            members of the Scientific Organising Committee —tances compared to the majority of 200                                                             Kenji Bekki, Andrew Cole, Elena D’Onghia, EvaMyr-old ones in the centre; and the signifi-       Main conclusions and ways forward               Grebel, Vanessa Hill, Rolf-Peter Kudritzki, Jacco van                                                                                                   Loon, Naomi McClure-Griffiths, and Igor Soszynski —cant distance modulus variation across                                                             for their valuable help in preparing an excellent sci-the LMC and SMC obtained from the tip              The workshop was a great success. It            entific programme; the ESO logistics and catering forof the red giant branch method. The sci-           provided a crucial platform for the pres-       a smooth and enjoyable experience; the local organ-entific goals, area, type and number of tar-       entation of a state-of-the-art view of the      iser committee members, Lisa Löbling and Sara                                                                                                   Mancino; and, in particular, Stella Chasiotis-K lingnergets (about 0.5 million stars and 0.1 million      Magellanic system, comparing and com-           for her effective and swift management of the meet-background galaxies) that the 1001MC               bining results from different teams and         ing. The financial contribution from ESO was alsoplans to observe, as part of the consor-           projects, and stimulating a discussion          instrumental in facilitating the participation of earlytium that develops the 4-metre Multi-             that brought us to a better understanding       career scientists.Object Spectroscopic Telescope (4MOST),            of our neighbouring galaxies and theirwere also presented. First results from            role as important suppliers of material to      Referencesthe Galactic ASKAP (Australian Square              the Milky Way halo, demonstrating andKilometer Array Pathfinder) survey,                quantifying the processes related to gal-       Cioni, M.-R. L. et al. 2019, The Messenger, 175, 55including the Magellanic Clouds and                axy interactions, as well as group accre-Bridge, were shown by Nickolas Pingel.             tion in general that may be applicable to       LinksIn particular, he reported the first detec-        more distant systems. The workshop                                                                                                   1tion of a break in the power spectrum of           enhanced the impact of the VMC ESO                Workshop programme: https://www.eso.org/sci/                                                                                                      meetings/2019/magellanic_clouds.htmlHI, demonstrating that this high spatial           Public Survey in the context of other ded-      2                                                                                                      30 Doradus VMC image: http://www.eso.org/and spectral resolution survey will allow          icated and complementary programmes,               public/news/eso1033/
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Marie-Lou Gendron-Marsolais                                                                 six months and to work alongside some
                                                                                            of the people who invented my field ofBorn in Montréal, I grew up mostly in the                                                   research. I learned to work with observa-Québec countryside, in the Gaspésie                                                         tions from the Chandra X-ray observatoryPeninsula, that wild piece of land larger                                                   and still remember today the feeling ofthan Belgium along the south shore of the                                                   excitement when I first took a look at datamajestic Saint Lawrence river in eastern                                                    that had been taken from space! I alsoCanada. I spent my childhood between                                                        used the newly installed optical imagingthe vibrant cultural life of Montréal and                                                   Fourier transform spectrometer SITELLEthe thick conifer forest covered by snow                                                    at the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope.for six months a year. Very curious, Iknew about all the whale species in the                                                     This broad range of experiences allowedworld, I would make small experiments to                                                    me to effectively bridge between obser-grow plants in the corner of my bedroom                                                     vations at different wavelengths and gavewindow, and I read every book in the vil-                                                   me a strong set of skills. It also allowedlage library, imagining myself climbing the                                                 me to build a network of passionate col-Himalayas in our snowy backyard.                                                            laborators who, over time, became a                                                                                            strong source of support and motivation.My interest in stars and everything beyondcame later, after I started enjoying maths                                                  In my free time, I became involved in thein high school, encouraged by a gener-                                                      newly formed diversity committee of theous teacher. I didn’t know what I wanted                                                    physics department of the Université deto become yet, though most likely some-       Marie-Lou Gendron-Marsolais                                                                                            Montréal. Through my involvement, Ithing related to science. However, “scien-                                                  learned about the barriers and challengestific researcher” was not among the                                                         faced by women in science and getting aoptions that came out of those career ori-    opportunity to do a PhD in astronomy at       better understanding of these issues asentation tests, and I had some trouble        the Université de Montréal and I moved to     well as meeting other astronomers recep-identifying with “science geniuses” such      an observational study of supermassive        tive to those ideas helped me find myas Einstein, Newton, Darwin, etc. — even      black holes.                                  place. Throughout my studies, I contin-if I admired them deeply. I continued to                                                    ued my involvement in scientific commu-study science and found in physics an         I started working under the supervision of    nication at every opportunity (for exam-elegant mix of mathematical equations         Julie Hlavacek-Larrondo, analysing            ple, at science festivals, in schools or atand concepts.                                 observations taken with the Very Large        “Astronomy on Tap” events, etc.) — each                                              Array, a set of 27 large antennas in New      occasion giving me a burst of confidenceDespite the unclear path ahead, I started     Mexico. It was very challenging —             and passion towards astronomy as Ia bachelor’s in physics in Québec city.       everything was so new, but I quickly          shared my work.Far from home, overwhelmed by the             caught up with the astronomy world andworkload and the complexity of numer-         its vocabulary. My PhD project was           Over the years, I used many telescopesous new notions, I struggled a bit to find    focused on a galaxy cluster called           and visited the observatories of Maunakeamy place in this world. I got a summer job    Perseus, located 200 million light years     and Kitt Peak, the Very Large Arrayat the Mont-Mégantic national park, host-     away — relatively close for astronomy!       and the Arecibo observatory... but theing a small research observatory with a       Its “proximity” allowed us to take very      Atacama Desert had always been the1.6-m telescope. I would do astronomy         detailed pictures of what was going on       ultimate dream for me. I moved to Chile intours, describing all the wonders of our      there. With radio observations, I would      October 2018 to start an ESO fellowshipUniverse to amazed crowds. It was great.      trace the light coming from the central      with duties at the ALMA observatory. II loved it and learned a lot having this      supermassive black hole of each of those     soon found myself under the southernconstant connection to the night sky. I       giant galaxies as well as the powerful jets  sky, in command of one of the mostgot to know the time just by looking at       they release. I spent hours staring at       powerful telescopes in the world. Beingthe stars and I would chase comets, auro-     those strange, complicated structures,       among ESO’s rich community of expertsras, transits and meteor showers. In the      trying to understand their origin. Most of   in observational astronomy represents ameantime, I developed a profound inter-       all, the striking beauty of what I was see-  unique opportunity to conduct myest in telescopes, these impressive           ing gave me the strength to pursue my        research, while allowing me to furthermachines in remote and extreme loca-          work. I loved the feeling of discovering     develop my professional skills. To date, Itions. My relentless curiosity for the fun-   potentially new structures in those obser-   still pursue my work on the Perseus clus-damental rules of our Universe drove me       vations and being the first human to set     ter of galaxies, every set of new observa-to do a master’s in theoretical particle      eyes on them.                                tions revealing a variety of unexpectedphysics when for two years I played with                                                   discoveries. And so my quest for knowl-elegant differential equations and laws of    I also had the chance to visit the Harvard- edge continues and at the same time mysymmetry. Meanwhile, I was offered the        Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics for      sense of wonder flourishes.
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Astronomical News                                     Gendron-Marsolais M.-L., Jones M., Fellows at ESOMatias Jones                                          tal physics and I really enjoyed building      SPectrograph for Rocky Exoplanets and                                                      high-temperature yttrium-barium-copper-       Stable Spectroscopic ObservationsI was born in Chile, the world capital of             oxide superconducting materials or car-        (ESPRESSO) or the CRyogenic high-observational astronomy and a key win-                bon nanoparticles in advanced physics          resolution InfraRed Echelle Spectrographdow from the Earth to explore the Uni-                labs, I knew that my future lay in astron-     (CRIRES+) was an additional motivation.verse. Just 30 minutes away from my                   omy. So, I started a master’s thesis inhome town of Santiago is a beautiful                  astronomy at the Universidad de Chile          I started my ESO fellowship in 2016,place called Cajón del Maipo, a place                 in Santiago. During my master’s, I used        with duties in Paranal. Although whenfree of light pollution and with clear skies          Type II-P supernovae as extragalactic          I arrived at ESO I expected to work onduring most of the year. At the age of 14 I           distance indicators.                           high-resolution spectrographs, where Ijoined a group for astronomy and astro-                                                              could contribute my previous experiencephotography. We used to go to Cajon del               After receiving a master’s degree, I finally   in the design, construction and extensiveMaipo to do astrophotography using a                  started a PhD in astronomy, also at the        use of these kind of instruments, I was10-cm diameter telescope without a                    Universidad de Chile, but this time in the     also very motivated to learn new observ-motor, so for long exposures we had to                area of extrasolar planets. The goal of my     ing techniques and new instruments. Imanually track the apparent movement of               PhD thesis was to search for and charac-       therefore took on a new professionalthe stars in the sky. During those years I            terise planetary systems orbiting giant        challenge when I joined the team forstrengthened my passion for science and               stars, using the radial-velocity method.       the Spectro-Polarimetric High-contrastrealised that I would follow a scientific             The main idea behind this project was to       Exoplanet REsearch instrument (SPHERE)career in my adult life.                              study other evolved planetary systems to       on the VLT, which is a high contrast                                                      understand what might happen to our            imaging instrument. As a member ofA couple of years later, I entered univer-            own Solar System after the Sun evolves         the SPHERE instrument team I had thesity to study physics and astronomy                   into a red giant star. During my PhD, I        chance to discover the fascinating worldand after five years, I got my bachelor’s             spent dozens of nights at the La Silla         of direct imaging. However, this was notdegree. Although I really love experimen-             observatory, mainly collecting high-          easy. I had to learn about extreme adap-                                                      resolution spectroscopic data using the        tive optics and observing techniques that                                                      Fibre-fed Extended Range Optical Spec-         were completely new to me. Although at                                                      trograph (FEROS) and the High Accuracy         the very beginning it was difficult to learn                                                      Radial velocity Planet Searcher (HARPS).       about this complex machine — which                                                      I also spent two years at ESO in Chile         comprises three sub-instruments plus                                                      thanks to the ESO studentship pro-             SAXO, the extreme adaptive optics mod-                                                      gramme. It was during this time that I first   ule of SPHERE — now, after more than                                                      had the chance to visit that unique and        3 years, I have become an expert in this                                                      magical place called Paranal to work on a      instrument and I am currently the SPHERE                                                      short observatory project. I really enjoyed    Instrument Scientist (IS2). In addition, I am                                                      those fantastic years at ESO, where I also     the instrument fellow of CRIRES+ and                                                      had the chance to interact with world          ESPRESSO, which recently arrived at                                                      experts in different areas and to use dif-     Paranal and is currently at the commis-                                                      ferent observing techniques and instru-        sioning stage.                                                      mentation, when they visited the ESO                                                      offices in Chile.                              So far, my experience of working at                                                                                                     Paranal has been truly that of a dream                                                      In 2013, I obtained my PhD and moved to        come true. The motivation one gets                                                      the Astro-Engineering Center (AIUC) at         working at the VLT with the most sophis-                                                      the Universidad Católica in Santiago,          ticated instruments in the world, many                                                      where I worked on the construction of          times pushing the limits of the observa-                                                      two high-resolution spectrographs aimed        tional techniques, is simply unique and                                                      at detecting exoplanets, one of which has      very rewarding. In addition to that, there                                                      been in full operation at La Silla since       is also the fact that the VLT is located in                                                      2016. The next step in my career was           one of the most beautiful places I have                                                      already pretty clear to me. After finishing    ever seen; this simply makes the VLT at                                                      my position at the AIUC, I applied to the      Cerro Paranal the most perfect combina-                                                      ESO fellowship programme in Chile, hav-        tion. Even after almost 300 nights at                                                      ing in mind that it would allow me to work     Paranal, I don’t miss a chance to look at                                                      with state-of-the-art instruments, deep-       those amazing sunsets, and to look at                                                      ening my knowledge of instrumentation          the endless deep and dark sky, full of                                                      and new observing techniques. Moreo-           mystery and magic during the night. To                                                      ver, getting the chance to work with           be honest, I could not think of a betterMatias Jones                                          and operate instruments like the Echelle       place to work.
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                                                 Arrivals (1 July– 30 September 2020)                                  Departures (1 July– 30 September 2020)
                                                 Europe                                                                Europe
                                                 Calmette, Elsa (FR)	           ELT Programme Office Support           Anderson, Richard (DE)	                  Fellow                                                 		 (Programme Control                                                 Belfiore, Francesco (IT)	                Fellow                                                 		 & Quality Assurance)                                               Bhattacharya, Souradeep (IN)	            Student IMPRS                                                 Chen, Jianhang (CN)	           Student IMPRS                          Cheffot, Anne-Laure (FR)	                Student                                                 de Sa Freitas, Camila (BR)	    Student IMPRS                          Hamanowicz, Aleksandra (PL)	             Student IMPRS                                                 Erkal, Jessica (IE)	           Student IRC Grant                      Hayden-Pawson, Connor (UK)	              Student                                                 Escarlate, Nathalia (BR)	      Information Systems Specialist         Hussain, Gaitee (UK)	                    Head of Editorial Team                                                 Paneque Carreño, Teresa (ES) 	 Student IMPRS                          Lamperti, Isabella (CH)	                 Student                                                 Prümm, Michael (DE)	           Software Development Engineer 	        Mc Manmon, Conor (IE)	                   Software Engineer                                                 		 in Test                                                            Sarazin, Marc (FR)	                      Applied Physicist                                                 Sánchez Menguiano, Laura (ES)	 Fellow                                 van der Burg, Remco (NL)	                Fellow                                                 Ward, Samuel (UK)	             Student ORIGINS Excellence Cluster     Wylezalek, Dominika (DE)	                Fellow                                                 Zak, Jiri (CZ)	                Student IMPRS                          Zsidi, Gabriella (HU)	                   Student
                                                 Chile                                                                 Chile
                                                 Bordier, Emma (FR)	                    Student                        Belmar, Francisco (CL)	     Telescope Instruments Operator                                                 Givovich, Alejandro (CL)	              IT Specialist-Infrastructure   Frantz, Michel (FR)	        Support & Quality Assurance                                                 González, Rodrigo (CL)	                Software Engineer              		 Group Leader                                                 Gonzalez, Sergio (CL)	                 Maintenance Engineer           Gómez, María Eugenia (CL)	  Librarian                                                 Otárola, Angel (CL)	                   Atmosphere Scientist           Herrero-Illana, Ruben (ES)	 Fellow                                                 Saldias, Leslie (CL)	                  Librarian                      Kara, Jan (CZ)	             Student                                                                                                                       Kravchenko, Kateryna (UA)	  Fellow                                                                                                                       Navarrete, Julio (CL)	      Telescope Instruments Operator                                                                                                                       Poupar, Sébastien (FR)	     System Engineer		                                                                                                                       Vera, Sergio (CL)	          Telescope Instruments Operator                                                                                                                       van Holstein, Rob (NL)	     Student                                                                                                                       	José Francisco Salgado (josefrancisco.org)/ESO

                                                                                                                                                                             The Very Large Tele-
                                                                                                                                                                             scope (VLT) on Cerro                                                                                                                                                                             Paranal, with the Large                                                                                                                                                                             and Small Magellanic                                                                                                                                                                             Clouds majestically dis-                                                                                                                                                                             played overhead.
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